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Capt. Rufus B. Bickford, who died last
week in Brooksville after a short illness,
was captain of Company H., 26th Regiment,
Maine Volunteers, in the Civil war. He
was a life-long resident of Brooksville and
parsed his 80th year in February last. He
leaves a wife, one son and two daughters.

OBITUARY.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

~

Fred W. Brown vs. W. B.
Tryon. The
plaintiff is an attorney in Belfast and the
defendant a produce merchant of Durham,
CL The action is to recover $29.85 for

Hox. S. C. Stboit, Justice Pbesidisg.

THE SENIOR CLASS PLAY.

PERSONAL

“A Rival by Request,” a comedy in three
The Court adjourned over Fast Day and
of
acts given by the Senior class of the Belfast
Mrs. H. W. Healey is visiting relatives in
Freedom's well known and respected citiprofessional services.
re-opened Friday morning.
The
defendant High school at Memorial hall,
April 2*Jnd, Rockland.
zens, passed away at the age of 68 years.
Nancy J. Rose et ah, petition for parti- claims that the plaintiff was to get his pay was largely attended. The various parts
He had been in failing health for some
Mrs. R. C. Sheldon returned
Ingraham Maddocks dropped dead at his tion, vs. Albert B. Rose. The contest was from amounts collected in the cases placed were well taken and the general verdict
yesterday
from Boston.
years, and after a short illness yielded to home in Lincoluville Saturday night, April in regard to the division of the real estate in his hands.
The case was opened to the is that it was a success
social16th. He was 69 years of age and was a
dramatically,
the Maker’s call. Mr. Flye was born in
of
first
Loren
Rose, late of Brohks, among the
H. L. Lord of Waterville was in Belfast
jury Monday afternoon, and the jury ly and financially. The hall was so crowdwidower, lie leaves no children. He was
‘f
heirs. Judgment for partition. Thompson returned a verdict Tuesday forenoon for ed that there was
Unity, Maine, Feb. 3, 1836. His father died a man well known and respected by all.
literally not standing yesterday on business.
when the son was only fourteen.
for petitioners. R. F. Dunton for defend- the defendant. J. R. Dunton for plaintiff.
From
room, and many were turned away from
Mrs. George A. Bailey is visiting her
rre-pondence.
Deacon J. G. Walker died last week at ant.
that time until he entered the servioe of his
H. C. Buzzell for defendant. Exceptions the door after
r <*f Patagonia. The New
vain efforts to enter. The mother, Mrs. J. M. Fletcher.
his home in Brooksville after a long illness.
From Southern Calr.er
Eliza Webber vs. Alfred W. Grant. Ac- and motion for new trial filed.
country he remained at the old homestead, He was 76 veAsof sge and a life-long resiprogram began with a well rendered selec\s -'icing
Miss Flora Kilgore is visiting her sister,
Bells...Obituary... caring for his widowed mother.
tion by Kejes* Orchestra, and shortly after
Sept. 28, dent of Brooksville. He leaves a wife, one tion on a mortgage on real estate in MonYacht-men.
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
Mrs. Charles Gray, in Mercer.
son and one daughter.
roe.
Mr.
enlisted
as
a
in
as
of
Brown
1864,
Flye
Comof
private
Judgment
mortgage.
Hie Flag He Fought For..
eight the curtain rose and disclosed the
The Grand Jury found the following inf.o--;tl Industries.. EnforcHon. S. S. Brown of Waterville was in
Brooks for plaintiff.
H. C. Buzzell for
pany H, 11th Regiment of Maine Infantry,
ODD FELLOWS’ ANNIVERSARY.
apartments of Walter Pierson, a young
r Law
Yachts and Boats
dictments
:
Belfast Friday on legal business.
and
endured
the
defendant.
faithfully
hardships of
>;.. ieties.
who is in great trouble, being enbachelor,
John A. Warren, common seller at Frankwar until he
was mustered out June 12,
Chas. E. Lane vs. Mary J. Johnson; ac
f Belfa-t..The Churches
Elmer Rankin and F. V. Cottrell arrived
gaged to two young ladies at the same time.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, obN \v- The e re-cent Beach
tion for rent on property in Brooks. De- fort.
I860, near Richmond, Ya. Three years later,
This part was very well taken by Clarence from Boston by boat yesterday
of
Odd
Fellowserved the 85th anniversary
morning.
John
A.
nuisance
at
Frankfort.
Warren,
on Nov. 22, 1868, Mr. Flye was married to
faulted by agreement for $88.
Brown of
W ight, who made an admirable
1 -onomies
Maine NewHon. James S. Wright of South Paris
“young
ship in America by attending services at
John A. Warren, keeping a drinking
Brooks for plaintiff. Greer for defendant.
> :*J‘ :tii Rock.
Kegi-ter of Miss Susan Cookson. They made their first the
gentleman about town.” Mr. Holmes as was in Belfast last week on business.
Universalist church Sunday forenoon,
\N-s-el-... The Amateur
home in Unity. Twenty-six years ago they
Chas. E. and Chas. A. Lane vs. Chas. H. house and tippling shop at Frankfort.
W inthrop Smythe, a friend of Pierson, was
-no..Lincoln Hebeiied..
April 24th. The church was appropriatelyJohn A. Warren, single sale at FrankMr. and Mrs. Isaiah Cross have returned
came to Freedom and settled in the north'■anut ci«>. ks..Country
on
action
for
rent
Elwell;
property in
very
charming with his beautiful black home, after
decorated for the occasion. The cross above
eastern part of the town.
For twenty-one
spending -he winter in MassaBrooks. Referred to Hon. Geo. E. Johnson. fort.
moustache
and
with
delicate
while
Harold
the pulpit was twined
traveling bag,
Rum Shop-..Hortieulferns,
chusetts.
Winfield S. Edminster, single sale at Belyears they have lived in Freedom village.
Brown of Brooks for plaintiff. Thompson
liir-iit-■ .The statehood Bill
as
fast.
Alexander Muggins, his valet,
Shorey
and festoons of the same extended across
Arnold Ilariis and son Louis arrived last
To Mr. and Mrs. Flye six children were
1 M- ven-' Tr-usti-..Amerfor defendant.
who
is
B. K. Kalloch, single sale at Frankfort.
the alcove walls. The pulpit was covered
supposed by Pierson to be
f Instruction Stricken
born
Jennie R., wife of \Y. A. Webb,
from New York to spend the sumJ. E. Cook vs. Lydia J. Parsons, action
Saturday
i1 ...Uterarv News* and
Lord
McMullin, made a very decided mer in
with a tri-colored doth, red, white and
Action in other liquor cases was as fol.f Field's Pranks...The
Belfast.
Hartford, Conn.: Effie M. Flye, Freedom;
to recover for medical services. Referred
hit.
With his long tailed coat, white
on which were the emblem of the
Mi-ii-.-v.. Funnv oM Sign-. j
purple,
lows
:
Fannie A., w ife of Dr. M. M. Small, Branch
to F.
Mrs. Daniel Astle returned to Moulton
A. Greer.
Brown of lirooks for
I -.-La'ii Means.
vest and red neck-tie, he was noticeable,
Canton and the words: “Canton Pallas N'o.
Marcellos R. Knowlton, search and seiz< -*unty CorresponMills; Ledo E. and Albra E. Flye, Brighton,
1.
tifrom a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
for defendant.
plaintiff.
not to say gorgeous.
Tuesday
Thompson
His
A
of
P.
carnaMaine.”
in
M., Belfast,
pot
soliloquy,
N- '•’•-..Blight ’’a Stock Slarure, appealed to January term front Belfast
Mass.. and Fred X. Flye, Portland. Ills 4,
Alonzo Dutch vs. Wales Si. Shaw; BelLewis F. Gannon.
e Current
;-t Pi
Births..
tion pinks stood on the pulpit and several
Police Court and continued to April term. which he wondered if Pierson's clothes
and
wife
all
his
children
were
durpresent
.Deaths.
fast parties; action on account. Referred
would fit him, was a very laughable bit of
Mrs. Walter R. Homes ar.d grandson
azaleas in bloom w ere grouped in combinaSentenced to a fine of $100and $10 costs;
ing his illness and at his death. The only
to F. W. Brown, Jr. Greer for plaintiff.
Mr. Leavitt as Benjamin Briggs, a Donald of Bangor are \ isitiug her father-in
tion with geraniums, ferns and foliage. A
acting.
if
to
not
60
in
paid,
days
jail.
grandchild, Feme A. Small, was also presJF the granges.
McLeilan
for
defendant.
stood at the left of the pulpit,
Winfield S. Edminster, search and seiz- retired farmer, wore one of the greatest law, F. s. Holmes.
ent.
Mr. Five was a member of Dana B. large palm
Wm. li. Sprowl vs. Michael J. Coyne, acand just beyond was the banner of the Canaggregations of noisy clothes ever seen on
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Flanders arrived last
ure, appealed from Belfast Police Court.
Carter Post, Xo. 128, G. A. R., and had
tion on a mortgage on real estate in Win.
je conferred the
first and
ton.
the stage, and with his chin w hiskers and week, called here
Filed at September term, 1903.
never missed a meeting from the time of
by the serious illness Of
Brought
three candidates last Sat- !
At 10.45 a. m. the Canton, to the number terport; judgment as of mortgage. Bowden forward
by order of Court at January debonaire behavior was a great favorite. Mrs. Flander's mother, Mrs. T. R. Shute.
the organization of the Post until his death.
a■;-i will confer the third j
of 41, marched in and took seats reserved for plaintiff.
The part of Lord McMullin was very aptly
term.
April term, 1904, sentenced to $100
The funeral was held at the house at 10 a.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank II. Mayo arrived last
Fred W. Canney vs. Wiimot L. Gray; acSaturday.
at the front.
The order of service was as
and costs, $10; if not paid, to 60 days in taken by Henry Brown, who, with his
Mr. Ilawksworth, pastor
m., April 19th.
Friday morning b\ boat from Boston. They
to
of
tion
recover
on
account
goods
alleged
follows:
and
drooping
moustache,
eye
glass
general
jail.
’trange, Burnham, had a: of the Freedom Congregationalist church,
had a very enjoyable w inter in the South.
Liszt to have been illegally taken by the defendOrgan Voluntary—Adagio,
Winfield S. Edminster, keeping a drink- aristocratic appearance, looked every inch
their regular meeting Sat- 1
spoke words of comfort. Two selections,
Mrs. Herbert A. Drinkwater.
W. 11. Quimby went to Portland Saturday
ant in his capacity as Deputy Sheriff, outa
lord.
In
the
of
middle
the
second
act
an
ing house and tippling shop, indicted at
April 23d. The meeting was “sweetly Resting,’’ and “Only Remember- Invocation—Pastor.
and spent Sunday there. Monday he went
side of his jurisdiction. Offer filed to be
?he Worthy Master, after ed’’—favorite hymns of the deceased—were Gloria—Universalist Church Choir.
September term, 1903. January term, 1904, apparition came into view, consisting
to Boston on business, and is expected
Miss Marion Wells, soprano; Miss Emma defaulted for $50. Goodwin of Skowhegan pleaded
guilty; sentence not to be imposed mostly of side whiskers and Prince Albert
resting program was carried | sung by a male quartette consisting of
Skay, contralto; Roy Copeland, bass; Mrs. for plaintiff. R. F. Dunton for defendant. until he
coat.
This proved to be Mr. Doak as home today.
violates
the
'clock the floors were cleared j Messrs. Bauton,
law.
again
liquor
H. A. Drinkwater, organist.
Linseott, Libby and S.
Wiimot Hamilton vs. J. W. Hobbs; acwere laden with the good j
April term, sentence to $110, fine and costs; Robert Burnett, a retired business man, theRev. Rollin T. Hack and Mrs. Mack, of
Banton. Mr. Flye was always known as a Lord’s Prayer,
second Parish church of Portland, are
tion on account annexed for $40, for lumwho is looking for revenge on his wife,
M
and
Blister
People.
if not paid, 60 days in jail.
-t^r- know so well how to pre- i
hard working, upright man, a kind and
at their summer home in Lyman.—BiddeChoir-Response, I am the way, Armstrong ber, labor, etc. The defense was a store
Mareellus R. Knowlton, search and seiz- which, by the way, he got with a ven- ford Journal.
which all present did ample
and
a
citizen.
Psalms 84 and 85.
good neighbor
public-spirited
account in set off. Tried by jury.
Verdict
half dozen newly installed None remember him but to
ure, appealed from Belfast Police Court to geance. The appearance of Burnett and
Minister and People.
rrank Morse of Saco and Miss Idella
praise his virfor plaintiff for 58 cents. J. R. Dunton for
•■e
members were present and tuous life and to venerate his character. Anthem—Remember now thy Creator,
April term, 1904. Kol pros because the Briggs after a night behind the scenes pro- Morse of Portland were called to
Belfast
James
vokpd muph niprrinipnf
Having ilieivwa.l
plaintiff. Thompson for defendant.
ii'-at prepared for their benefit.
papers are not on file.
Copy of complaint
In this time of bereavement the wife and
last week by the death of their sister, Mrs.
of the young gentlemen we will now turn
Mary E. McAllister vs. Horace ana Amos and warrant and copy of record filed.
present to participate in the children have the sympathy not only of the Scripture Lesson—Ephesians 4 and 6. (seAnnabel Fernald.
E. Purrington. The late Hiram McAllister
: ; a general good time was eulections. )
Leonard L. Gentner, search and seizure to the ladies. We fear our vocabulary will
immediate community in which they reside
Sheriff Norton, who has been quite ill,
Duett—In the Cross of Christ I Glory,
of Burnham a short time before his death appealed from Belfast Police Court. Tried be inadequate, but we w ill do our best.
The hall recently had placed
but of friends both far and near. He has
was able to come down town last week
Miss Marion Wells and Mr. Copeland.
and
sold to the defendants, who are wholesale at January term,
a new sign of very appropriate
with verdict guilty Miss Hatch was simply charming as Miss
1904,
lived:
Prayer.
attend to his court duties. Fverybody was
design, which adds much to the “Teaching us how to seek the highest goal
Response—Organ Traumerei, Op. 6—No. 9, brick dealers in Waterville, 608 cords of and motion for arrest of judgement over- Burnett, and her tragic way of saying 5>ir!!! gldd to see him out
again.
Richard Strauss wood, and received from time to time from ruled. Exceptions filed and allowed. Ex- would do credit to Lilian Russell.
The
f the building.
To earn the true success,
Hymn—“Praise to the Great Jehovah,”
Dr. W.H. Winslow of Brockton and K.
To live, to love, to ble?s,
them checks to the amount of 51,216. After ceptions overruled by Law Court. April character of Eliza Briggs was a very diffiCongregational.
vest Grange, Centre Montville,
To make death proud to take a royal soul.”
N. Winslow of Lawrence, Mass., arrived
Sermon—“Show Thyself a Man." 1 Kings, his death his wife, who was administratrix term, sentence fine S100, costs $10, in de- cult one and Miss Brown is to be congratuthe following resolutions of
of his estate, brought suit against the Pur- fault of
lated on the remarkably tine way in which Tuesday for a few days visit to their moth2:1-2.
payment t>0 days in jail.
Mrs. Azubah A. Shute died at her home
Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
rington's for 5304, claiming that the price
Mareellus R. Knowlton, indicted as com- she rendered it. £*he was, as she said of er, Mrs. Anna C. Winslow.
East Belfast Thursday evening, April Hymn—“True Worship,”
Whittier
leath has again entered our i in
agreed
upon for the wood was 52.50 per mon seller at January term, plea guilty; Lord McMullin, “simply fascinating.” Miss
Roy Hurd of l.incolnville is quite sick
advanced
of
at
the
81
She
; removed our sister, Leolette
age
(ongregational.
years.
| 21st,
cord. The case was entered at the Septem- sentenced to fine of $300 and costs
as Mrs. Briggs, “a woman born to
with the measles. His father, P. G. Hurd,
Benediction—Pastor.
.-i efi»re be it
was born in Freedom, Maine, a daughter of
$1, and Bucklin
Le Blanc ber term, 1902, and was tried at the January in default 4 mouths in
Postlude—March,
That iu the death of our sister j
reign,” was very effective, and in contrast is taking his place as mail carrier on the
jail.
the late Bateman and Betsy (Clement)
vest Grange has lost an old and
term, 1903. There was no written agreement
j Decrow. She married the late Capt.
The indictment found this term against to her, Miss Heal, as Mrs. Burnett, was the Rural Free Delivery route.
in tier.
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as to the price of the wood, no charges on
B. K. Kallock was quashed because of an exact opposite. Mrs. Chatterton, a prying
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Field have closed
That we extend our deepest j Thomas R. Shute Sept. 27, 1847; he died
McAllister’s books nor any credits for wood error in the indictment.
the husband, who has lost a Oct.
landlady, was well represented b\ Miss their apartments at the Hotel Somerset and
13, 1S89. They had one son and four
The goth anniversary of Odd Fellowship on
are to spend the spring mouths with their
tod to the daughter and sun,
books. The latter explains
who
with
Purrington’s
her
white apron was
Henry Braddock of Knox, indicted at the Kimball,
daughters—Thomas L. of Belfast; Ellen A., was observed Tuesday evening, April 2fith,
-i :t title and loving mother.
daughter in Brookline. —Boston Budj. :
this by saying that wood was not a part of
September term, 1903, for assault and bat- the traditional person whom the joke books
That our charter be draped in
wife of Daniel II. Strout of Belfast; Annie
a joint meeting of Waldo Lodge, Aurora
by
The engagement is announced of
their regular business, and this trade was
din
credit with serving prunes three times a
i i 11 y days: that a Copy <»f the
on
II.
was
on
trial
Stevens,
tery
Joseph
L., wife of Frank W. Flanders of Melrose, Rebekah Lodge and Penobscot EncampPennington, son of W. Howard Gardiner
he j .aved upon our records, a
an outside venture.
The trade was w holly when the Journal went to
Miss
a vocal selecrendered
day.
Quimby
press.
of Camden to Miss Klino: <;.. daiigh:--; ot
I
the husband, also to The Ke- Mass., Miss Susan W. Shute of Belfast, ment. (hid Fellows’ Hall was filled to its verbal and, as Mr. McAllister was dead, the
tion with her usual success between the
Henry M. Whitnex of Boston < am-i.-n
anal and Bangor Commercial and Katherine E., wife of Clinton S. East- full capacity. E. L. Cook, Noble Grand of i
defendants were not permitted to testify.
tirst and second acts and Miss Hopkins Herald.
DIYOHCKS.
cation.
man of Westbrook, Me.
The deceased was Waldo Lodge, presided. Following is the
The evidence was, therefore, confined to
tei> she was a true and trusty
sang very prettily between the second and
The follow ing divorces were decreed :
Alphonso Wood, Carl McDonald, A n-rt
tlieir tears mingle with those of the oldest of ten children, six of whom are ! program:
other persons who heard more or less of the
J. Wescott, Belfast, from Edward third. Home made candy was on sale at W. Stevens and Frank W Twombly returnAnnie
now
ed family.
living, viz., Mary W., widow of the Overture,
Keyes’ Orchestra ceuversation of the parties in regard to the E.
Wescott, parts unknown. Thompson handsomely decorated tables and this fea- ed to the V. of M. Monday, after spending
late Lucius Stevenson of Belfast; Frances | Opening Ode.
gather at our meetings
ture w as w ell patronized.
After the enter- the Fast Day recess at their
Rev. A. A. Smith, Chaplain transaction. The defendants claim that the for libellant.
face we ll see no more,
respective
W\, widow of the late Luring Frost of Pitts- j Prayer,
last check of 5216, just balanced the acReading Proclamation,
crossed tlie mystic river,
Manfred B. Grant, Stockton Springs, tainment the floor was cleared and to the homes in this city.
Harriet
wife
of
Thomas
S.
I
field,
C.,
Me.;
M.
Maud
is _a.ned the distant siiore.
Matthews, Secretary count at the price agreed upon, 52.00 per
strains
of
Orchestra
the
from Annette B. Grant, Stockton Springs. enlivening
Keyes’
Mrs. Clinton S. Kastman of Westbrook,
FI. F. Copeland
Keen of Thorndike, Me. ; Dolly C., widow ; Baritone Solo,
.1 i/.a V. Mr;an,
Committee
The plaintiff claims that it was a
crowd danced till the lights went out. The
E. S. Pitcher i cord.
Thompson for libellant.
Me., i- at the home of her mother, wjn-re
of the late ( apt. J. P. Sweetser of Sears-j Bass Solo,
!.n<»ka G. Mean,
on
I
No
II.
W.
11.
Portland
on
was
G.
account.
Sears,
1’.,
receipt
propayment
Abbie M. 1 irdway, Searsmont, from Wal- Seniors w ish to thank the public for their she has been for the past month. Mr. F.astiNFir.i.n > I) a\ is,
Resolutions. pert; Thomas Decrow of Searsport and I Address,
Orchestra ! duced to cover this payment, but the deSelection,
It. E. I Hinton kind patronage and also to say that they man came
ter E. Ordway, Searsmont.
William B. Decrow of Belfast. Her chil- Duett,
Misses Ames and Cunningham
Friday to attend the funeral of
will probably run an excursion to lslesboro her
check book showed payments ag- for libellant. McLellan for libellee.
i-ansfers in Real Estate.
dren find their sorrow softened by the Address, Reuel Robinson, P. G. M., Camden fendants’
mother, Mrs. T. R. Shiite.
Trombone Solo,
II. A. Drinkwater j gregating 51,216. At the first trial the jury
Lucinda E. Durgin, Islesboro, from Wm. and repeat the play in that town about the
The speakers for the prize contest at
memory of a life devoted to ail those near Reading,
Miss Annie Kittridge 1 returned a verdict for the
plaintiff for the II. Durgin, Islesboro. Custody of minor middle of May.
commencement at Kent's Hill have been
John Parker j
wing transfers in real estate; and dear to her, and as her neighbors and Bat '.tone Solo,
j
amountchild given to the mother; libellee to pay
Rev. A. A. Smith ! full amount sued for, with interest,
led in Waldo County Registry friends review her past they recall a long ! Address,
and include two students
announced,
Contralto Solo,
Emma is. Pitcher ing in all to 5310.79. The defendants filed a SI.50 per week for support of child until
“AS OTHERS SEE US.”
the week ending April 27,11‘04: life of usefulne.'s, sympathetic kindness
from Waldo county: Ph!!;p Williams of
Orchestra motion for a new trial. The Law Court
Selection,
Court.
Greer
for
libelof
orders
further
linker et ah, Mrewer, to Alice' and good deeds.
Although gradually fail- i Refreshments were served after the close
Searsport and Alice K. v.mmons of Se:ii-sustained the motion, set aside the verdict lant.
1
A Nova Scotia reader of The Journal, mont.
>io. ; land in Islesboro.
Har- ing for some years, and while retaining her of the
program, and the orchestra played and granted a new trial, stating in the reLinfrom
E.
Lavinia
Whitman, Brooks,
writing to a relative in this city, says of the
urges.s, Hartford, Ct., to Mit- senses to the last, she suffered very little
A concert company composed of Miss
during the repast. Dancing was continued script that the verdict was against the eviwood C. Whitman, Racine, Wis. Thomp- paper and matters in Belfast: “I was pir- Sarah M. Hall,
11 all,
Lincolnville; land and pain and the change came like passing into until midnight.
soprano, Harris s. Shaw of
dence and was evidently inliuenced by son for libellant.
Lineolnville.
Joshua Adams, a peaceful sleep. The funeral was held at |
tieularly struck with the issue containing Thomaston, piaui.-t. Frank ll-ddeii of Lewsympathy. The second trial began last
Annie B. Murray, Frankfort, from Janies the obituary of Hr. Brooks. You will think iston, violinist and Miss Annie Kittredge
Delora A. Heal, Lincolnville; her home Sunday afternoon, Rev. A. A. I
SCHOONER LEVI HART SUNK.
of Belfast, reader, will g:ve an entertain
Friday before the second jury. Frank I. D. Murray, Waterville. Thompson for li- it strange, perhaps, that the remarks con- ment
clings in Lincolnville. Mary Smith, assisted by Rev. William Vaughan, ;
ot the First Baptist cliioch. Rockland,
was foreman.
of
A
Pendleton
Searsport
bellant.
one
n
to
unknow
me
should
the first week in duly, for the benefit of the
cerning
utterly
Islesboro, to Lottie M. Eng. officiating.
Run Down l>y a Rarge in Tow of a Tug, few members were excused on request of
Choral
Association
Rockland Star.
P.
from
William
Alberta
Durgin, Troy,
have attracted my attention, and 1 cannot
land and buildings in IslesCrew Saved.
Mrs. Annabel (Morse) Fernalddied at her
the attorneys, leaving the panel one man G. Durgin, Pittsfield; custody of minor tell how it was. I felt myself repaid how-d R. Call, et als, Troy, to ConK. L. Bryant of Wahlo, wb.* for the past
Vineyard Haven, Mass., April 21. The short after using the supernumeraries. child given to the mother. Thompson for ever.
home at the junction of Bridge and Charles
It was in my judgment admirable j seven years has lnul change of the Boston*
•erry, Unity; land and buildings
schooner Levi Hart, bound from Port John- Orrin J. Dickey was drawn as juror from
the libellant.
Walter J. Cochran, Frankfort, streets, Saturday night, April 23, after.a long j son to
in its tenor and unexceptionable in point of j C Ity Farm, Long Island, has accepted the
Harbor, Me., with a cargo
Boothbay
the spectators in court. The case continued
and painful illness, which she bore with ol coal, was sunk in Pollock
11. Curtis, et al, do.; land and
Anna C. Bowden, Palermo, from Charles, the good taste it displayed— in fact, precise- j position of farm superintendent on NewRip Slue last
to Saturday noon wh-n it was adjourned to
.n Frankfort.
market Farm, a lu-iei truck and dairx farm
A.
Bowden, Palermo; custody of minor ly what a notice of that kind should be.
Hope T. Heal et Christian fortitude. She was born in Sears-1 night through a collision with a barge i:i
tow of tug Nottingham.
Of her crew of i Monday. It was reopened Monday morning
Two teams a dax are
port in October, 1874, eldest child of Paulena
ii vi lie, to Minot A. Drink water,
child decreed to the mother. R. F. Dunton
“You seem to be a very forward commun- in Raynham, Mass.
1
seven men, three clambered on board the
and the jury retired about 4 p. m.
The for libelle.
Lincolnville.
Chas. II. Mitch- (Warren) and the late Albert F. Morse. She barge at the time of the collision, while the
ity compared with Windsor or any other sent to Taunton with farm produce
graduated from the High School, and later other four, including Captain Pendleton, ; trial was substantially the same as at the
to Rufus N. Colson, do.; land
Last Thursday was the Sl>t birthdax of
Alfred G. Black, Stockton Springs, from Canadian town of Belfast’s population
She was took to the rigging, from which they were previous term. It was ably conducted for
M. V. B. Mitchell, Troy, to lived in Belfast and Portland.
E. Black, Stockton Springs. Custody The proposed public park is an instance. Mrs. Susan D. Mahoney of this city, and
rescued in a short time by a boat from the the
Mary
li.
McLellan, Esq. of of minor children
1
plaintiff by \V.
iray, do.; land in Troy. Mabel married November 25, BX33, to Tolman II. barge. The barge was uninjured. The Belfast
given to the father. Wil- Y our admirable library (lists of books re- she received main congratulation.- and
and for the defendants by Hon. S.
Islbsboro, to Louise Haynes Fernald of Belfast, who survives her, to- Levi Hart passed north yesterday forenoon
liamson & Burleigh for libellant. FI. W. ceived by it and noted in The Journal from some daintx remembrance.-.
She isliv.ng
and had nearly reached Highland Light S. Brown of Waterville. After being out
time to time) is another instance. You also xvith her
land in Islesboro.
Chas. W. gether with her mother, now Mrs. Daniel
daughter. Mrs. Harry W Clark,
when a heavy northwest gale set in, and three hours the jury returned a verdict for limit of Portland for libellee.
two
Duncan
of
North
have
another
to
on
chance
books
Haven;
brothers, her captain decided to put hack under the
get
grand
-yen, Colo., to Emery A. Sprague
!
in the Burkett house on Church street, but
Jennie FI. Campbell, Lincolnville, from
Frank of Saco and Edward of Providence, lee of Handkerchief shoal. While going the plaintiff for 5331.04.
•; land and buildings in Waldo.
William D. Campbell, Lincolnville. Mont- very easy terms, 1 see by The Journal, drove to another part of the mix and took
|
back
the
Slue
about
10
o’clock last
through
Preston H Freeman, petitioner, vs. Mark !
that is by becoming a member of the her
Fieid, Searsport, to John M. R.I., and one sister, Miss Idella Morse of
gomery of Camden for libellant.
birthday dinner with her sister, Mr.-.
night she met the Nottingham coming A. Kolerson;
Inn Library. We have no such Surah F.. Jenkins. She
-; land in Searsport.
petition for partition of the
Addie Portland. She was an active worker in the north with three coal
Lena M. Knight, Lincolnville, from Piper, Tabard
enjoys good health
for Boston.
barges
fast, to William Moody, Lincoln- church, Sunday school, Good Templars and The schooner which was going at a lively real estate of heirs of Mark Kolerson, late Knight, Roekport; custody of minor child chances here.”
and is very active for one of her xeai s.
rate, cleared the tug and the first barge, of Searsmont.
••' and buildings in Belfast.
A. G. Caswell, O. D. Wil- 1 to the mother.
Geo.
Thompson for libellant.
but the second barge, No. 7, crashed into son and H. E. Holmes
ft als., Waldo; to John E. Bar- she met by her genial manner and sgnny
appointed to make IWindsor has the advantage of Belfast in I man held the otlice of attorney-general
the port quarter of the Hart, cutting her
of
friends
circle
unite
A
been
K.
F.
Duntou
for
large
land and buildings in Waldo. disposition.
plaintiffone
down to the water’s edge so that she sank partition.
respect, at least. In lSbS the Maine of Maine, this county not having
A Record Passage.
honored with the otlice since (Jen. Harris
in
1
with
the
bereaved
the
within two minutes.
mourning
family
Thompson for defendant.
Press Association went to Nova Scotia on
Winsor, Philadelphia, to Harry
M. IMaisted held it in ISTl, but if things
t.. 1,117
II ,.KK„
TT.,
land in Isiesboro. loss of one whose thoughts and work were
■'ii, Boston;
i
The wreck is reported a most dangerous
The Bath-built ship Manual Llagunn has its summer excursion, and in an account turn out as well as he expects, Bertram L.
dear to her, who
trons of Husbandry Insurance Co.; action
ismith,
Exp, the present count) attorney,
of
the
the
written
at
time
the
we
find
Sanford, Montville, to Chas. P. first for those near and
trip
just made one of the fastest passages on
obstruction to navigation. Steamers paswill succeed lion. (Jeorge M. Beiders of
an opportunity for good to
to recover insurance on buildings burned record for a sailing vessel between Straits
“We envied the
oi, do.; land and
following paragraph:
buildings in never allowed
slue
since
the
Cortland
disaster
ocnext year.--Bangor Baily News.
sing
through
tl)e
in West Winterport.
Judgment for plain- Settlement and Boston, arriving at the lat- people of Windsor the large brick building
E. I). Fletcher, Hiram, to Hen- pass unimproved, and who carried sunshine
curred have narrowly escaped collision
There are several candidates in the field,
ter port April 12th.
The ship covered the
of
Funeral
services
tiff.
J.
S.
South
Paris
she
went.
and
wherever
were
CorWright
-tnr, Lincolnville; land in Lincoindistance between Singapore and Boston, in course of erection which is to accomo- but Mr. Smith, whose tjualilications for the
with the wreck, which lies directly in the
nish & llassett, Augusta, for defendants.
lah A. Filing wood, Belfast, to held at her late home Tuesday afternoon,
13,150 miles, in the remarkable time of 88 date all the schools in town, for Belfasi
about 300 feet west of the bell
are undoubted, has assurance of
fairway,
Kev.
and
J.
W.
W. Hatch
Hohbs vs. Granite State Fire days, an average of about 150 miles a day. sadly needs, and ought to have, a similai position
John
i- W.
Nickerson, tSearsport; land Kev.E. S. Philbrook
in
the
slue.
The
Hart
was owned by
strong support. Mrs. Smith is a sister of
I
buoy
The interment was in South
Insurance Co., action to recover insurance Her best day’s run was 285 miles, which structure.
lings in Belfast. Fred W. Feltman, officiating.
beats that of many steamers. For several
the late Lucius 11. Mureh of this city, and
the Pendleton Brothers of New York and
A quartette from the
Belfast cemetery.
on buildings burned in
West Winterport
i" I.izzie B. Crandleinire, do.; lard
days after striking the northeast trade
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have been fi ‘(pient
Islesboro and was a well known coaster.
WHITE’S HISTORY OF BELFAST.
Judgment for plaintiff for §400, without winds the ship averaged 270 miles a day,
lings in Belfast, isadore D. Call, Methodist and Baptist churches sang her She was 303 tons
visitors here.
net, and was built at St.
for plaintiff. Cornish A the winds being favorable so that every
costs.
nhn II. Smith, do.; land in Troy. favorite hymn, “Safe in the arms of Jesus.”
Thompson
sail was set. The Llagnno was built at
George, Me., in 1873.
in 1827, and is Now *
Bassett for defendants.
Bowden, Palermo, to Chas. A. The floral offerings included a panel from
Bath in 1870 and is 1040 tons net. She It Was
Wm. T. Baines Released.
Pare Book.
J.
vs.
roses
from
Albert
H
and
‘29
her
hails from New York and is owned by I. F.
Rose, petitioner,
Nancy
i".; land
buildings in Paler- her husband;
mother;
“Ben
Hur”
in
&
Co.
of
that
for
from
her
of
Chapman
sister Idella; a
Bangor.
real estate
city.
I,, (filchrest, Belfast, to 0. Pi. a standing lyre
Rose; petition
partition
The Journal will begin next week tin
At a meeting of the Governor and Council
of Loren Rose, late of Brooks.
W. A
"1 in Belfast.
b mquet from her brother Frank and wife; a
publication, in installments, of .1 history ol
The
New
Revised
Statutes.
April *2r»th an order was passed liberating
:
Klaw & Erlanger’s stupendous production Bragg, F. A. Cushman and J. W. Brock
basket from Armor Bearer Circle, King’s
Belfast by William White, published in
Barnes of l*»iit\ from the Mate
Win. T
Superintendent Dunton Resigns. Daughters; bouquets from the Epworth of General Lew Wallace’s famous religious j appointed commissioners to make partition
The State binder expects to have llie first Belfast in 18*27 by K. Fellowes. The boot prison at Thomaston. Some ten years ago
“Ben llur,’’ enlisting the services j Thompson for plaintiff.
R.
F.
Dunton
fo
lot
of
the
new edition of the revised statspectacle,
the
lliotherhood
and
of
Barnes
was
arrested as a t ramp and becomsince
out
of
it
was
and
Andrew
contain,
I
long
print
Mils, Principal of flic Upper League
utes ready for distribution in about three
ing insane was committed to the insane
o- School Klected
and Philip; a basket from the Good Tem- of three hundred and fifty people, and re- | defendant.
much that will interest readers of today
Superintendent
weeks. This lot will consist of 200 volumes
ward at Thomaston, where he ha- since
W. L. Bickford vs. H. M. Flagg, action U
plars ; bouquets from Mr. and Mrs. Lewis quiring ten baggage cars to transport the
and the remainder of the edition, which Williamson’s History of Belfast gives tin
been, lie has now recovered full |><<s>*->
u.ar meeting of the school cornrecover
the
value
of
a
horse
sold
to
the
de
scenic
effects
and
w
live stock of the company,
w ill number 4,000 volumes,
ill be finished following sketch of the author:
0. Fernald; Mr. and Mrs. John S. Fernald
sion of his senses and tln*eouneil gave him
's held
Monday evening, April 25th.
in lots of 200 each, so that it will be well
The case was heard in th
his liberty. The council con limn d the nomiand son Austin; Miss Lena Fernald and consisting of camels, horses, ete., will be fendaut, §15.
William White, the son of William White
■i Bickford
fall
before
towards
the
lot
last
is
presided and eight memalong
nations of the Hon. Wm. 1*. Whitohouse of
Belfast
N.
Police
Court
and
in
1
was born
17s::
11., May
judgment ren
Chester,
Mrs. Lillian Parsons; Mr. and Mrs. D. F. presented at the Bangor Opera House, BarTwo thousand He
ready for distribution.
present. John K. Dunton, supergraduated at Dartmouth College in iso., Augusta as associate justice of the supreme
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Gan- gor, Maine, May 9, 10 and 11, with a special dered for the plaintiff for the amount sueei sheepskins of superior grade will be used
Stephenson;
court, and of the Hon. (> (J. Hall of Augusu of
with the highest honors «»t his class, which
schools, presented his resigna- non and Thomas
Gannon; Mrs. C. 11. Sar- matinee on Wednesday. The advance su e for. The defendant appealed, and the ease in binding the books. The skins were fur- among otlier# distinguished members, con ta as judge of the Kennebec superior court
the same was accepted. Herbert
nished
the
W.
F.
Co.
of
Smith
by
to May HUh at Ida. m.
Canton,
gent; Mrs. Isa Morse; Mrs. J. M. Fletcher; of seats will open in Bangor on Thursday, was tried before a jury in the Supreme Me., being the entire produce of theii tained Judge Fletcher of Massachusetts Adjourned
was elected superintendent.
The
Governor llarvey of New Hampshire, am
Court Tuesday. The defendant tiled an aca basket from Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Brack- May 5, when orders for seats for any of the
tannery for six months.
to take etfect at the expiration of
Gov. Parris and General Fessenden of ou
Beltast Weather Report.
performances (if accompanied by a postal count in set-off for labor for §15. The jurj
ett.
own State.
After reading law with tin
'"ton’s term of office, August 1st.
returned a verdict, “No balance due eitliei
For A Boys’ Home.
or express order and a self-addressed stampHon. Amos Kent of Chester, and the Hon
$50,000
11
Following is a summary of the weather
’•umed.
John Wilson, he began practice at Unioi
The funeral of Amariah Ingraham took ed envelope for reply) will be filled in the party.” Brown of Belfast for plaintiff
s.
record of the Belfast station of the
in 180b; then removed to Thomastou in 181*2
place April 17th at his late residence in order of their receipt. Address all com- R. F. Dunton for defendant.
Fairfield, Me., April 22. Rev. J. \V. and finally to Belfast, Oct. 14, 1818, when ! Weather Bureau for the week ending .»pril
'unton, who resigns to give his whole liockport. lie was in his (15th year and bemunications to Frank A. Owen, Manager
manager of the Good Will fain
Hinckley,
resided
until
his
June
he
who
Edward
L.
vs.
all
knew
the
coun
decease,
""to his law business, has filled the
17,1881
loved by
him. He was a
Prime, appellant,
‘27, 1904:
for boys at Hinckley, states that Edwii
aged forty-eight, lie represented the towi
member of St. Paul Lodge, F. & A. M., Bangor Opera House, Bangor, Maine. The ty commissioners. The commissioners laic
’" w ith credit to himself
Bancroft-Foote of New Y’ork city has just
andtothead- which was
in the Legislature of Massachusetts in 1818
represented by a large delega- Maine Central will sell excursion tickets to out a
of
made
a
to
the Good Wil
gift
$50,000
"f the schools. He had had
highway in Knox and Brooks, and al
£
Ilis “History of Belfast” was published ii
$
Wind, Sky, etc.
experi- tion. Kev. Mr. Bartlett officiated. Mr. In- Bangor on the above dates.
He published a funeral oration oi
" a
18*27.
lowed Prime §96 for damages to his land it home association. In doing this Mr. Foot)
ST
2
2
teaclier and as superintendent of graham is survived by a wife and five chilr*
CO
r*
has provided for the building of anothei
in
while
of
his
the.
class
death,
college,
the latter town. He appealed to the Su
in Rockland, resigning thereto ac- dren, Charles F. Ingraham, Mrs. Helen
home and also an endowment for the sup
20
44
29
S E. Cloudy.
Itain. mil and
mate, John Lane; also several other ora
Protession vs. Practice.
Greenlaw, Everett E., Louise M. and Edith
snow ; snowfall, n inches ;
preme Judicial Court, claiming a largei port of the 10 boys the home will accomo
"etter position in the schools of Lewtions.
M. Ingraham of liockport, and one brother,
an inch.
date. It will be kuown as the Bancroft
precipitation,.(fool
amount. The case was referred to W. H
into
as
Mr.
White
did
•Mr. Herbert E. Ellis, who has long the last member of a family of ten, Job \V.
Carrying
practice,
W.
21
48
25
Part cloudy.
An architect is now complet
Mr. BiVan speaks disparagingly of money,
Foote house.
a thorough legal education, superadded V *
of
Herbert
22
S.W.
J.
Moulton
of
55
27
Part
ol
cloudy.
Kockport.
Unity,
Wing
uinected with the schools of Belfast, Ingraham
but does not waive his interests when it
ing the plans for the building, and it ii
his attainments as a scholar, he stood in tit > 23
58
W.
31
Clear.
"
comes to the collection of a fee.—WashingThorndike and M. S. Stiles of Jackson
expected that it will be ready in September front rank of the profession. lie was
principal of the Upper Grammar
24
64
32
W.
Clear.
eldest sou of Mr. and ton
Benjamin
Parker,
Star.
Evening
48
30
S.
:. and for some time has had
Brown of Brooks for appellant.
Cloudy. Kain, .27 of an in.
graceful and eloquent speaker, of fine ad 25
general Mrs. Ebeu Hinckley of Brooksville .died reWork on Rockland’s new sardine factor'
"
Bos
dress and great urbanity of manner.
"f the Grammar and Intermediate cently at his home in Stoiiington of pneuJ. W. Knowlton vs. county commission
was begun Monday. Some of the machiner;
The Dumb Candidate.
Looks That Way.
1 ”'“ls
sessing also a brilliant imagination, refine* i
He is an excellent teacher, a good monia. Mr. Hinckley leaves a widow and
ers. Knowlton was allowed §35 damage!
is already on the wharf, and packing opera
by extensive reading and the best society
one child, besides his parents and brothers
tions will begin by May 10, with at least 20i 1
on account of the same taking as above
a
his
with
rich
vein
of
con
'"pliiiarian, and has business and execu- and sisters. He had
humor,
together
Thus far no newspaper has published
on the payroll. Fishermen will con
"•
many friends in
Carrie Nation is a dime-museum freak. Is
versation was alway s courted and admired
abilities which eminently qualify him Brooksville who heard of
Brown foi persons
his death with what could be called a speaking likeness of Referred to the same board.
struct about 40 weirs within a radius of l: ! As a writer his
the dime museum degenerating?-New
was easy and glow in, *!
style
'he position.
Tribune.
regret.
deep
Judge Parker.—Chicago
appellant.
miles of this port.
I York World.
and marked with a classical elegance.
b>;
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COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Drinkwater In Army and Navy

[Deferred

following chapter
forthcoming book. “Micajah Drinkwater and Elizabeth Bradford, his wife;
Their Ancestors and Descendants,” by
The

is from

the

trot.

Rev. Mr. Ross, who has been appointed
over the charge of Unity and Troy, preached his first sermon at the Uniou church
Sunday. Mr. Ross has bought the place
formerly owned by Sidney Knowles—A
baby girl has been added to the family of
Mr. and Mrs. VVilmot Gray... Miss Octavia
Mitchell returned Saturday from a week’s
visit to friends in Pittsfield—Miss Carrie
Weymouth has been spending a few days
in Pittsfield_Miss Wilmine Cunningham

John S. Fernald:
The Drinkwater family and descendants have been well represented in the
defense of the country from the Revolution to the present day.
Joseph
Drinkwater served in a earrison in
Portland in the Revolution, but whether it was Micajah’s father or
brottier,
we do not know, probablv the
as lie was 40 years old "when the war
broke out, while his father was 87.
It
is possible, however, that the elder
Joseph and other old men served in the

brother]

fortifications about home while the
younger men were at the front.
In the War of 1812 we find the names
of Zenas, Sr., West, James,
Nathaniel,
Bradford, Arnmi, Micajah, Jr., and
William Drinkwater, Jacob L. Rhoades
Andrew McCobb, George McCobb and
Nathan Packard.
The following were among the Union
defenders during ttieRebellion:
Brown, Charles, in a Mass. Regt
Brown, Waiter II., in a Mass. Regt.
Churchill, James F., private, color
serg't and lieutenant, Co. D, 8th Calif.
Volunteers.
Churchill, Thomas, private, Co. I,

j ROOTS

[From the Rocky

Mountain

News, April 9, 19M.]

RESIDENCE OF A. J. CONDON IN

A BELFAST BOY’S HOME IN DENVER

Denver has the

reputation

front, and always gives a shady,
pleasant place to enjoy the Colorado
air.

having

This is what is called in Denver one

beautiful homes than any city oi
This is due to
its size in the Union.
the fact that its inhabitants are com'tti Maine Infantry.
posed of the wealthy miners of the enI'avis, i Gorge T., engineer, navy,
Davis, Spencer, private. Co. II, 12th tire State, who make Denver theii
Maine Infantry; killed at New Orleans. home instead of having their families
I'oak, James E., private, corporal, with them at the mines. Denver has
sergeant and lieutenant. Co. IC, 4th also become the residence of
wealthy
Maine Infantry.
of the West,
Drinkwater. Albert, private, Co. G, cattle men from all parts
I; Maine
who have built very handsome and
Infantry.
Drinkwater, Albion C., private, Co. some very expensive houses.
K. si Ii. <
Cavalry: Co. A, 1st Maine
The Itocky Mountain News of April
more

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been,
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
-ccccSt.Z/i/,
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experimeuts( that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infonts and Children—Experience against Experiment.

and

that,
or

more

expensive

than

there are none more comfortable

much

pleasanter

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, -drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic, ii relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Foot' regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy au.l natural sleep.

!

than Mr. Condon’s

present Denver is having

a

!

DR. OSGOOD’S

|

..Indian Bitters,
Give greater satisfaction than an.
spring medicine we sell. Now is t:..time to prepare your system for tin.
summer.
Indian Bitters will stir.
do it.

I

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Bears the

build-

DRUGGISTS.

Mianus Marine
AMI

StationarvMotor;i

In Use For Over 30 Years.
CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK

*

C|TV.

Fully

Vessel

51 Watch

—

Mr. Condon selected one of the best

locations in the city, Ilumbolt being
Infantry.' one of the best streets, and built up
Pnnkwater,
illiam, engineer, navy. with expensive houses on both sides. |
I redson, Alonzo,
Yours truly,
private, Co. M. 1st The house faces west, and the back
M he* Heavy
PALERMO.
Artillery; wounded.
F. W. Angien.
French, Alien D„ private, 1st Maine windows, looking upon Congress Park,
Mr. and Mrs. II. I,. Black visited at Kelavalrv.
Denver, Colo., April 11, 1904.
where he gets an unbroken view, makes
sey Smiley’s in Albion Sunday.
Mrs. SmiFlench, Fvander L.. private Co F
Miss Mabel Penteley is seriously ill
the back of the property as beautiful
1st Marne
Cavalry; wounded at Uppel
cost of Montville, who has been at the Bosalter which the colonel and adNEW ENTERPRISE IN DIXFIELD.
WINTER COASTING.
ton Conservatory the past winter, passed
jutam were shot from French’s horse.
i rench. Francis G.,
Friday night at Mrs. L. A. Bowler’s on her
1st batGeorge A. Merrill formerly of Searsport j
private,
talion Maine Infantrv.
way home—Mrs. W. Hanson and little
It hardly need he mentioned that all
Vice President of the Company.
Frencii. Frederick F.. private, Co. B winters on the American coast are not
sou from Massachusetts came on the stage
The Forster Mfg. Co., capital stock $50,;Maine Heavy Artillery.
ot one kind. The one just passed we
to the home of her brother, SanSaturday
000.00
was
!
($1,500.00 paid in)
organized ford
French, Henry M., private, Co. F might well hope may not be again
Mildred Ayer from LiberGreeley—
1
IstMaine Heavy Artillery.
equalled in temperature for some time under laws of Maine, at the office of John S. ty is visiting relatives in this place for a
I rencli, \\ illiam
Henry; quartermas- to come; but so-called mild winters Harlow, Esq., Dixfield, Maine, March oOth, few weeks....The snow storm of
ter. navy: killed while on
Friday
duty at the sometimes offer more bad storms and 1904, to carry on a general manfacturing
wheel at Mobile.
night enabled the stage to go on runners
more hardships to the coaster than the business of wooden
articles with Maurice
Giichrest, William II., private, Co. late winter has produced. Our coast
Saturday
Wesley Nelson went to Liber\Y. Forster, President; John S. Harlow,'
■v
-'.'lI; Maine
lines are so laid that the cold north to
ty this week to work for Elisha Norton on
Infantry. Wounded.
{r-idden, Barker B.. quartermaster west winds blow off shore, rather than treasurer; George L. Merrill, vice-president his new house
The long, cold winter has
14th Maine
Infantry; 1st and on, and therefore in a winter when j and clerk; John S. Harlow, George L. 1 made hay in good demand
servant.
Harold Carr
-M lieutenant, Go.
F, 14th Maine Infan- these winds predominate there is rather | Merrill and Maurice W. Forster, directors. is in
Beverly, where he has a nice situation.
Detailed on Gen. Nickerson’s less general danger to the coaster than I The buildiug of a large factory for the
W. A. Nelson and Charles Arnold shipstall.
in warmer winters when there are manufacture of tooth picks, will be com- !
menced the first of May, the main mill ped a number of
F- ksoii,
hogs last week to the
Andrew, in Massachusetts more sudden changes and more stormy building, to be of wood,
with
mill
construe- \
refriniei.r.
or ioggy gales from the south and from
covered with steel bricks, and asbestos j Rockland market ...C. W. Studley is painttion,
Kiiigh;, ( harles T.. private Co.
G, the east. The off-shore gale is plainly roof, making it
outside, and slow- ing some rooms for Mrs. George Soule....
Mal"e infantry; Cu. I, cd Maine not so troublesome to the larger vessel, burning inside, fire-proof
in w hich w ill be located the ! Mrs. James Black is
quite sick with the
avi. ry.
in good order and well able to stand a machinery necessary for manufacturing the
K: Ait,
The boiler and engine house grip....Earl Nelson has closed his school
picks.
Timothy F„ Co. II, sth Maine siege in blue water; while to the small- tooth
will be of brick, with "tire-proof corrugated in Whiteiield and returned home.
iy.
Helped to guard Jeff. Davis. er, weaker craft, deeply loaded, not sleel
roof, supported on steel trusses, and
’-’nt. Kussell
Co. L. ].st Maine strongly geared up nor able to hold to steel beam
.,
purlines, making its destruction THORN 1)1 KE.
v Artihen.
Wounded and died in windward in rough water, a drift off by lire almost, impossible, in this building
The Ladies’ Club had a night cap sociable
a-nn:gton.
shore becomes as straining and danger- will be located the 150 horse power autoAustin, corporal and ser- ous as it is uncomfortable. In extreme matic engine, and 200 horse power high and supper at Harmon’s hall, Saturday
F. i.-t Maine Cavalrv. 1’ro- ly cold winters there may .well he more pressure steam boiler capacity.
The fit- evening.
The sale of night caps caused
1
in leading a" charge frozen lingers and more stinging spells tings of these buildings will be complete quite a lot of fun.
gallantry
Quite an important
in
umo r a
every detail for the manufacture of tooth
of four hours on deck, but there are
heavy lire.
part of the program was graphophone
some of the machinery
,M < obb, .b’.siali.
not so many fellows lelt in the surf to picks economically,
navy.
music by Master Albert Higgins_Ira
being new and of Mr. Forster’s recent design
M <
iii'li., Wilbert, private and cor- readi the shore or drown as the case The plant will later be equipped with auto- Mason of Turner visited his son, Henry
l*oihi. < o. li 1st Maine
matic sprinklers and tire pump as a further
may be.
Cavalry.
Mrs. Henry Black
■i -(.ilveiy,
Mason, last week
Five man, captain nth
The two wrecks causing the greatest protection from fire.
Mr. Merrill, vice president, has been a passed Wednesday and Thursday with relBattery. Eight Artillery; major, loss of life of any that I have known
yFoi-c
successful spool manufacturer for a long atives in Vassalboro—Miss Elbe Re\iici.tenaii. colonel
and
colonel, 1st of during the past winter were the time,
Maine Mouiued Artil
having been connected as manager Holds of Unity was the guest last week of
ery; wounded at Augustus Hunt and the Benjamin and owner of
spool mills at various places
I
Mile Bill!, Aug. M.
and died Cromwell.
Each of these vessels lost throughout the state for over forty years, Misses Edith Harmon and Ethel Howard.
isc.4,
:
undergoing a surgical operation their way in two different warm, foggy until two years ago, when lie retired from
.Mrs. Charles Smith is with her daughtur the wound two
weeks later. The storms and were therefore wrecked active business, retaining an interest in the
ter in Bootlibay
The home of Ross C.
Giunl Army Post in
searsport, Me is through no fault of the unusual cold- spool and novelty mill at Bethel, and looknamed in his honor.
ing after the operation of hard wood lum- Higgins, one of our R. F. R. carriers, was
ness of the season.
ber lands in which he is interested. Dur- invaded Monday evening by a party of six,
It is possible that all coasting may be
'i'‘ Geuig; navy; killed in service,
ing liis connection with the
business, who challenged him to a game of pit. An
n Augustus A.,
Co. K, unpleasant at times, but the American Mr. Merrill has invented spool
private,
and perfected
It. Maine
was enjoyed.
Dick as usual
Infantry: killed at battle of coast is not the worst field to be found. many appliances for improving and
cheap- exciting game
I- ail <inks, .1 une 1. ]sii-j.
It is colder than some others, but our ening the manufacture of spools, much of won the candy. Ross says lie can make a
Parker. George A., private, Co. C, 133d
the
now
in
use
on
the
result corner in mud all right, but when it comes
machinery
being
sharpest storms that blow squarely
N ew > ork Infantry.
j
shore (from southeast) are nearly al- of his superior inventive genius.
Mr. Harlow, treasurer, besides having an to wheat, barley, corn, etc., he is not in it.
Pendleton, Emery ()., private, Co. I, ways very short—rarely more than
A nice run of sap was given the maple
extensive
law
has
carried
on
the
lath Maine Infantry.
twelve hours, and generally the real manufacture of practice,
for a long sugar makers last Sunday and Monday.
Pendleton, George I)., private, 19th fierce part does not continue for half time,until last spools at Dixfield
September, w hen his factory Bert II. Stevens has bought of O. J. FarMa i.e in!antrv.
that time.
Quite different are the was destroyed by fire. Mr. Harlow is also
the farm known as the Herbert place.
Pendleton, Mo! an 1 E., private, Co. sometimes winter-conditions on the a large owner of hard and soft wood tim- wellWilliam
Farwell and Wilbur Rolloff
F, goth Maine Infantry.
coasts of England, Ireland her lands, has always carried on extensive
warmer
Thursday and Friday in Portland.
Pendleton, Roscoe C., private, Co. II. and France, where continual stormy lumbering operations, and today is one of , passed
Coffin
went to the Maine
-Stephen
the largest individual owners of birch lumsth Maine Infantry.
General Hospital in Lewiston Monday for
gaies may blow on shore for weeks
land in the State. It is estimated that
Pendleton, Rufus, private, Co. E, 3d rather than hours, and where the ber
treatment, lie was accompanied by Benj.
his boldines alone would last this factory i
Ames—Thomas Keene, Edwin Cornforth
Maryland Infantry.
soundings are no. so even or the I at least twenty years.
and Alonzo Coffin attended the Republican
iiriiuuK, ^ituiuej, in Mass, regiment. chances of
unfrom
Mr. Forster, president, has been conlandm0
safely
district convention in Waterville, April
Nyivester, Albeit II., private, Co. L, fortunate shipwreck so promisi.
nected with the toothpick mills at Strong j 13th....Miss
Minnie Reynolds of Unity has
1st Maine Cavalry.
On our coast, south of Cape Cod, the and DixReld as manager for fifteen years,!
recently been the guest of her aunt,‘Mrs.
'i aylor, Janies G., sutler, at
gomifliture are a rrruQt nrniHp miH t.hp up to the first of January, when he severed
WashingFred Ham.... Mr. F. L. Phil brick is in
b
his connection with them, and associated
ton, I). C.
careful use of them in thick weather
j Belfast this week attending Court as jurywith this company with a view of building ! man—
To u nsend, Edga r, musician, Co.
Miss Phoebe Cross of Morrill, a
F, may often turn danger into salvation. a new toothpick
Mr. Forster’s student at Freedom
factory.
_'Jd Maine Infantry.
Academy, was the
A commander should always have all father, the'late Charles Forster of
l'ort.and,
Townsend, Leonard li., private, Co. the confidence in his reckoning that was the originator of machine made tooth- gut-si >atur<lny ot net menu, Miss .Marion
Mom
tie...
Miss
Millie
Monroe returns to
L '111 Maine Infantry.
the case permits, but use every check picks, having invented and commenced
I rqneliart, Lewis, private, 1-ftli Mass. and bring every help to that reckoning their manufacture hy machinery at Huston jI Searspuil lhi> we«k to resume her studies
in the High scinmi
Will -Sprague went
Light Battery.
that lie can possibly command. The in a small way in the early sixty’s, which I to Lewiston Saturday and leiunied with
business
to quite large proportions at
W ads worth, Ansel;
his daughter Ruse, who has been t here
orderly sergeant lead lines—there should be three kinds the time grew
of his death, three years ago.—
and lieutenant Co. I, 2<ith Maine In- and sizes of these
several weeks for treatment_Misses
homely instruments Kennebec Journal.
Mattie Small, llessie and Grace Higgins
fantry: Captain Co. G, same regiment. —should be as carefully cared for and
attended
file examination for school teachU heeler, Lincoln;
private,'20tli Mass. as much respected as the chronometer
ers
in Unity Monday. Miss Bessie HigThe New York Tri-Weekly Tribune.
I lifantry.
or the sextant.
It is not, however, in
gins
will begin the summer term of school
liittemore (m. Eunice McCobb) in human nature to he always and eternalFor those who want to get the New York in Jackson tlie first of May_Bert 11.
Mass, regiment.
ly vigilant, and no one can know how news and news of things
the world over Stevens took the Civil Service examination
Wood, Isaac Carver, navy,
soon some lapse of care on his part and don’t want to
the money or time for an R. F. 1). route last Saturday in Belspend
i eaton, Reuben F., Alass. regiment.
in buying and reading a metropolitan paper fast.
may prove to he a fatal fault.
If all due care can he always main- seven days in the week The Tri-Weekly
tained, and his vessel equal to the best, Tribune fills the bill. It is issued on MonThe Time is Short.
Democratic Third District Convention.
it seems to me that the seaman’s chance day, Wednesday and Friday of every week,
and contains the essence of The Daily Trib1 sometimes feel the thread of life is for old age is about even with that of une for the whole week. To those
who are
The Democrats of the Third Congressionliis friend on shore. If lie does not interested
slender
in the prices of Hour, grain,
And soon with me the labor will he practice visiting the most deadly tropi- wheat, cotton, livestock, butter, cheese, al District, comprising the counties of
cal ports, his chance of good health is eggs and other farm products, its market Hancock, Waldo, Somerset and Kennebec,
wrought,
are requested to meet in Convention to be
Then grows my heart to other hearts far and
reports are invaluable, because of their held at the Opera house. Fairfield, Friday,
away ahead of the landsman.
more tender,
I had a friend who was ever distrust- correctness. Its interest in agitating the May (>, at 10.30 a. m. for the purpose
of
The time,
ful of the weather and the sea. lie gave building of good roads in the country sec- nominating a candidate for Representative
The time is short.
it up and with work on shore got into a tions has elicited heartfelt praise on the to Congress, and to elect three Delegates, alof our readers. Price, $1.50 a year. so three
Alternates, to attend the Democratic
Cp, up, my soul, the long-spent time re- perspiration and then rfide home in a
end $2.50 to The Republican journal Pub- National Convention to be held at St.
deeming,
Louis,
winter day. They buried him in a week. lishing Co., Belfast,
and
The
Me.,
get
Sow thou the seeds of better deed and
Mo., July 6th, 1901, and to elect a district
Men on shore are killed by horses, by Republican Journal and Tri-Weekly Trib- committee
transact
and
other
business
any
thought;
the cars, by falling bricks, and in many une one year each. For a free sample copy that
Light other lamps yet thy light is beammay properly come before the Convenways that cannot well happen eithei of the Tri-Weekly send a postal to the New tion.
ing,
when far at sea or by winter-coasting. York Tribune, New York.
The basis of representation will be as folThe time,
lows: Each city, town and plantation will
The time is short.
—Capt. E. D. Richardson, in the Deei
Are You a Dyspeptic?
be entitled to one delegate, and for eacli
Isle Messenger.
By all the lapses thou hast been forgiven,
If you are a dyspeptic you owe it to your- fifty votes cast for the Democratic candidate
By all the lessons prayer to tbee hath
for Governor in 190*2, an additional
self
and
A Cure For Headache.
your friends to get well.
taught,
DySr and for a fraction of twenty-fivedelegate;
votes in
annoys the dyspeptic’s friends be- excess of
To others teach the sympathetic heaven,
Any man, woman or child suffering from pepsia
fifty a further additional delegate.
cause his disease sours his disposition as
The time,
headache, biliousness or a dull, drowsy well as his
in any delegation can
vacancies
Any
only
Kodol Dyspepsia
The time is short.
feeling should take one or two of DeWitt’s Cure will not stomach.
be filled by residents of the county in which
only cure dyspepsia, indiges- the vacancies
—llezekiah Butterworth.
Little Eariy Risers night and morning
exist.
These famous little pills are famous be- tion and sour stomach, but this palatable,
The District Committee will be in session
reconstructive tonic digestant strengthens
cause they are a tonic as well as a pill,
at the hall at 10 o’clock a. m. on the day of
While they cleanse the system they the whole digestive apparatus, and sweet- the Convention to receive credentials of
ens the life as well as tne stomach.
When
strengthen and rebuild it by their tonic ef
you take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure the food delegates.
feet upon the liver and bowels. Sold by R
Per order Democratic District Committee.
assoceat
is
It
is
you
digested,
enjoyed.
II. Jloody.
F. A. Greer, Chairman,
iated and its nutrient properties appropriatFor Infants and Children.
George B Stuart, Secretary.
ed by the blood and tissues. Health is the
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine
4wl4
resuit. Sold by R. II. Moody.
Belfast, March 30, 1904.
on
Munioy Hill, is successfully curing
OASTOHIA.
: drunkards and drug users.
Iyr25*
“I had a running, itching sore on my leg.
The Kind You Have Always Boqp
| Suffered tortures. Doan’s Ointment took Bean the
the burning and itching instantly,
Kodol
Cura j away
and quickly effected permanent cure."
OlgMt* what you eat.
, C. W. Lenhart, Bowling Green, 0.
—
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launches.
Write to

log! 1C.

MlfiNUS

t

WORKS

^Clock

not

produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New Yo'*k.
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EASTERN STEAMSHIP

it done

Xow is the time to have

promptly.

Childhood
m

M

I Dr.
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■
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M
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True’s Elixir I

V
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I

Write for free

j

Ny

l»r. J. K. Trae

Auburn,

dren and their

l

Satisfaction guaranteed
in every

I

department.

H.J.LOCKE&SON

K

P. S.
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Write
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Ibe Kind You Have Always Bought

|

Dyspepsia
I

\

1

!
Me.

I days.

Quick!

I

A RTHUR A MOORE,

Soap-Making
with

—

7 miles i"T horn-.
it- pm turther inform ition.
li. .J. I OCKK vN SON, Itflfast.

Successor t«- <'luules l.

BANNER LYE

Fletcher. dealer in

i

_

OF A LL

I

St. John Alewives,

Shrimp.
|

Given with $10 assortment of Soaps, Extracts,
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and
Standard Groceries.
Scud at once for our

big catalogue of

200 Of II K‘.

J’UKVIUMS

Telephone

WILSON,

Maine.

4*;tf

14-4

W. L.

Pres.

WEST,

27A

Supply Co,

FOOD

A'v signature on
every package.

Qyy

&{

SOLD

BY

\. A.

IIOW I S

ASSETS I*EO KM I!Kit 1U, l' wl.
Heal estate...
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and hank.
Agents* balances.
Interest and rents..
All other assets.

6, 7 & 8. 04.

..

Cross assets..
Deduct items not admitted

Admitted assets.
Ll ABILITIES Dl< KMI«F

Opera Mouse Block, Belfast,

FOR SALE CHEAP
ON EASY TERMS,
The brick store, No. 48 and 50 Main street, Belfast, 20 feet of land .in the rear, after that the

right

of

ay to Cross street. Inquire of
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Esq.,
Williamson ‘Hock, B* ifast, or
S. KAL1SH, 17 E. 05th St., New York.

w

5

CAUTION NOTICE.
Whereas my w ife, IDA M. CHOATE, has left
my bed and board w ithout any proper cause, this
is to forbid all persons harboring or trusting her
on my account.
I shall pay no bills of her contracting after this date, as 1 have made suitable
provision for her support

Thorndike, April 8,1004.
3wl6*
A

W. W. B.

CHOATE.

«

A

Agricultural Insurance Com;
Watertown, N. Y.

WRIGHT I HALL,

One and a half story house, ell connecting with
barn and stable, 5 acres of best mowing land under iirst-class cultivation and buildings all in best
Also in connection with this farm
of repair.
there is a wharf privilege, with a wharf on which
there has recently been $800 laid out in repairs,
not counting owner’s time for himself or team.
And a good coal business goes with the property.
Other land belonging to tin* estate—wood lot Of
150 acres, farm 35 acres. Mill privilege. Willsel
the wh.de or part. Would like to sell the horn \
farm, wharf and coal business at once. This isan
exceptional opportunity for a young man who lias
brains and wants to work. Will not take much
money. For particulars apply to
MISS H.S. TAPLEY,
West Brooksvtlle, Me.,
13
Or to F. I). JONES, Belfast, Me.

w

PRICE CEREAL FOOD CO., Chi'.ap

ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

FOR

C

using the Food mailed tree to any nddi- -a
For sale by all leading Grocers.

Agricultural Society
SEPT.

■■

dyspepi.

Palatable—Nutritious—Easy of
and Ready to Eat
Sec.

tfs

Home

nation of

its ready digestibility to tin* E>.
ditimis observed in its mamifaetur**
eontaining in proper propo>timis all M
tiiat K'**" build up a healthy body sun
that the weakest st<anach can digest an
Serve hot or cold.

owes

Waldo County
Couch

a

m HT

•

Handsome

Heavy Breakfast

eroilv digested and r* adily
is a’! tin* body reigairrs and U m
health than tin* heavy breakfast to. d*»

Light,

Shad,

i

J. F.

This

Avoid

!

FIXl)S.

Hayford Block, Belfast,

Works, Philadelphia
Charles Richardson & Co.,
Boston, Mesa

All freight
til.* >te ili:
of tl'.'insured against lire am! marine n'k
FKF.D W. BOTH. Agent. B. t st.
CALVIN A l ST 1 N
\ iee l’residi t and (ieimrai
Foster’s Wharf.

Americans

Lye"—free.
The Penn Chemical

i

:

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
water, melt 5 '/z lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set.
Pull Directions on Every Package
Banner Bye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
time. It is just the article needed in
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
Write for booklet "Uses oj Banner

Commencing Thursday. Apr:' ;. mm
leave Belfast;
For Boston. vi:i Camden and Be,
days. Wednesdays. Thursday's aim >
about •J.ao i\ ai.
For Searsport. Buekspori. Winmrp"
den and Ban go i. '1 u*sd ivs. W«
v
days and Saturdays at a n-nt 7. C*
anival of steamer from Boston.
KK1TKN I\(.
Freni Boston. Mondays, Tiiesdc
!
and l*'i iduys at .">.no v \i
From lioekl uni. ia
mini* a
1
nesdays, i* rida\ s and Sat m U i> at
From Banger at 11 mo
m
j.t v.
Mondays. Wednesdays. riiui'da\'
<

Naphtha haunch (or Sale,

•-'•-'ixr.l.

and

WEt h

A

■

Easy

il

OPTICIANS.

M

It is a wonderful tonic and builder of ■
flesh and musHe.
Makes weakly chil- ■
dren strong and robust.
For over 50
H
ami praised by
mothers H
years used
35
■‘■m’at all druggists. H
evert-where.

I

SMIX(I SCI! El) CL I

\
m plaints, blood disorders, feverish- %
M ness, nervousness, and the irrita- %
and bowel com-

ting and debilitating conditions
brought on by worms, are quickly relieved and permanently cured by

|:

‘i9-n:5 rovtiai

XEEI) I!EI’AIKSy

lLLSOF

m

)■<

cnsilt-ge
lop and \vi:

J

DOES

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed.
Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does

M Liver, stomach

gg

oiii:

MOTOR

quickly.

■

—

XEEI) UEl’A 1 Ks

coid in the head

a

away

<1
Wood

a n

CATARRH

Drinkwater, Philip I'., private, Co. tiie city, containing everything from
•‘tli Maine
infantry: Hancock's cellar to attic to make an ideal home.
corns.

u
Oil!
s;t
p u n

anchor.

Nasal

c.

*

LEAD THEM ALE.

—

Infantry.

!

POOR & SON

__

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Drinkwater. Edward, acting ensign
pilot, navy.
Drinkwater, Edward II., private 2d of one of Belfast's successful boys—Al.
m.a-igne.; Infantry; Co. A. loth Maine Condon. It is built of light pressed
Infantry.
in finish but rich and
Drinkwater, Eibridge, in transport brick, very plain
The steps
handsome in appearance.
Sen ire.
Drinkwater. (Gorge IT., navy.
and veranda are of brick and granite,
D: nkwater.
Henry W. private, Co. and the doors of mahogany with full
II. ml Maine Infantry.
Inside it is one of the
glass.
Drinkwater, Maxon, private, Co. 1, plate
most complete, liome-like residences in
12th Maine

j

ALWAYS

of

Signature

j

1 Bill HOT ■

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

SOUTH LIBERTY.
Bert E. Cunningham has gone to Augusta,
boom
and
it
is
almost
an
ing
impossi- where he has a situation in the insane hosbility to find a street that has not a new pital— The cooper shop of Edward Presbuilding in the course of construction. cott, who lives in the Light district, was
Houses, stores, hotels, family hotels burned one night last week. He lost all his
and apartment houses are going up in tools, 5000 dry staves, 500 heads and too
all sections, giving the city a very pros- lime casks.Misses Grace and Mabel
Overlook of West Warren are visiting their
perous appearance.
The- climate of
Denver makes it grandmother, Mrs. S. T. Overlook_Miss
specially desirable as a place of resi- Mabel Davis, who has been visiting friends
dence. While the east has been having in Appleton and Washington, has returned
_THE
home. Her health is very poor this spring.
her blizzards and the country has been
....Franklin Leighor, who had a shock
frozen up and covered with snow, we some weeks
ago, is able to be about again
have been enjoying bright, warm, but not to do any work
Miss Florence
sunny days. Automobiles and bicycles Peasiee of South Washington is stopping at
have been in use almost every day dur- her grandfather’s, William Hanna’s....
ing the winter. Many of the pleasant About six inches of snow fell here Saturfeatures of a tropical climate, without day and gave the landscape a very wintery
In all its stages there
F. W. Cunningham gave a graphshould be cleanliness.
the hot, disagreeable summer that aspect
exhibition
at
the
schoolhouse Monophone
makes southern homes undesirable,
Ely’s Cream Balm
day night to a large audience. Much satis- cleanses, soothes and heals
make Colorado an ideal all-the-year
faction was expressed at the excellent the diseased membrane.
place of residence.
It cures catarrh and drives
selections rendered.
At

interest to your readers, they kindly
loaned you the cut. It is the residence

I * rink water, Setli
E., private and
cotj"oral, Co. li, L'id Maine Infantry;
se.gi-ant, ( o. A. list Maine

even

'*

MADE INTO.

What is CASTORIA

—

home.

an illustration of
Drinkwater. Alonzo J., private, Co. 9th gave its readers
11. -8th Maine Infantry.
one of the pretty, new Denver houses
Drinkwater, Charles S., private, 30th recently completed, and as it will be of

and

some

LIBERTY.
W. D. Sanford has purchased the Lowell
block, formerly known as the Fred Knowlton block.
Mr. Sanford will make improvements and put the buildings in
thorough repair. It is centrally located on
Main street and when completed will add
much to the beauty of the village—R. B.
Upham, a former resident of this village,
now of Connecticut, is visiting friends here.
Ralph I. Morse has returned to Yale
after his Easter vacation
The announcement of Miss Clara Bigelow’s marriage at
her home in Lexington, Mass., has been received by her many friends here. She has
spent several seasons here, at her uncle’s,
George IN. Stevens, and has made a host of
friends, who wish for her and the groom
many years of happiness.
—

The house
and lots are valued at $11,000, and
while there are probably a hundred
houses costing from $25,000 to $75,000,
of the medium cost houses.

Cavalry.

Maine I nfantry.

COLORADO.

the

as

To the Editor of The Journal
of

DENVER,

y.K

ANQ

BERRIES

day.

i.

woods!

B&RKS,

is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Harding_Miss Allie Heald began
a term of school in Burnham village Mon-

I

!

FROM THE

I

from last week.j

Me.

Kill, U>".

Net unpaid losses...
I neai ic'd oremiums
All other liaDili es
Cash capital.
Surplus overall liabilities.
.....

-DKAl.EltS IN

|

...

PLUMBING, HEATING

and

GAS SUPPLIES.
We

can

furnish all of the latest and

goods in the above lines
prices.
date

at

up-to-

reasonable

All labor and material
factory before paid for.

guaranteed

Underwriters’ Fire

Extinguisher.

satis*

A splendid emergency device, always ready
be used by anyone. Has saved many live?
and much
property. Every dwelling house, office
and factory should be supplied with them. For
circulars and further information address
FUEL) ATWOOD, Agent,
Winterpoit, Me.
Winterport. March 15. 1904.—swii

can

notice:
The firm of HOLMES & WEST is now dissolved. Mr. Holmes wishes to announce to the pub
lie that he will carry on the real estate buslnes?
at the old place as usual under the name of F. s
Holmes. All business left in his hands will be
handled with care and with no expense to ownei
unless sold.
F. S. HOLM ES.

Belfast, April 14,1904.—15tf

liabilities and surplusJAMES PATTER & SON. Agents.

Tidal

j

V

3\vl5

The New York Plate Glass Insurar
No. 42 Cedar Street, New

|

ASSETS DEC KM HER 31, 1003.
Stocks and bonds.
$
Cash in office and bank
Gross prems. in course of collection.

j

)

|

?
Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.$
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1003.
Net unpaid losses
?
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

t.

Total liabilities and surplus.J. PATTER & SON, Agents, Helm3\vl5*

SPRING

PIGS

FOR SALE.
BELFAST LIVEin < °
14 if

Of Patagonia.
Ihr Interior
THE MOUNT-

jOOKS BEYOND

H''

VAST TERRA INCOGNITA
MEN HAVE VISFt W WHITE
HUNTING
psik’ICH LORE.
A

:

BOLAS.
V, BIRDS WITH THEJournal.]
of The

,n-ipondence

\

!

a

n

i;

l’atagonia, March

>,

when you sit down to read
A;ji you do me a favor to
you a map of South

f.

i

is not easily
call your

newer one

a

to

want

I

continent between the

mi

Magellan,

and the Strait of
t,

portion

to that

particularly

be

will answer

pucylopedia

y

may

as

map

a

Midi

thousand miles
ca across in the widest
known to the world

nearly

py
.0,
is

a

oneously), as Patagonia.
,uea of 850,000 square
iiuer than either France,
uid, yet it is about the

I'lilated section of the
! now the joint proper[

civilized countries, its

v

ust

complete

as

terra

a

centuries

ago.
ill.- state the number of
-,t

was

is

|

outside of

8,000,

as

and

none

higher

go

shore is
cession of bays and inthe eastern

i«

noble streams ilow into

chty

Negro;

liio

rhulmt"

as

the

often

it is

greatest tributary, the
Cruz, which runs
v.uley from one to fifty
ts

santa

ad fourteen hundred feet
h-vel of the plain, till it
rIf in

1 'hieo

near

the

Cruz; ami mimt.ous
unamed aud unknown,

tnta
M

migratory
tonally pitch their
tew

,t

the banks.

lit

Indians

moving
See bow the

lined with countless
crowd one another around
is

.-.de
.it

the great peninsula, witli
between,—
.cep-sea fiords

■

l

islands, most of them enquired, and all apparently a
the
adjacent Cordillera,
apart in some remote age by
:ose
stupenduons changes
;’ers lightly term a “convulThe interior of Pata-

ire.”
■.rally divides itself into two

unequal

in size as distinct

strip
including

features. That narrow

;

the

Cordilleras,

themselves and all the
now
claimed by Chili;

I

aims

mb

I

good

for

nothing

agts believed to be rich in coal

possibly

in

gold

and

silver,

inexhaustible
! timber.
The distance is so
Andes and the
ween the
.neution

an

longest river, rising
Mimmit. measures barely
nuies in its windings to the
e menu temperature of this
”•
degrees Farh. both summer
it

[

its

for the weather seldom

vr.

damp, jienetrating chilliis more trying to man and
a greater degree of cold in a
'.sphere. J n spite of the cold,
dampness has produced
'.topical luxuriance, in whose
-mars lurk, and fierce pumas
ri lions I, and the shy guauaco,
'.mi live species
of
“camel
peculiar to south America;
a

ng the coast seals and sea-

abound.

s

.tine
.i

Patagonia,”

which com-

fifths of the whole country
by square miles, stretches

Andes eastward to the Atlan-

I

commonly spoken of as
pas.” though most of it bears
iblance to plains. The true
is

away up north not far
Rio Negro.
South of this

egin
e

|

:

i

'•

veral of these lakes the water is
and all have the peculiarity
extremely cold in summer-time
nespondingly warm in winter,
places are overgrown with tall
ms,

g

rank and coarse as to resemble
alternated by patches of thorny

wood, morasses salter than the
ell. and “salinas,” or beds of
dt, often several feet thick and
miles; while toward the west
ad level of the landscape is
by basaltic ridges, the home of
and eagles. The great Andean
here crosses the continent for

1

inland the remains of fossil
sifis are met—the giant armadilla,
"dossal mylonons and megatheriaml several hundred miles of the
■tliern coast is one vast deposit of

diary strata,

underlying a white
Uuaceous substance composed of
'U;,ic infusoria. In surprising cond to western
Patagonia, the eastside is mostly dry and hot, because
""1 Prevailing west winds, having been
glued by the Andes, bring no moist-

an

Ox and

BLOW.

Five-Pound Dumb-Bell Exercises.

Lamson & Hubbard

Dlzxy and Sleepless

Spring Styles

GLOVES,

HOSIERY,

NECKWEAR.

1

Hospitality

—

Small

at

Expense

For Sale Cheap,

HEAL & WOOD,

Granite

$■

Monuments,

■£

HEADSTONES,

CURBING,
...

j

-3*All

Kinds

Bridge Street,

of

Cemetery Work.^

|t™'"J

around the debris like

a

lunatic.

After

the

ter to capture them, unless the hunter
has well-trained dogs.
The American
bird has many habits in common with
his African cousin. One of these is

straight line
always against the
Aware of this habit,

that he scoots ahead in a
when

pursued,

and

wind, if he can.
the Patagonians chase
back, first placing some

him on horseof their party

in ambush in the direction which he is
likely to take. They then gallop full
tilt up to the lines of flight, and either

intercept
“hopple”

the

ostrich

it with a

goose egg, the other as a hen’s egg, and
grind thdm perfectly smooth by rubbing
one

against

the other.

Cover each with

bit of guanaco raw-hide, firmly sewed
on, till it looks something like a circlet
a

ball.

Then cut two stout

thongs,

each

about four feet long; attach one end of
each to a ball and knot the other end of
the thong together, so that when the
strings are at full stretch the balls will
be at least eight feet apart.
That is
all there is of it and the bolas are then
Travelers who have seen both ready for use. But the difficulty begins
'■‘tries declare that portions of this when the novice attempts to handle
a
striking similarity to the deserts them, for dexterity comes only with
1
southern Africa, the resemblance lqpg practice.
Every Patagonian has
‘"‘g heightened by the presence of had his almost from the cradle, for the

Capt. Seth Greenlaw has left for the sea15!^——■—■
son's yachting.
Pasadena is another of our
Andrew Knight went to Camden Monday
neighboring cities and is a beautiful to join the yacht Daydream.
place in which to spend the winter
i-'iuiici v
W ft" jaunting
months.
One of the chief attractions with Capt. Seth W. Greenlaw.
Perhaps you like your gray hair; then keep it. Perhaps not;
for tourists there is the ostrich farm.
Elmer Hardy has gone to Beverly, where
then remember—Hall’s Hair Renewer always restores color to
will
the
Nautilus
as
he
steward.
join
yacht
C. A. P.
gray hair. Stops falling hair, also.
Capt. C. E. Dow left Thursday to get his
Redlands, California.
yacht, the Guudrige, ready for the season.
THE NEW PALMER SCHOONER.
Capt. Ed Greenlaw went to Marblehead,
Mass., Monday to put his yacht in readiness
The live-masted schooner Singleton Palm- for the season.
Capt. “Jack” Stinson has gone to Boston
er, launched at Waldoboro April 16th,
to take a launch, which he has built the
is the tenth vessel in the William F. Palmpast winter, lo the owner.
er tieet.
The Singleton Palmer is 270 ft.
Edward
has gone to New
♦
IIS COMPLETE WITHOUT AN
keel, 317 ft. registered length, 46 ft. beam, York to joinThompson
the steam yacht Riviera with
27 ft. 3 in. depth of hold with a gross ton- Capt. Charles Small of this place.
She is to be given a
nage of 285!) tons.
Judson T. Haskell has gone to New York
rating in the American Record as Al* for to go mate on the yacht Rive'ria.^Capt.
sixteen years, and will be the first Ameri- Charles E. Small, and Joseph Howard and
Guy Sylvester went out Thursday to go as
can schooner to be given this additional
Thelpurchaser indulges in no ex- ♦
seameu.
rating of one year over-other vessels built
An Atlant’c will da •
periment.
H.
Greenlaw
left
Charles
for
New
Capt.
This is because she is a semiof wood.
more
work
than any other I
York Monday to take command of his yacht.
composite type of construction; that is, His soil, Ed., will go mate with him.
range and do it better.
V|
she is strapped with iron outside the frame George Joyce, Ernest Foster and Merton
J
Ames are members of his crew.
so that the strapping becomes a pure truss
Repairs obtained quickly and cost }
•
to hold the sides of the schooner in position.
moderate.
Capt. Melville Thompson’s yacht the CorThis rating will also be extended to the ouilla, which las been hauled up at Buck’s
1
has arrived in the harbor and will
schooner Dorothy Palmer, says the Hath Harbor,
be put in readiness to go into commission.
Opera House Block
Times, and might well be extended to the The yacht Bohemian, commanded by Capt. I
j
schooners Paul Punier and Prescott Palmer Everett Haskell, which was hauled up near
*
♦
as they are of the same type.
The latter the coal wharf, is also being fitted up for *
*
the coming season.—Deer Isle Messenger.
MAINE.
BELFAST,
craft was built at the New England yard,
This extra year of rating was not
Hath.
{»***«♦•••« »♦«♦»♦♦« ♦♦«««««« »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »*«*•«»««
applied for by the owners, but was offered
For Sheriff or Rancock County.
by the American Record to encourage the
Rev. S. L. Hanscom of Bar Harbor, who
semi composite type of schooner.
The
sails of the Singleton Palmer are made of made such a hard fight for sheriff of Hantriple zero canvas and about 11,000 yards cock county on an independent ticket two
—were cut in the making.
Another feature years ago, has decided to come before the
of the Singleton Palmer is that all head people again. In a note to the Bangor DailyTO LOOK OVER YOUR
chains are galvanized, also bilge bolts in News he says:
During the last year 1 have been asked
the hull and both edge bolts and face bolts
for the coiniug season. I
**^
1 B
many times if I would be a candidate for FiaLiuai
in the ceiling.
the office of sheriff in Hancock county in
the campaign of 1904; and have as many
While there is life there is hope.
times answered, “that will depend ou cirSary t0 the ANGEEli'
Call and examine my line.
i was afflicted with catarrh; could neither cumstances and conditions.”
taste nor smell and could hear but little.
Now, will you allow me to say through
Ely’s Cream Balm cured it.—Marcus G. your columns, that, since it was settled at
the recent session of the East Maine ConShautz, Rahway, N. J.
(ream Kalin reached me safely and the ference that I am to remain a citizen of this
effect is surprising.
My son says the first county, circumstances make it possible for
application gave decided relief. Respect- me to give a definite answer; and conditions
WOOD,
Insurance and Real Estate,
fully, *Mrs. Franklin Freemaff', Dover, N. prompt me to say, yes, 1 shall be a candi- FRED
S. L. Hanscom.
date.
H.
Bar
14,1904.
Harbor,
REPRESENTING
Me.,
April
OVEk
FORTY-FIVE
MILLION ASSETS,
The Balm does not irritate or cause sneezSold by druggists at 50cts. or mailed
ing.
hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., New York.
O&MTOHXA,
Insurance and Inspection.
t The Kind You Have Always Bougjl
Bean the

ings

merce.

1V-
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Having assumed the responsibility of
settling the business formerly conducted by

T. P. MATHEWS,
At

liberty, Maine,

wish to inform our friends and the
public
that this is one of the cleanest stocks ever seen.
No old, shop-worn goods here, but
up-to-date
stock, nearly all bought within the last six
months. Mr. Mathews having disposed of all old
goods before moving to his present store last
winter.
Much of tTiis stock has advanced in
price since bought, especially
we

Boots,Shoes,
Rubber Goods,

Flour,
Grain, Etc.
What

chance this is to get

a

Sleighs,
Sleds,
Wagons,

Harnesses,
Top Buggie?,
Open Buggies,
ALL OF THE BEST MAKE.
In fact Mathews carries everything that can be
found in a large city, from a PAPER OF pins
to

a

HOUSE ANI) LOT.

DRY GOODS,
READY MADE

CLOTHING,

HATS, CAPS,

GROCERIES,
HARDWARE,
CROCKERY WARE,

DRUGS,
and a thousand and one other articles too numerous to mention.
This is a $12,000 stock that
must be sold regardless of cost

FOR CASH ONL
This is a chance that will pay you to draw
01 »
per cent money, or borrow at 0 percent. < *Mne.
with your bay racks and load up for flu* next two
years.
REMEMBER a dollar saved is a doiiai -aimed. This is no fake sale, but a genuine -a< 1 Ma
lt is a chance of a life time, tins is
tin,. ,,p.
nortimity to buy a business established t years.
Here is tin* best store, cheapest rent, best' ’mention, and one of the best chances to make money
in the State. Remember there have u--n nan-els
of money made in Eibcity village, and ir .-an be
done again. It can be bought right ior < a-honly,
as Mr. Mathews health will not permit his rema.ning in business longer.
Dealers are invited to inspect tin* stock. We
will sell cheaper than you can buy elsewhere at
wholesale, besides saving freight.
£3^*All outstanding bills must be paid at
the earliest possible convenience.
Mr. Mathews will be present
usual.
Respectfully,

to serve

you

as

B. L. Pitcher & Co.

Home,” LIVE STOCK

PILSBURY,

with nice churches and school buildand an attractive chamber of com-

Sale.

*

Belfast,

“An Ideal Summer

dance,

Assignment

1904

Dwight P. Palmer,

altogether or
pair of bolas. The
latter weapon is peculiarly Patagonian,
and was in use nobody knows how
t and only time, and builds his
many centuries before the coming of
nest upon bare rocks overhangwhite men; yet nothing better has ever
and streams, as well as on cliffs been devised for hunting the
shy
ant the sea.
creatures of the plains, and the Span"gists tell us that all this country iards and Guachos, away up in Chili
are sea-bottom, for
everywhere and Argentine, have adopted its use.
shells are found, and other evi- To make a bolas take two stones of unthat the ocean once rolled over equal size, one about as
large as a

ar

A TERRIFIC
Felled Like

A new and valuable book, No. 1 of Fox’s
for Weeks. Hough Experience of E.
F. Athletic Library, has just been issued. It
Ward of Girard, Kansas, a Veteran of Co. is “Prof. Attila’s
Five-pound Dumb-bell
U, 55th Indiana.
Exercises,” invented by the famous trainer
A reporter who was seeking for Mr. of Saudow. It is finely illustrated with exWard to get his confirmation of a statement planatory halftone plates, for which Attila
that had been made concerning him by a posed a well-known athlete. It will prove
fellow-townsman, found a stalwart carpen- an invaluable book to the student of physiter engaged in putting a new window frame cal culture in view of the fact that no elabin an old house. In response to an inquiry orate apparatus is necessary. The cover
for Mr. Ward, the big workman turned ana scheme is novel and striking and very
revealed a face ruddy with health and full handsome. The price is ten cents; postof Strength and good nature.
Then he age, two cents extra. Other books now in
are No. 2, “Physical Culture by
dropped nimbly to a seat on the window press
Means of Muscular Resistance, and Breathbench, and said:
and
No. 3, “The Science of Baseball,”
ing,”
I
owe
to
Dr.
“Yes;
Williams’
my recovery
Pink Pills and I am always glad to tell the by John J. McGraw, manager-captain of
the
New
York
National Baseball team.
for
the sake of others. In fact, I
story
think therj are only two kinds of medicine
worth buying—at least, only two kinds that
OBITUARY.
ever did me any good—and one of them is
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People,
“You see, it was this way: I was at my
After an illness of nearly a year, George
work in 1892 when I felt as if I had been B. Yeaton died at his sou’s home on
Lisle
struck on my head by a sudden blow. My street April 19th, at the
age of 76 years and
heart seemed to stop and the doctor said it 5 months.
Mr. Yeaton came to Rockland
missed every other beat. I went through from Isle au Haut. Ilis father was William
the battle of Richmond, Kentucky, but 1 Yeaton and his mother
Mary Sawyer, both
never had been through anything like this of Isle au Haut.
In his early life he folbefore. I thought surely I was going to lowed the sea, but at the outbreak of
the
pass in my checks this time.
Civil war he enlisted in Company E. 1st
“After that I had very trying dizzy spells. Maine Cavalry and served
until June 2,
I had to give up work altogether and spend 1865.
After leaving the cavalry he again
every other day iu bed. For two months 1 followed the sea until his retirement a few
j
did not leave the house. The doctors could years ago.
Since then, up to the time of
not set me on my feet again. I could not
the illness that led to his death, he served I11 fact, anything you may need for Spring wear,
concentrate my eyes on any object; 1 was as special
police officer for the city. He is from the best selected stock I have ever shown.
in a state of extreme nervousness all the survived
by a wife, Mary Yeaton, and one The hats are beauties, in all the popular shapes
1 would lie awake at night from son, Lester Yeaton.—Rockland
merce, and the flesh of both serves for the work of the women, and it takes time.
Star.
and colors.
nine o’clock until daylight. My circulation
food. Time never bangs heavy for us two or three days to grind a pair to the
was bad and my feet always cold.
The
Senator Frye Honored.
in Punta Arenas, notwithstanding the proper spherical shape. In some dis- doctor admitted that his medicine was not
GREEN TRADING STAMPS.
dearth of what is generally considered tricts farther north a third ball has doing me a bit of good.
Senator Frye was invited bv President
“Then I decided to try Dr. Williams’
Roosevelt to go to St. Louis and," as his per- I
Pink Pills, about which 1 had read in an
good society, and however closely we been introduced.
sonal representative, open the big fair at
advertisement. After three or four days’ the end of this
may be confined indoors by howling
month. This invitation was
Fannie ii. Ward.
use I realized that they were helping me. I
extended by the President because of his
gales and storms of sleet, for there are
to take them in January, 1893.
began
By
persona] regard for the Maine Senator and
FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
the middle of February I was out and in also
ostrich-hunters to be interviewed, peobecause lie. as president pro tern, of I
March ! resumed work as usual. I kept ou the
MASONIC TEMPLE.
Senate, tills the place occupied by the i
ple who have been brought up, as it
taking the pills for about a year. In fact, \ ice President, when
A Belfast Woman in lledlamls.
there is one.
Aleven yet,
whenever 1 feel particularly
were, among those ungainly birds and
lie highly appreciated the honor,
though
To the Editor of The Journal: worn out, I take a box and then quit. I Mr. I
have spent the best years of their lives
rye felt compelled to decline.
sleep without difficulty, my dizziness has
The writer of this letter is a former has
in pursuing them. Our interest in the
never returned, and my feet are alwaj s
Maine’s Population 702,875.
resident of Belfast, having lived there warm when they should be. You may say
subject never flags, and evening after
that I think Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills can’t
some twenty-five years ago, received
The recent census bulletin gives the estibe beat for nervousness and difficulties of
evening we sit at the feet (figuratively
her education in her public schools the blood.” They are sold by all druggists mated population of Maine at 702,875 June
speaking) of a grizzled American, who
1 last.
This is an increase from 694,466, the
throughout the world.
Entertainment—that is, pleasure to your guests
hailed originally from Maine, I believe, and taken numerous excursions down
population of the State according to the —does not depend on the
money you spend, but
census
returns
of 1900. The census experts, on your own knowledge ot
bow to receive and
but has lived in these parts more than her beautiful harbor. Dear old Maine
after careful study, reach the conclusion extend hospitality. Christine Terlmne Herrick
WEDDING BELLS.
in
the
writer’s
if
mind
has
few
equals,
that
the
tells
all
about it. Postpaid, 50 cents.
you
population of Maine, June 1, 190!,
thirty years and has come to be conwas 697,269; and the population June
in regard to her beautiful scenery.
K. J. CLODK, Publisher,
1, ;902. I
I any,
sidered authority on ostrich lore.
Hamilton-Burleigh.
The Burleigh
tf6
156 Fifth Avenue, New York.
1_
T
_I J___V._
1. 2
Your correspondent received some home on river road in Vassalboro was was 700,072.
of
a
very pretty wedding Thurstime ago a clipping from a liangor the scene
Boston & Maine Dividend.
funny drawl and way-down-East exday evening, April 14th, when Miss Abbie
an account of a grand Josephine, daughter of the late Hon. and
paper
containing
will
but
not
space
permit
pression:
ball given by the Knights Templar of Mrs. Hall C. Burleigh was united in
The directors of the Boston & Maine
more than a condensed statement of
marriage to Mr. William H. Hamilton of
railroad have declared a regular quarthe main facts I have gleaned concern- Belfast, and out of all that long list of Bethlehem, N. H. The decorations were
At 6.30, to the terly dividend of 1 % per cent, on comnames only three were former school- very beautiful and profuse.
TERMS TO SUIT.
OR TO LET.
ing American ostriches.
strains of Lohrengrin’s wedding march, mon stock payable July 1.
mates
of
your correspondent. They played by Miss Winnifred Dunham of Oak
The building is 48 and 50, Main street, BelIn the first place it should be underfast, Me. Inquire of
were R. P. Chase, Chas. O’Connell and Grove Seminary, the party entered the
Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instant
stood
that two distinct, species of
16
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Esq.,
parlor, where the Rev. T. P. Williams of relief, permanent cure. Dr. Thomas’ EclecF.
T.
Williamson Block, Belfast, Me., or
Chase.
As
I
sit
at
desk
wrimy
ostriches stalk over these plains, and
.■searsport performed the marriage cere- tric Oil. At any drug store.
S. KALISH, 17 E. 95th St, New York, N.
The
bride
was
attended
by Nellie,
that each species has its range, con- ting-taking what few spare moments mony.
her sister, and the groom by Samuel A. Burfined within certain limits. Thus the offer themselves, for a telephone leigh, a brother of the bride. A reception
woman must be a busy woman—1 can and lunch followed the ceremony. After a
great struthero rhea, which more nearshort wedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
ly resembles the African ostrich, roams see opposite, “The New Glenwood” will go to their beautiful home in Bethlethe
in
with
hem, N. II., where Mr. Hamilton is superinlargest hotel
Riverside,
the northern pampas but never comes
tendent of schools.—Waterville Mail.
When
below the Chuput Kiver; and the accomodations for 400 guests.
nANL'FACI URERS
at
it
a
lighted
night
presents
very
smaller struthero Darwinii, indigenous
Dolax-Dox worth. Thursday morning,
AM) DEALERS IN
at the Church of The Holy Name of this
to the neighborhood of the Straits, is pretty appearance.
California may well be termed the place, Helen Catherine Donworth became
not found upon the pampas.
The
the w ife of Hugh Francis Dolan. The marIn Jan- riage service was performed by Rev. John
northern variety is hereabouts known land of sunshine and flowers.
O'Dowd, D. I)., of Portland, assisted by
as “Avestruz more” (gray birds), their uary we had some cold, frosty nights,
Rev. C. O'Sullivan, the home pastor. The
and
ice
even
formed
on the coldest bridesmaid was Miss Genevieve Sherlock
plumage being uniformly gray; while
those of the south have brownish feath- nights, but at nine o’clock a. m. the of Boston, a cousin of the bride, while Eugene C. Donworth, Esq., of Bangor, the
ers tipped with white.
Both build the sun is out warm and delightful. The bride's brother anil for years an intimate
friend
of the groom, acted as best man.
rudest kind of nests, merely a shallow mountains here present a grand apFather O'Dowd gave a brief but touching
hole scratched in the ground under the pearance. They are very lofty and a address previous to the marriage
ceremony,
shelter of a bush, and softened by a beautiful deep blue haze hangs over the latter being performed according to the
most solemn rites prescribed by the ritual
wisp of grass. The females are the them that makes them appear very of the Catholic Church, of which both the
laziest of birds, for one nest serves fascinating to a lover of nature. The contracting parties are members. At the
church the altar and
were decofor several of them, who all deposit roses are indescribable in their beauty. rated for the occasion sanctuary
and the service was
AND....
will
One
bush
have
a
trunk
a
of
as
witnessed
number
as
their eggs in it and go
by
specially invited
large
gadding,
the
itself
guests,
marriage
ceremony
being
leaving their husbands to hatch the an ordinary tree and spread over the followed by a Nuptial Mass, the entire
chicks.
There are usually from thirty entire front of a cottage, covered with 'function occupying about one and one-half
hours. After the wedding breakfast at the
to forty eggs in a nest, and as each egg roses as large as a a teacup and quite
THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST TRICES
late home of the bride a reception was tenThis is a characteristic of dered an unusually large number of friends
is about equal in size to ten hen's eggs, fragrant.
Now is the time to call, as we have a large stock of finished work.
it requires considerable spread to cover the white climber. As a rule the Cali- by Mr. and Mrs. Donworth, beginning at
until
2.30 o’clock.
high noon and continuing
Haine.
them.
The period of incubation aver- fornia roses are not fragrant.
The house, specially decorated for the ocwas darkened and brilliantly lighted
casion,
Redlands’
is
and
it
is a fact
industry
chiefly orange
ages twenty-two days;
a
by electricity, giving
charming evening
that the male bird squats patiently up- growing and the picturesque part is etfeet to the pretty gowns and the profuse
During the reception
Jt is a city of 9,000 floral decorations.
on the nest, day after day, until all are Smiley Heights.
music was furnished by Hutchinson's Orhatched, and then he looks after the inhabitants and is about 79 miles south chestra and refreshments were served by a
Bangor caterer. Numerous and costly wedbabies till they are able to take care of of Los Angeles.
Thj name Smiley ding
attested the popularity of the
So visitors have called WINGATE COTTAGE, on Northport Avenue, lielfast, now offerthemselves. During rainy weather the Heights originated from the fact that younggifts
couple. The bride is the daughter
faithful father never leaves the eggs two brothers by that name settled ol Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Donworth, Esq., and ed for sale. It is also a comfortable all-the-year residence and has been so occupied for
while an unusually large number of friends a long time.
A new Glenwood furnace was installed recently, and there is one of the
for a moment, and lias been known to there and converted a wild tract of
extend their congratulations to the groom,
stick to them a week or more without land into a beautiful park.
From the it is witli regret that they realize that Ma- handsome fireplaces of the Philadelphia A Boston Face Brick Co. in the sitting room,
where driftwood makes a cheerful blaze.
When the weather is fine he heights one looks into the valley below, cliias will no longer be the home of one
feeding.
whose friendship the younger people of the
The house is 30x40 and conveniently arranged, with plenty of closet room. There are
the
lies
of
where
Redlands
with
an
hour
or
two
toward
a
town
have
cherished
for
so
time.
Mr.
city
strays away
long
Dolan, the groom, is a native of Bangor and three rooms besides the kitchen on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large trunk
evening, to stretch his long legs and its acres upon acres of orange groves. at
present a practicing physician in Isles- or storage room on the second door. There is a 7-foot veranda on two sides,
affording
get something to eat. Jl a fox or Tourists are warned against picking boro, Me. Mr. and Mrs. Dolan left on the shade at
any time of day and a fine view of the bay. City water and well water in the
other animal steals or breaks an egg any oranges, the penalty being $20 fine. evening train for an extended trip to New house. It is on
the
and
electric
telephone line,
lighting may be had. The proposed elecYork, Philadelphia and Washington, and
during his absence, he knows it the in- It is a veritable mountain park, where will be at home to their many friends after tric road from Belfast to Camden will pass the door.
stant he returns, and then his rage roses and many other beautiful flowers June 1st at Islesboro.—Maehias Republican.
The grounds contain fruit and shade trees, shrubs, vines and flowers.
Apply to
knows no bounds; he will dasli the re- bloom in profusion.
DEER
ISLE
YACHTSMEN.
Los Angeles is a fine growing city
CHARLES A.
at The Journal Office.
maining eggs to pieces and

hatching period, the females lay
their eggs promiscuously about the
plains. The natives call these “hatclios,”
The pebbly surface is mixed and the women and children spend a
:tH of pale gray color, over- good deal of time hunting them. They
uses of porphyry and strewn
keep fresh for half a year (fresh enough
ormous
boulders, gradually for a Patagonian,) and one egg, being
natural terraces from the equal to eight or ten hen’s eggs, is conthe cordilleras.
The soil is sidered the fair quota for one person’s
impregnated with saltpetre, dinner. The Darwinii ostriches are exnumerous small salt lakes are
tremely shy, and as their vision is re■led hy a dazzling, snow-white markably acute, it is not an easy mat■

country is a succession of
1’pes and grass-grown rneaded by salt lakes and brackish

ostriches, which may always be seen bolas is the plaything of his childhood,
scudding over the Patagonian plains as the sling is of the Bolivian gamin,
like ships under sail. Others
compare and to display skill in its management
this to the “Bad Lands” of the Colo has been the
pride of his youth; so that
rados, and the “Barren Grounds" of the it is no wonder that he can project the
Hudsons Bay Company; and others balls an incredible distance' with un(generally those who have not been erring accuracy of aim, in such a way
here) to the Peruvian deserts, and even that the thongs will wind around the
to Sahara, Gobi, and the
steppes of legs of the unlucky object struck,
Maurezm.
There are deep valleys whether man, beast or bird, with suffiwhich the dreaded pamperrs cannot cient force to bury itself in the flesh.
penetrate, furrowed by mountain tor- The method of throwing an animal
rents and dotted with picturesque lakes with the bolas has thus been graphicalblackened by wild ducks that are tame ly described: “The right hand only is
as barnyard fowls, having never learned
used; and this grasps the thongs at
the fear of man.
their point of union about half way beThe plague of eastern Patagonia is tween the ends.
The balls are then
the pamperas, or prairie winds, cold whirled in a circular motion around
and cutting, that occasionally sweep the head, and when sufficient centrifuthe country with the fury of hurri- gal power has been obtained, the weacanes, demolishing everything in their pon is launched at the object to be captured. The aim is a matter of nice calpath.
The principal “industry” of Pata- culation. in which mind, eye and arm
gonia—if such a term can be applied to all bear a part: and so true is this aim
the slovenly habits of Indians—is bunt- in Patagonian practice that the hunter
ing guanacos and ostriches, for the seldom fails to bring down or otherskins of the former and the feathers of wise cripple his game, whatever it may
the latter are •valued articles of com- be.”
The rounding of the stones is

HALLS Hair Renewer
SO UPPERS

HOMEj

HIM RANGED

WRIGHT & HALL, Sole Agents,

Now is the Time

ON COMMISSION.
Since the quarantine

raised

was

in Massachusetts we have been do-

ing

Live Stock Commission busi-

a

We sell eacli week live stock

ness.

at

Brighton market direct

Milkmen and Butchers.
for

the

profits,

shipper

the

to the

We

save

speculator’s

i f you have live stock to sell

it is worth dollars to you to inves-

tigate

methods.

our

business

was

Our live stock

established in

1805.

Our salesmen have had 20 years’
experience. We guarantee quick
returns at market values.

Write

if you have live stock

to sell.

us

We will keep you posted on the
market. See our market reports in
this paper.
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THE
LIBBY

COMPANY,
BURNHAM,

MAINE.

BELFAST

Gas&Flectrio Light Co.
Electric

Wiring

of All Rinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures» Supplies.

—

r isn i ng
F. A.

i ac k l e

FOLLETT,

5

51 Church Street.

At

°I3SS’“ Early Risers
The famous little pills*

Signature
ft

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

Office

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

For

Sale

at a

Bargain.

0™ 4-year-°kI Norman stallion,
weighs about
1300, color gray, sue .laimaque: warn, laim* draft
mare by Island Prince
This is one oi the best
colts I ever raised and will be sold
right.
Also 2 top buggies, 2 road carts. 1 milk
or
grocery wagon (crank axletree). 1 set double
road harnesses, 1 set double work
harnesses,
hor cash or negotiable notes.
Reason for selling: I have other b siness in
Liberty, where you can communicate with me by
letter telephone, or in person, at the store of T
I. Mathews or see
my Belfast agent, W. H. Walton, near Holmes’ mills.
1311
B. L. PITCHER

dodger would stand upon it. and the West” from which we quote
ENFORCING THE LIQUOR LAW.
platform to the opening paragraph:
Rrooks is a temperance town, yet there
the voters of the State is an insult to
Crops average better here than in the are a few persons here who sometimes
BELFAST. THUBSDAY, APKIL 28, 1904
their intelligence, for it is intended to garden states of the central west. So drink. Our citizens have always allowed
that they will not have liquor sold here. It
deceive them; and a deliberate attempt much has been said about the inex- is now
said, however, that a certain young
haustible fertility of the west, comPublished Every Thursday Morning by the
to deceive, especially so clumsy an athere has been dealing in the stuff.
pared to the “worn out" condition of man
The best advice his friends can give to him
eastern lands, that New England farm- is
Republican Journal Publishing Co. tempt as this platform is, is a reflection ers
to gel out of it mighty quick.
generally believe their yields per
upon the brains of those to whom it is
To the Editor of The Journal: The
acre average much less than do the
CHAHI.KS A. PILSBCRY
j Bl,J^Manager. submitted. This platform proves that crops of their western brothers. As a above item, which appeared among your
the opposition to the Kansas City plat- matter of fact, the yield per acre of items of interesting news from the wideSi'Bst iudtion Terms: In advance.$2.00a year;
form is not opposition to silver but op- New England’s three great staples, po- awake town of Brooks, has, we trust, been
$1.00 for six months; 50cents tor three months.
position to every needed reform and tatoes, corn and oats, compares most read with care by all of your many readers
Advertising Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column. 75 cents for one week and opposition to all that the masses de- favorably with the crop producing throughout the county. The writer of it is
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
power of the west.
evidently proud to refer to the town as a
sire.”
These astounding facts are officially
temperance town, as are all good citizens
Uncle Sam now owns the Panama
At another point the speaker said he
shown in the Homestead by charts of
any town, after the proper effort has
canal. The tinal transfer of the prop- believed he could prove to every unwhich we are unable to reproduce. been made by them to rid their community
erty was made in Paris April 24th. biased mind that Judge Parker is not a
Illinois, Indiana and Iowa are taken as as much as possible of intemperance.
Now let the digging begin.
“fit man to be nominated by either the
Such a condition has existed for more
representative of the most fertile secDemocratic or any other party that tions of the
west, and the average yield than two years iu the town of Winterport
Wanted, a Democratic party. Come
and very many are those who are so well
stands for honesty or fair dealing in for these three States
on. gentlemen.
compared with
with the result of their efforts to
Advertisement from the editorial col- politics.”
The ! pleased
the mean for New England.
procure these conditions that they propose
The trust plank of the New York
ums of the Lewiston Daily Sun.
average yield of potatoes per acre to be
constantly on the watch for any
platform he characterized as “cowardly throughout New England annually for |
I violator of the liquor law; and if such adThe Hearst returns from the prima- and straddle.”
The speaker declared the five
years 1899-1903, inclusive, is 117 I vice as your Brooks correspondent gives to
ries sound like funeral notices.—Har
that no one was more anxious for
Harbor Record.
bushels, compared to only 76 bushels his “certain young man” is not accepted
Democratic success than himself.
for these best States of the west. The they propose by the law to put them out of
As The Journal suggested some time
final
the
there
be
a
in
will
highest annual average for the five- the business.
change
ago
AVe received last week, too late for
Such a move has recently been made at
letter of the name of this yellow jouryear period of any western State is
comment in our issue of the 21st, an
Frankfort with success by the influence of
Illinois, 83 bushels, while Maine’s fivenalist, and there will be few mourners
article from the New York Commercial
public sentiment. Let the good fight go on,
tc>follow the Hearse.
year average is 148, or nearly twice as and
the

Republican Journal.

The

artful

an

The submission of such a

the annual election of the Maritime
Association of the port of New York,
then pending.
The question involved,
according to some of the members, is:
American interests versus foreign interests; Stars and Stripes or Union
Jack? The Commercial says:
At the annual meeting Captain C. Ii.

on

Advices from Florida indicate that
Hon .lames P. Taliaferro will succeed
himself in the Un ted States Senate.
Tl.is is pleasing news to Mr. Taliaferro's many friends in this section; and
Pi ! Ida cannot do better.
The article

published

in The Journal

,week on the “Garden of Maine,”
and the statistics presented this week

from The
e

N

New

impaling the
a
England

England Homestead,
yield of farm crops in

with those in ttie most

fertile section of the west, should make
those realize who have never realized
it before that the Pine Tree State is a

pretty good place

to

live in.

whispered quietly that very
Mr. Spofiord would donate a lot
oi :aud for a public park, if lie was assured the people would lay out the
grounds properly and do the necessary
»i rk.—Bueksport Times.
[t

was

likely

Belfast

does

not

seern 10

nave

am

Spofford; but the ladies of tiie Improvement Society have had many otters of help in the way of work on the
c. omuls if the city buys land for a public park.
Mr.

Isl'O Kennebec county lias fnrT inted
ten Governors, eight
national RepreMates Senators, ten
sentatives. l-t Secretaries of State, six
Mate treasurers, three attorney generals. six presidents of the State Senate. ll Speakers of the House, three
cabinet officials and one Speaker of the
National House.
Because of this, and tor other good
-nice

1

>i,ed

and sufficient reasons, she will not he
to furnish a Governor this

expected
year.

In reviewing the progress made in
this country during the supremacy of
ti e Republican party, in his address
la-fore the State convention at Portland, Apri: 14th, 1 on. E. E. Chase re-

phenomenal increase in
tin- savings banks deposits in Maine.
He said: "In IsCO the savings banks
deposits m Maine were $1,400,000, an
ferred to the

average per capita of $2.33. In 1003
they amounted to over #75,000,000, an
avi

rage

woman

of $io$.15 for every man,
The
and child in the state.”
deposits in Belfast alone to-

sittings
da.i are nearly, if not quite, equal to the
entire deposits of the State in 1800, the
di-posits in tin- Belfast Savings hank
alone when the last statement was published reaching a total of $1,310,022.34.
That which many of the delegates at
Waterville would like to have seen was
the presentation ol a half dozen names
to the convention and then they would
have enjoyed the spectacle ot a convenactual convention
tion really doing

work.—Pailfield Journal.

Tiiis is an extract from an editorial
on the Republican third district congressional convention. We take issue
with our Pairlield contemporary. In
the first place we do not believe that
"many of the delegates would like to
have seen the presentation of half a
dozen mimes.” Certainly the delegates
from Waiciu dm nut.
They went to
Waterville in full strength, and with
men to spare, to nominate the man who
lias served them so faithfully and so
well; and as no new man, however able

well qualified, could possibly do.
Our Democratic contemporary may advocate rotation in office; but Maine’s

and

influence at the X ational

Capital,

which

has long been the envy of other and
larger States, is admittedly due to the

who lias been prominently
identified with the affairs of the exchange for more than 15 years, was
nominated on 'die regular ticket to
eeed himself as president. He is a veteran of the Civil AA’ar, having served
the Union throughout that conflict in
every grade from private to major; a
member of the board of the New Jersey
Pilot Commissioners, and a partner in
the well-known shipping-house of H. T.
Petty & Co., owners of a large fleet of
sailing vessels flying the American flag,
trading coastwise and to the A\Test Indies. Associated with Captain Parsons
oil this ticket is F. S. Pendleton of Pen!•/ 1 O

l’UO !•«

searching analysis and finds it made up
of platitudes and evasions; and the
Boston Journal says that, “The shifty
and evasive character of these platform
utterances, taken in connection with

iess

openly,

for

example,

lue

l limn

Calais, if reports are true.”
Kastport “certain individuals have

is sold in

“There was

says the Union, “more drunkenness in Machias than there has beeu

never,”

this year, and while no bar rooms exist
here or have existed for a few years,

liquor has been sold
steadily.”

here more or less

The situation in Belfast is practically
the same as in the places above mentioned; and we can say now as we did
a few months ago that prohibition in
Belfast is a farce, and the conditions
worse than when liquor was sold openly
without let or hindrance.
Druggists
were forced to give up their United
States licenses and have been unable to
furnish wines and

liquors when called
sickness; one or two
Judge Parker’s protracted personal si- saloons were closed, and a few men
lence, strengthens the conviction that went out of the business, but the sale
the Xew York Democracy is playing a of
liquor has gone right on, and of late
fine confidence game upon the Democracy of the

country.” William J. Bryan
“hired a hall” to tell what he thought
of the platform adopted by the New
York State Democratic convention, and
of Judge Alton B. Parker, for whom

crop

for in cases of

we

have heard of young men,

or

rather

public places under
the influence of liquor. This is the
boys, appearing

in

worst feature of what is at the best a

cents

terial.

Some pay more,

Carpets, Rugs,
Art Spares, Mattings,
Linoleum, Oil Cloth,
Curtains, Draperies,

is

pound

a

cheap for such valuable

ma-

some

get nothing for
their money. You get your
money’s worth when you buy
less,

some

Scott’s Emulsion.
We will send you
free.

little

a

Couch Covers.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.

409 Pearl Street,

50c. and $1.00

S. T. Lowe of Stouington brought a new
boat here last week to have a gasoline engine put in. The boat is a dory model and
will be used in lobstering.

the ad-

was

Eight

all

;

LOWEST PRICES

druggists.

FOR

Notice.

i

Here is a recent bit of good advice which
State Master Gardner gives the Maine
| Patrons of Husbandry: “Again I say, as a
| farmers organization, carefully keep the
Grange under the control of the farmers,
i We wage no aggressive warfare upon any

TO ALL PERSONS

TO

t

EQUAL QUALITY.

■■■■■■■MMmWBaKESIJ

WHOM

_

THIS

MAY

CONCERN

OR

HSSL

INTEREST:

1, Frank L. Robertson, clerk
in ilen I). Field's grocery store,
do hereby testify that bei-ng sir k,
tired out, nervous and 'all run
down this spring, was advised
by my doctor to take KENT'S

|

*

.TiUiMvi

.>

n.

(liu

as

IJAriES H. HOWES,

Stamps)

I

BELFAST. 'l Al.M

j[

ne

u, »*

advised and can truthfully say
that it has done me more good
than any medicine I ever took.
It made me feel like a new man,
and I believe it to be all they
claim: The best medicine for
the Stomach, Nerves, Heart,
Liver, Kidneys and Blood ever
made.
Jt makes you Eat,
It makes you Sleep,
It makes you digest your food,
The three things necessary for

nn-n

says: “There are not so many open
bars in Bangor as there were a year
ago, but there is just as much liquor
sold there as there ever was.” "Liquor
In

in for a good deal of comment
and criticism. The Xew York World,
which has declared for Parker, denounces the platform for its failure to
declare for sound money, and for its
dodging of the Philippine question, and
it finds the trust plank “flabby” and a
great “political blunder.” The Xew
York Sun subjects the platform to a

the oat

|

continued in business.”

comes

On

Suits and Garments.

thin and weak and
paid one dollar for a bottle of
Scott's Emulsion, and by taking regular doses had gained
twelve pounds in weight before
the bottle was finished.
Site

YACHTS AND BOATS.

other organization, nor attack any legitiprising condition, for the average yield i mate industry, but the Grange was organizof the three greatest corn States of the ed for the benefit of agriculture, and to elewest for the past five years shows only vate and educate the American farmer, and
i must ever be kept within its legitimate line
O—
UU31HT10
A-iUf,JJCl fVC t’,
j
O
llltlfllll 1 )
of
of work if the order is to endure. Keep
land comes up smiling with 33 bushels.
out the howlers and screamers whose object
ing tlie younger and more progressive 1 n the first two
years of this period is to breed trouble.’
element of the exchange. Mr. Pendleton has been identified prominently the western average considerably surme yacnt i name,
Drought here from
with the active promotion of all meas- passed the eastern; in 1901, New Engaristocratic Boston bay by a syndicate eomures calculated to inure to the benefit
land corn yielded almost twice as much ! prising (.'apt. Ned Davies, Arthur Wardof American shipping and commerce.
well and ex-Mayor Snow, is on exhibition
acre as the western crop, but in the at the
per
Railway wharf. The Undine was
The opposition, or “the Union Jack
two succeeding years production was formerly the property of the late Dr. John
ticket,” is headed by George L. WoolBryant, who had some of the fastest yachts
about the same in both sections.
in Boston, the Undine among them. J. W.
ley, local manager of Furness, Withey
While it may be said that it costs Stone of Charlestown was the owner at the
A Co., Ltd., a large English steamship
time the transfer was made to the Rockland
more to raise crops in the east than in
I syndicate. The Undine is a sloop yacht
firm. He is an Englishman, but says
no
facts measuring 5(5 feet over all, 17.5 feet on the
the west the Homestead finds
he was naturalized last June. When
beam and six feet draught. She has acto substantiate such a conclusion, and
commodations for 15 persons, including the
asked what was the issue in the contest
crew.
A fireplace in the cabin and a coal
says;
he replied:
On the contrary, the comparatively stove in the galley will serve to offset the
“We are opposed to the present presi( apt. Davies and Mr. Wardweather,
chilly
of western land and the rela- |
well made very fast time with her from Bosdent being re-elected, because he favors high price
low value of eastern farms, al- I ton to Portland.—Rockland
tively
Courier-Gazette.
the control by American tonnage of the
most'offsets the alleged greater fertility
transport trade. He favors measures of western land. Our farmers use maSECRET SOCIETIES.
in Congress you know, arranging things
nures and fertilizers much more than
so merchandise can be shipped to the
is done in the west, though they would
The Belfast members of the Patriarch
Philippines only in American bottoms. be surprised at the extent to which
Now !>0 per cent, of the business is conof this city are making plans to
food is being artificially supplied Militants
plant
trolled by English tonnage and of course to
western farms. If we put a attend the Maine field day, which takes
many
we don't want to have that changed.”
little more money into manures and place in Bar Harbor on three days about
This fully justifies the assertion of fertilizers than is done at the west, we the middle of June. It is probable that
the Commercial that “the sole purpose are nearer to market, and get a better they will charter a boat for the trip.
for our crops or their equivalent.
of the opposition is to prevent the in- price
The grand council of Red Men of Maine
The intelligent New England farmer,
The present
met in Portland April 21st.
fluence of the New York Maritime As- one
year with another, can make more membership of the order is 4241, a gain over
sociation from being used to further actual net profit per acre on his pota
last year of 340. Officers elected were:
the interests of an American merchant toes than is the case in the 'vest. He Great Prophet, George E. Foster of Lisbon
can utilize his corn, grain and corn fod- Falls; Great Sachem, Ralph E.
Bailey
marine, which, naturally, conflicts with der in such a
Senior
Sagamore,
way as to get a larger of Portland; Great
of
Frank
H.
Jordan
Great
.Junthe business interests of the agents and
Fryeburg;
profit on this crop than does the west- ior Sagamore, George H. Alden of Portland
;
ern farmer.
AVe believe also that the
owners of foreign steamship lines.”
of
Great
Records, William K. St.
It is certainly John ofKeeper
same is true of oats.
South Portland; Great Keeper of
About two years ago the prohibitory true of many minor crops, fresh fruits | Wampum, Harry R. Waterhouse of South
Windham; Great Trustee for three years,
law, which then had for some years and vegetables.
Thomas Watson of Westbrook; grand
been practically a dead letter on our
1
representatives, George E. Foster of Lisbon
statute books, had new life breathed
1 Falls and Walter T. Swett of Falmouth.
THE FLAG HE FOUGHT FOR.
into it by the announcement from the
Past Sachem, Leo M. Sargent, Past Sachem,
bench that hereafter tine* would not be
Charles E. Sherman, and Sachem Edwin S.
A
Maim*
to a lirunswirk
Veteran’s
Gift
hut
that
sentences
would
Perkin.' of Tarratine Tribe of Red Men of
jail
accepted
this city were present as delegates from
School.
be imposed on liquor sellers. The judges
the local tribe.
decided, and wisely, that if the law was
Hecnswick, Mr, April 22. Miss M.
to remain law, it ought to be enforced
The annual meetings of the Scottish Rite
Alice Knight, teacher of the school in iliswith sutlicient severity, so that it might
received a handsome dag for bodies in Rockland were held last Thursfairly tie tested and so that the people trict 11, has
of Maine might at least see the experi- the school and the following letter from Uie day night, when the 17th and 18tli grades
ment of prohibition tried.—Machias donor, Lieut. Charles L. Dunlap of ltoek- were also conferred. The election of officers resulted as follows:
Union.
purt, Mass:
Rockland lodge of Perfection—Albert I.
“To the teacher of the school in district
The Union assumes that in the posi-:
Mather GPGM, Charles E. Meservey DGM,
11:
tion they took the judges “were ac“I think the honor and privilege is mine Joseph E. Moore SGW, Wiimer J. Dorman
tuated by the highest motives”; and to present to this school, this, the Hag of JGW, Albert W. Butler GS, Jacob R. Stewart GT, Daniel 1'. Shaw GM of <>, Lorenzo
our country, for the reason that 1 was the
that “if the people of Maine want a
first from district 7, now 11, to answer to S. Robinson GO, William H. Meservey GH,
want
it
enforced”; the call of our illustrious and lamented John T. Lothrop GT.
prohibitory law they
Rockland council, Princes of Jerusalem—
and to this extent we agree with it. ! President, Abraham Lincoln, in ’61, for 75,uoo volunteers, and 1 was the first from this A. I. Mather MESPGM, Edgar A. Burpee
But that the law has been enforced as district to shed my blood in defending this GHPDGM, C. E. Meservey MESGW, 1. S.
announced from the bench it would be flag. And I only hope that this may be an Robinson MESGW, A. W. Butler VGS, J.
incentive to those who come after me in R. Stewart TGT, W. J. Dorman VGM of C.
we cannot admit; and we think that this
district, to go and do likewise should W. H. Meservey VGA, D. M. Shaw VGM of
this failure has materially lessened the our country call them in defence of this, our E. J. T. Lothrop GT.
Gen. Knox chapter, Rose Croix—Alexancountry’s flag, the greatest and best in all
public respect for our highest legal the world.
der A. Keaton, MW and PM, ('. E. Meser“With best regards to both teacher and vey ME and PKSYV, A. I Mather ME and
tribunal. It is true that in many, perPCJW, Leander M. Kenniston ME and
haps all, of the counties jail sentences scholars, “Lieut. Charles L. Dunlap,
PKGO, A. W. Butler R and PKT, John C.
have been imposed and liquor dealers
‘Co. D, 5th Maine Regt. and Hancock’s U. Levensaler R. and PKS, D. T. Shaw R and
PKH, W. J. Dorman R and PKM of C. J. E.
S. veterans.
have been driven out of business; but
Moore R and PKC of G. J. T. Lothrop R
“Rockport, Mass., April 11,1901.
the sale of liquor has gone on more or
and PK Tyler.

fact taat she has sent able men to Con-

platform

west.

vantage is decidedly with New England. Her yield per acre averages 32
I bushels—two bushels per acre more
sue-1 than the western crop. It has been
assumed by many that New England
cannot compete with the west in raising corn; but that conclusion is shown
to be erroneous by the corn chart in
This reveals a surthe Homestead.

Parsons,

gress and kept them there; and that
policy will no doubt be continued.
The Xew York Democratic

year average. The potato chart shows
that the crop varied in both sections
from year to year; and that this crop is
much more certain in the east than in
the

Eight cents a pound is
what a young woman paid for
twelve pounds of flesh.

may
temperance people throughout
the county request, demand, or, if necessary compel, the proper officers to see that
it is fought to a finish.
Winterport Civic Association.

The lowest mean in the east is
Massachusetts, 99 bushels, as the five-

much.

cents James H. Howes’

o

CURE CATARRH BY BREATHING.

Catarrh

cannot

bad business. It is one thing to see
habitual drunkards, men past redempthe New York convention instructed
tion, on the streets; but when it comes
its delegates. Mr. Bryan paid all the to
ruining the lives of our young men
expenses of the meeting, was his own it is time something was done to save
length,
by
ready
presiding officer and introduced himself them.
first of next month. Mr. Goodwin has leased
to bis hearers. This was done that his
the property to the firm of Leopold & Co. of
have
since New York city. This firm have many large
Conditions
changed
address might not have the appearance
to furnish paving, and will put on
“Go West, contracts
of being delivered under any particular Horace
Greeley said;
a large number of paving cutters at an early
with
man.”
all
the
of
Mr.
W.
C. Bowdoin has general charge
influence
or
in
the
interest
day.
To-day,
young
political
their business here, from the wharf to
facts before him, he would say; “Go of
any special faction.
the top of the mountain. He is having all
“The New York, platform is a dis- east, young man.” A recent issue of the houses repaired and made ready to rent
to the workmen. The house on the Hol“fit
honest platform,” said Mr. Bryan,
the New England Homestead has an
brook farm Is to be fitted up for a boarding
only for a dishonest party. No one but editorial on “Farming in New England house.—Prospect Cor. Rockland Opinion.

Incubator Notice
..

would like candidates from every town around
Belfast. It costs you nothing whether you win
or lose.
Get your friends to work for you. Get
them to buy their clothes here, and get the votes
for you. The prize is worth working for, a $22.00
Reliable Incubator and Brooder combined.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street
Tailors and

Clothiers,
Outfitters, Belfast

spring are a revelation
making and style of ready-t
wear clothes for men.
They a
really custom garments, at read
made prices. Try a Kuppenheim.
Suit this spring and you will get
best there is at reasonable prices.
the

for perfect health. I give this
testimonial to help the sick and
suffering and advise them to use

I
Price

50

Cents

a

We Give Blue

Eottle.

Trading Stamps,

Retail and Wholesale at

City Drug Store,

HarryW. Clark# Co,

BELFAST MAINE,

EDMUND WILSON,

I

The Main Street Clothiers,

Prop.

Outfitters,

Tailors and

I

Belfast.

City Property

Copyright, 19"4. by
13. Koppcnheimer & Co.

FOR SALE

One of the finest houses in the city, known as
the Mathews House, on High street. Built at a
cost of Sjo.ooo. All modern improvements. Will
be sold at a bargain.

---Ni

WHAT

I'PPEK HIGH STREET.
A two story house. 0 rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar; all tn good condition. One acre of laud;
35apple and pear trees; line view of the bay.
BAY VIEW STREET.
Two story house and static. Will be sold
easy terms.

A COAT OF PAINT
WILL DO

on

NORTHPORT A VENl E.
A fine story and a half house; 10 rooms, furnace, hot and cold water, bath room, electric
lights; stable. A acre of land tine view of bay.

It will make a house, a barn, any building look like new.
It will make a fence set off the house and lot it incloses to

advan tage.

PEARL STREET.
One and one-half story house. L and stable, \
of land ; 8 apple trees. Buildings in perfect

It will make the old wagon or the travel scarred

acre

repair.

span.

UPPER HIGH STREET.
Two and one-half story house, I- and stable
slated roof; 5 acres of land, running to the shore
Good orchard. A bargain.

a

on

application.

House lot on Church street at the end of
square.
BASE BALL GROUNDS.
Four acres right in the heart of the city.
small farm. This is a good investment.

buggy spark

Used in the house it freshens the woodwork and gives the

ris

look of newness.
Above all this it acts as a

HOUSE LOTS.
house lots
Congress and Pearl streets, 2 large
in the best part of the city; high and dry. Price

preservative

wherever it is used.

Aside from its ornamental value its use is an economy that
not be

the
are

A

ignored.

15ut you need the right sort of paint.
If you will come here we will show you how and why
the best to use.

A. A.

F. S. HOLMES.

be l ured

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
It. H. Moody Offers to Return Money If cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh
is a blood or constitutional disease, and in
Hyomei Treatment Fails To Cur© Ca- order to cure it
you must take internal
tarrh Without Stomach Hosing.
remedies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inand
acts
on the blood and
directly
If for a few minutes four times a day you ternally
Hall’s catarrh Cure is
breathe Hyomei, all catarrhal germs will be niueoU' surfaces.
m-'dicine.
It
was prescribed
lestroyed and the irritated mucus mem- riot a quad:
by one ot the be.-t physicians in this counbrane restored to health.
With every Hyomei outfit there is a neat try for years, and is a regu ar prescription.
nlialer which can be carried in the purse It is composed of the best tonics known,
jr pocket.
Hyomei breathed through this combined with the best blood purifiers,
contains the same healing balsams that are acting directly on the mucous surfaces.
found in the air upon the mountains, where The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful rejatarrh is unknown.
Send for testiIt destroys all catarrhal germs in the air sults in curing Catarrh.
passages of the head, throat and nose, and monials, free.
F. ,1. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
bakes a positive and permanent cure of
Sold by druggists, price 75c.
jatarrh.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
The complete outfit costs but $1, while
sxtra bottles of Hyomei can be obtained
for 50c., making it one of the most economiPaint Your Buggy for 75c.
jal of treatments for catarrh.
R. H. Moody believes so thoroughly in to Si.00 with Hevoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint.
;he merit of Hyomei, that he guarantees to It weighs 3 to 8 ozs. more to the pint than
return the money if it fails. This is cer- others, wears longer and gives a gloss equal
tainly the strongest evidence he can give of to new work. Sold by Mason & Hall.
Itis faith in the Hyomei treatment. It enrbles any one to use Ilyomeiwit hont risk
bf spending money for nothing.
Ask R. II. Moody to show you a Ilyomei
butfit and explain to you what a simple and
sasy way it is to relieve and cure your
jatarrhal troubles.
The following votes* have been passed in for
the incubator contest at Harry W. Clark & Co.’s
Concerning Local Industries.
Clothing store:
Parish L. Strout, East Belfast.450
260
Our people are pleased to learn that the Herbtrt W iley, Belfast
Ira Condon, Belfast.135
50
granite business at Mt. Heagan, in this Henry Davidson, Belfast.
Leslie Miller, Belfast.
50
town, is abont to be resumed, the plant John
A. Bowden, Brooks. 80
having been idle for the past eight years. Herbert Seekins, SwanviUe. 80
Henry C. Rose, lslesboro. 50
Mr. Goodwin of Bangor, the owner of the A.
H. crockett, Centre Belmont. 50
property, has a large crew of men at work Edgar L. Smith, Centre Belmont. 50
Ask for the votes when you buy goods at our
repairing the buildings, laying a new track
from the wharf to the top of the hill, and store; 5 votes with every 25 cent purchase. Conotherwise getting the plaut in condition for test ends July 1. This is a friendly contest, gotbusiness. This railroad, which is H miles ten
up to create an interest in our store, and we
in
will be
for the cars
the

for this

our

par

HOWES & CO.,

Groceries, Drugs, Medicines.

Green Stamr

*

L.
■
«

Early Seed Peas and Corn.
All Kinds of Garden Seeds.
New

England grown.

In bulk and in

SWIFT & PAUL,

packages.

MAS,,NUn,MPi.l;

NOTICE.
This is to inform the public that I have been
duly appointed local representative for W. M.
Ostrander of Philadelphia, the great real estate
broker.
My first offering is a limited muiiDerof lots in
Chicago Highlands, the industrial suburb of
Chicago, at $310.00 each, payable in installments,
or large discounts for cash.
Space does not allow a more detailed explanation of this investment, but that this is an exceptional opportunity to make enormous profits with
of risk may be proved by
absolutely no element or
a request for circulars,
calling at my office
plans, etc., by mail.

MAURICE W. LORD,
Hay ford Block, Belfast.
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vited to open
with the
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of

Waldo

checking

is

in-

account

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
2 PER CENT INTEREST

paid

on

deposits subject

to check.

J>

SPRING IS HERE
SPALDING’S

Searsport Savings Bank.
meeting of the corporators of the
Searsport Savings bank will be held at their
banking rooms, Saturday, May 14, at 10 o’clock
a. m., for the choice of trustees for tlie ensuing
year and to act 3n such other business as may
come before the meeting.
A. H. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
3tl7

County

+

A

’

LINE

The annual

Card of Thanks.
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks to the
many kind Mends for sympathy and aid rendered during the last illness and since the death of
my wife, Annabel (Morse) Femald.
tolman h. fernald.
Belfast, April 27, 1904.—17*

Base Ball and
You

are

Athletic Goods

invited to call and examine them.

F. A. FOLLETT, Agent, 51 Church Street

IHE NEWS OE BELFAST. i nrii/wik'jiN.iui’ij
GSiUHiiHUBittMMikP!
1

Samuel Adams has bought the John
F
Rogers bouse on Xorthport avenue, now
Rev.
E.
S.
occupied by
Philbrook.

Co. put in a new and larger
bakery last week.

•lesiV
r

I

F. McKeen has rebuilt the
made other repairs and imto his house on Upper High

,»s

i

discharged in bankruptcy
the U. S. District Court at
\| ::1 -’2d, was Hufus X. Brow n,

The D. G. Allen place at the Ilead of
the
Tiike is sold through the agency of F.
S.
Holmes to Newell Bagley of
Thorndike,
who will move in soon.

Young
And Old

use
in

the readers of The Journal can
-r boarders it would no doubt be
:vantage to write to the Informant the Brooklyn Daily Eagle,
\ V.
See advt.
hich has been
some years by Mr. and Mrs.
i■ r
adbury, soon to become residents
lias been rented for the summer
A. Culver of Mt. Vernon, N. V.
•ttage, Camden,

w

I.incolnville Telephone Co.
have the line between Lineolnamden in operation by June 1st.
will be set as soon as the frost is
ground. There are about 2.1 sub-

.itre

The dealers in clothing, gents’
furnishing
goods,etc., will keep their stores open evenafter
1st.
ings
May

BROWN’S
INSTANT RELIEF
I? in constant use in thousands of homes.
Is safe and sure. Will positively relieve
and cure.
Stops the pain in Colic. Rheumatism. Neuralgia. Cures Croup, Coughs, La Grippe,

Diphtheria.

MONEY REFUNDED if it fails when
used as directed. All dealers sell it.
Prepared by the Norway Medicine C o,
Norway, Me. Send for Testimonials.

Gov. Hill has proclaimed Friday,
6th, as Arbor day.

May

The regular meeting of the City Council
will be held next Monday evening.
The regular meeting of the W. C. T. L'.
will be with Mrs. A. E. Clark, Friday,
May 6th.

Eight hundred dollars’ worth of Brown’s
Royal Stomach King was shipped to various
places in Maine by the American Express
Tuesday.
At a meeting Tuesday evening of the Belfast Home for Aged Women it was voted to
increase the board of directors from seven
to eleven, and provision was made for an
aunual membership fee. C. W. Westcott
was elected as director.
Chase A Doak have received the class
pins for the sophomore class of the Belfast High School.
The upper part is a
diamond enameled in white with B. H. S.
in gold letters.
The lower part is an ornamental shield in gold with the figures ’06
enameled in white.

A machinery agent named Randlett hired
team at Edminster’s stable Tuesday, and
in going down the hill near Grange post
ved this week au obituary of
The members of Sunrise Grange will office in Lincolnville the back strap of the
l.assell of Lincolnvilie, with a reharness broke. The horse kicked, broke
it be published; but as no name meet at the Band rooms next Tuesday eventhe carriage badly, cleared himself from
ed to the communication we are ing at 7.30 o’clock.
the carriage and ran towards Belfast.
iu so.
There are also some corThe Junior Christian Endeavor Society
—ded before the obituary could will have a May basket and candy sale at When near the Abbott farm he collided
with a team and stuck the shaft into his
died.
the Baptist vestry Saturday, April 30th, at
breast. He kept on running, bleeding proI'Uty Marshal W. S. Hasty was in 2.30 p. m.
He was taken into his
i fusely all the way.
witnesses
to
day summoning
apList of unclaimed letters remaining in
owner’s stable, where he was alive at last
e
U. >. Court in Boston incases the Belfast
post office for the week ending I reports.
The men in the carriage were
Lawrence Produce Co. and the April 23: F. L.
Brigham, M. It., Dr. Peritt, thrown out but were only slightly injured.
Grocery Co., charged w ith sw ind- John F. Yockery.
Shipping Items. Sell. Harriet Rogers
-e of tlie mails,
lie summoned
The Channing League will meet at the
sailed April 25th for Boston with hay loadrom North Searsport, Waldo Stahome of Miss Carrie White on Northport
ed at Searsport for the Belfast Fuel A Hay
ll nt and Belmont.
If it Co.Sell. A. W. Ellis arrived
Avenue, this, Thursday, afternoon.
light from
the hay gelding used on the storms the
meeting will be held Friday.
Plymouth April 24th, and will load stone at
Express team, died of azatorea
W. II. Clifford A Son, barbers and hair- Stonington for New York.Sob. Wind-day. Teddy had been worked
dressers, have moved from the Knowlton ward is loading general cargo for Vinalhad a mate and the work was
building on High street to the barber shop haven
Sloop Yankee Girl is discharging
! ween them ; one was in the team
in Masonic Temple formerly occupied by
hard pine at Gilchrest's shipyard from
and the other afternoons. They
l’illsbury A Beuuer.
Rockland_Sell. Polly sailed April 2;;d for
much alike that many who saw |
There will be a promenade concert by the Boston, with lmv from the Belfast Fuel A
uht one horse was doing it all.
Sell. Annie May is freighting
Belfast Band in the Opera House, Friday Hay Co
;> >. Coburn of Lewiston, Maine,
evening, May nth. The concerts are popu- kiln wood between Wheeler’s Bay and
d his fast mare Flint, 2.o7|, to the
lar and should be well attended, to the Ifoekland.Sch. Lizzie# Rich is loading
"'K
rui ui,
neiuiM.
.'ip., 10 ue
mutual advantage of our people and the lumber at Bangor_The first coal vessel
the noted pacing stallion Brown
of the season is discharging for the Belfast
Band.
Brown Hal.
The product of
The coining attractions at the Belfast Fuel A Hay Co. It is the sell. M. K. Rawnioii should be of tine quality and
ley from Perth Amboy with 477 tons of LeFlint is undoubtedly the Opera House are Prof. Prescelle, the hyppuy.
high coal.Packet sch. Circle sailed yesand
F.
Hall
in
notist,
“A
George
Ragged
are that will be bred in Maine this
Hero”—a play which unfolds an interesting terday for Vinalhaven.
of love and adventure. Further parTHE CHURCHES.
H. Colby arrived last Saturday story
ticulars later.
las Mnack Daybreak with 1,800
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
: live fish.
The catch only includlive haddock. Since leaving here Circle will meet Monday afternoon, May morning service at 10.45 o’clock ; preaching
with Mrs. Willis 11. Fletcher, No. 27 by the pastor; Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
<i>t trip tlie weather has been very 2nd,
High street. The lesson will be from chap- All are welcome.
i:• 1 e for fishing, two snow storms
ter six “Evolution of Industrial Society,”
The services at the Universalist church
■rally rough weather having been
red. This trip was got off Seal and from the April magazine, “A Reading next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
Mrs. Colby is now visiting relatives Journey through the Bahamas and the а. m. regular services; preaching by the
'* and
will go to their home in Sun- Caribbees.” The program will include pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; at 12 o’clock,
all on the topic “How Free Are
Isle, on the next trip of the Day- papers by
Sunday school.
We.” Author, Phillip Brooks.
At the Auxiliary Mission, 58Church street,
Ernest Webber has been chosen to repre.
!. \'TS.
Mrs. James II. Cunningservices are held Tuesday, Friday and
sent the Belfast High school in the l'. of M
while gathering eggs in the bain
Sunday at 7.30 p. in. Rev. Mrs. Annie
contest to be held in Orono May
: and sustained injuries
to her speaking
Johnson is in charge of this mission work.
:.d head which have since confined 20th. There were four candidates for the All are welcome.
house.. .George B. Blake jammed honor, and a member of the committee who
There will be meetings at the Gospel
iiis lingers quite badly while hand- heard them said he would have been proud
58 High street, every Monday,
to have had any one of them represent Bel- Mission,
* for the Belfast Fuel A:
Hay Co.
Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
The
fast.
committee
was
Rev.
Harry
Alton Voting received a severe
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. and meeting
and extending down on the fore- Lutz, Rev. Ashley A. Smith and C. S. Bickat 2.30 Sundays.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook will
ford.
pi ii until, caused by his knife slippreach next Saturday night. A full house
i 1h skinning a beef animal at the
Library Art Ci.v b. There will be on is
After the meeting there w ill
expected.
Virgil L. Hall.
exhibition at the Free Library until May 16 be a board
meeting.
of
an
views
Etruscan
katic Delegates.
more
The Demo-,
Perugia,
city
Christian Science services are held at N'o.
Belfast met in caucus at the than one hundred miles north of Rome. In 55 Cedar
street at 11 o’clock every Sunday
Saturday evening, April 23d, the fifteenth century Perugia became the morning, Rev. Henry S.
Fiske, first reader.
delegates to the Third District centre of a school of painting, Perugino All w ho are interested areinvited to attend.
being the leader. It is a handsome city
to be held in Fairfield May 6th.
Testimony meetings on Wednesday evenwith line churches and buildings. It has a
us was called to order by \\ illiam
ings at 7.30. All honest inquirers are weland
University, Academy, Library
Museum, come. Christian
i 'on, Esq., chairman of City ComScience literature will be
and
silk
manufactures
and
woolen
B. F. Dunton, Esq., presided and
goods.
sent free to any sufferei or inquirer. Send
Keating was clerk. The followLast week we noted some changes of name and address to P. O. Box 935,
Belfast,
tea were elected: Wm. H. Mestore clerks, and this week have the follow- Me.
lon A. Payson, Herbert E. Brading additional to report: Miss Francis A.
Prayer meeting at the Congregational
ige s. Pitcher, Giles G. Abbott,
Sargent has been obliged to leave F. G. church this, Thursday,
evening at 7.30;
oombs, Elisha Sherman. The Mixer’s on account of ill health, and Miss
topic, “A Mother’s Faith, The Syro-Plioeniwas empowered to fill vacancies.
Flora E. Blake has taken her place. Walter cian Woman,” Matt. 15.-21-28.
Sunday serNotes. Steamer City of Ban- S. Hobbs, clerk at the grocery store of Swift
vices: sermon at 10.45 a. in. by Rev. Dean
eaves Bostou Tuesdays and Friit Paul, is seriously ill at the home of his A. Walker of Southwest Harbor. Tile
obi the < ity of Rockland Mondays
sister, Mrs. Miles Jellison on High street, servance of the Lord’s Supper will follow
'•lays at 5 i\ m., and leave Bangor from an acute attack of erys pelas. His the sermon. Sunday school at noon con;
••turn trip the following days. Capt.
place has been taken temporarily by Lewis secration meeting of the C. E. society at
Bierce, First Pilot E. \V. Curtis and Clifford of Stockton Springs.
0.30 p. m.; topic, “Answered Prayers,”
Pilot George W. Sawyer have been
The Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip Acts 4:23-31; address at 7.30 p. m. by Rev.
red to the City of Rockland, toI). A. Walker.
ith Purser F. S. Pierce and Freight of the Baptist church will observe next
The monthly covenant meeting of the
as “Brotherhood Day.”
1st,
Sunday,
May
P. Coombs. Capt. W. A. Roix,
The annual sermon will be preached by Baptist church will be held this, Thursday,
i Pilot W. A. Whitney, Purser E. H.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook at 10.45 a. in.. Mem- evening at 7.30. All are invited to attend.
■ay and Freight Clerk T. F. Parker
will be observed as “Brotherhood
* en transferred from steamer
Penob- bers of the fraternity will assist in the ser- Sunday
The anniversary exercises in the Day.” Morning service at 10 45, conducted
the steamer City of Bangor_ vice.
assisted by young men ; topic
Penobscot is at East Boston for evening will include addresses by the pres- by the pastor,
Charles Rhoades, and by William of sermon, “Paul’s word to a young man.”
«uling and painting.Beginning ident,
Black and Clarence Hall. Several candi- Sunday school at noon; men's meeting at
Monday May 2nd, the Boston boats
dates will be baptized
Percival W. Keene 3.30 p. m.; Christian Endeavor meeting at
.ake six trips per week. This is the
of Colby will preside at the organ.
б. 30 p. m.; annual Brotherhood exercises,
addresses by members of the fran
Moves. William F. Crandlemire
New Advertisements. A. I). Chase* including
and the baptism of candidates, at
■■•right the Fred W. Feltman place on Son have a striking advertisement this week ternity,
7.30 p. m.
•nt aveiiue and is to move there from —one that is sure to attract
attention, and
At the Methodist church next Sunday
try street soon. Their new home customers.
They announce an opening of
uierly owned by Mrs. C.’s father, ladies’ new spring and summer suits, jack- morning at 10 45 o’clock Rev. J. W. Hatch
!■• William
Doe.Mr. and Mrs. ets and shirt waists on Thursday, Friday will speak from the text, “The Time of The
•11. Woods have moved from Arling- and Saturday,
April 28th, 29th and 30th. Singing Of Birds is Come.” The young
t"i., to the Franklin Bank’s place on These goods are from the largest jacket and people’s chorus will sing and a sacred duet
avenue.George P. Carter has suit house in New York. They will give S(i will be rendered by Misses Carrow and
•d to hear sport from the J. W. Knowl- worth of blue
Sunday school at noon; young
stamps this week with every Savery.
i-e on Union street.
Mrs. Knowltou §1 hassock or SI kashmir rug sold_Mitch- people’s meeting at G.30 p. in. and at 7.30 p.
H'turn from Connecticut_Herbert ell & Trussell are agents for the Monarch m. the pastor will give an address to the
m has bought a place near lower
Mixed Paints, and carry everything needed young
people; subject, “The Unread
street, and is to move there from in the painting line, in addition to their Prophesies In Your Life.” Free seats at
e—F. L. Harmon and’wife have usual stock of stoves, ranges, pipe and fit- all services and a cordial welcome is ex!o Brockton, Mass., and Frederick
Annual meeting tended to all.
tings, and kitchen ware
■in and family are occupying their
corporators Searsport Savings Hank at 10 a.
LETTER TO E. H. KNOWLTON.
■in Pearl street.
m. May 14tli-Poor * Son, druggists, have
BELFAST, .MAINE.
,Ncic In Insurance Rates.
For another lot of the line sweet pea seeds that
Dear Sir: Thomas .1. Hannon, druggist,
gave such good satisfaction last season.
me there have been rumors of an
Westerly, R. L, says:
•■■<■ in
insurance rates in Maine, and They have in their spring stock of mediWesterly painters expect a gallon of pail t to
cover 19 sets of blinds; Devoe e vers 25; there is
die Baltimore conflagration this has cines and fancy goods.An experienced
no such thing as rubbinguliis out.
and
teamster
wanted
the
capable
Swan
I a definite shape.
by
By recent action
(The usual reckoning is for a gallon to
New England Insurance Exchange & Sibley Co—Harry W. Clark & Co. ad- cover 16. We suspect the
Westerly people
vertise the Kuppenheimer spring suits and don't wear their paint till it gets very shabicon certain classes of property has
Our overcoats, which are really custom made by )
advanced throughout Maine.
Devoe covers more; of course, we know
nsuranee agents have.received official garments at ready made prices. They give
that; we know why too; it’s all paint and
blue trading stamps....For one week, be- full-measure.
of the advance in Waldo County,
Yours truly,
v
F. W. Devoe & Co.
went.into rffect April 22nd.
Dwell- ginning April 28th, Fred A. Johnson will
P. S. Mason & Hall sell our paint.
three
blue trading stamps for one on
m Belfast under hydrant protection
give
w Si."0 lor five years.
Dwellings in every cash purchase of 10 cents and upterport under hydrant protection $1.50 wards ; aud five tor one wilh t vci j $1 pui
rive years.
Dwellings in Searsport chase of toilet articles and perfumery.
fur three years. Dwellings outside of Here is an opportunity to add to your blue
rant protection in Belfast and Winterstamp collection.Tolman H. Fernald
and in all towns in the County, not publishes a card of thanks—Carle *
v*
mentioned, $1.50 for three years. Jones advertise this week a special sale of
ies this advance on dwellings, there is
the Horse-Shoe Brand Wringing Machine.
1
general advance of 10 per cent on nearly Every machine is warranted.
They will
1
CASKETS,
imperty, which, among other items, in- give $5 worth of trading stamps free with
i' s all stocks of merchandise
tlirough- each wringer for one week, to May 5th—
d aldo
ROBES and
County including that in Belfast. James H. Howes advertises suits and gar1
rate on all church and school property
ments, rugs, art squares, linoleums, oil
BURIAL GOODS;
also taken an advance.
The insurance cloth, curtains, drapery and couch covers
at the lowest prices for equal quality_
; auies claim that this advance is neeesRead the local testimony concerning Kent’s
> in order to enable them to meet their
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM“s, as the premiums in the aggregate Celery Wine, for sale at the City Drug
ING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7
!"'vp not equalled their losses for some Store_See the Incubator Notice from
Connected by telephone both day aud night.
rats.
This advance has been already Harry W. Clark & Co—F. S. Holmes, real
•naile in every other New England State estate agent, advertises some desirable city
72 Main Straat, Ballast.
“id Maine has bevn the last to feel it.
property for sale.
a

HORTHPORT

i
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NEWS.

CUTICURA

Isaac Hills came from Rockland, Friday,
with a fine span of horses bought there.

llatehelder arrived home
apt. A. C.
April 21st from Boston. He reports vessel
business dull and not much inducement to
buy vessel property at present.
(

Soap, Ointment and Pills
the World's Greatest
Skin Cures.

Mr. Taylor will preach at Brown’s Corner Nortbport Sunday May 1, at the Wood's
school house in the afteruoen and in the
evening at the Brainard school house.
The annual meeting of the Saturday Cove
Ladies' Aid Society will be held at the
meeting house Friday, April 29th, at 4 p. m.
for the choice of president, vice president,
treasurer, secretary and a board of three

PRICE m SET $1
Treatment for Every
Humour, f
Pimples
to Scrofula.

Complete

trustees
schools in town began Monday,
April 18th, for a term of eleven weeks with
the following teachers: Brown’s Corner,
Florence G. Bartlett of Hope; Doyle, Grace
E. Curtis; Cove, Annie Rhodes; Beechhill,
Harriet E. Burgess of Searsmont; Brainard,
not heard from.
The

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»*«**•*«
The agonizing itching and bunting
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of the scalp, as In
scalled head; the facial disfigurement,
as in pimples and ringworm; the awful

Mr. French, who has conducted the hotel
at the Methodist Camp Ground for several
summers to the satisfaction of all who were
brought in contact with him, arrived by
steamer Golden Rod last Saturday, with a
crew for the annual house cleaning, preparatory to the opening of the house for the
season’s business, which he anticipates
will be as good as usual.
In reading the interesting article about
storms in The Journal of last week
I remember that on the 2Sth day of May
(do not recollect the year, but think it was
iu the fifties) 1 was going to Belfast to
work and as I got out to the road at
Brown’s Corner, where I was then living,
Chandler Mahoney came along with a
horse and sleigh belonging to Paul R. Hazeltine, that he had been wintering,’and was
taking home, and said, “Get in.” It had
snowed the night before, and we made good
time to Belfast, but at noon the snow was

alf gone.

—

—

■

Crescent Beach

About too

Italians

Trolley.

who are to be em-

ployed in the construction of the Rockland, Owls Head A South Thomaston trol-1
ley line have colonized at Ingraham hill, :
Rockland.
Poles and ties are being deposited along the route and ground was broken 1
Monday. It is the intention to first complete the Crescent beach line in order to

accomodate the summer traffic in that section.
The road is to be in operation by
June 10.

Millinery, Ladies’ Suits,
Shirtwaists, Dry Goods,

suffering

snow

The

A Famous Old Store

of infants and the anxiety of
worn-ont parents, as in milk crust, tetter and salt rheum, all demand a remedy of almost superhuman virtues to
successfully cope with them. That
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills are
euch stands proven beyond ail doubt.
No statement is made regarding them
that is not justified by the strongest
evidence. The purity and sweetness,
the power to afford immediate relief,
the certainty of speedy and permanent
cure, the absolute safety and great
economy, have made them the standard skin cures and humour remedies of
the civilized world.
The grandest testimonial that can be
offered the Cuticura remedies is their
World-Wide sale, due to the personal
recommendations of those who have
used them. From a small beginning
in the simplest form, against prejudice
and opposition, against monied hosts,
countless rivals, and trade indifference,
Cuticura remedies have become the
greatest curatives of their time, and,
in fact, of all time, for nowhere in the
history of medicine is to be found
another approaching them in popularity
and sale.
In every clime and with every
people they have met with the same
reception. The confines of the earth
are the only limits to their
growth.
They have conquered the world.

Small Wares, Carpets,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•
It is evident from the
number of sales made during the past two
weeks the trade fully
appreciated our Linoleum offering. I do not
hesitate in saying it was the
grandest bargain ever offer, d the citizens
ot H a Ido
County.
If (7M-g.

^_ROBERT

••♦♦♦♦♦•»«»«*»««

OPENING!

j
|

Ii^auiW
(\ I^ew Spring
Suits,

|

Sold throughout the world.
Cuticura Resolvent. .We.
tin form of Chocolate Coated Piila, 25e. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25e. Depots London, 27 Charter*
house Sq.: Paris. 5 Rue de la Paia; Boston, 137 Columbus Ave. Totter Drug ft Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors,
Send for •* A Book about Cuhcurr

*

*

waists

on

#

$

|

$

j

Tlwrty, Friday and Satnrilay, April 28,29,30

Teachers’ Excursion to St. Louis.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
Mr. E. C. Bowler, Manager of the Maine
J gives notice that lie has been -Inly appointed
Teachers’ Agency, of Bethel, Maine, is ar- j xeentor
of the last will and testament of
ranging an Excursion to Niagara Falls and
st. Louis, for the special benefit of the < YRl/S E. STAPLES, late of Brooklyn, New York
Maine teachers. The party will be taken
eceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All
bv a special train via Montreal and Chicago. , ersons having demands a: ainst the estate of said
There is one price to all, and that the loweceased are desired t-> present the same for setest which can possibly be secured. Any t leiuent and all indebted thereto are requested
i> make payment
1
or
other
immediately r-> Robert F. Dunwho
desire
teachers,
young people,
to go to St. Louis, may secure further in- * an of Belfast. Maine, uiv authorized agent.
FRANK H. PARSONS.
formation by writing Mr. Bowler.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. April 12, 1904 —3wl7

*

and Summer
jac|^ets and Shirt=

W> sha" .luive °n exhibitio nami sale a
large line,.) the above
goods fiom the largest Jacket and Suit House in Xeu York
The
are

public

cordially

invited to attend this sale and

>
:

opening.

*€-Shirtwaists.^

j

4wl7.

-|

Triple fetorT]
Blue
On every cash

Trading Stamps

purchase

of 10c. and

upwards

at

■

FRED A JOHNSON’S
For ONE WEEK,

and

APRIL 28th,

lasting until THURSDAY, MAY 5th.
Take advantage of this splendid opportunity to swell your

Ginghams 50c.
|

^

k

ih

|

Lawns, $1 00 and $1.25.
Mercerized Goods, $1.50, $1 7 5 ind S2
Wash Silks, $2.50 and $3.0;)

Jackets.

5 for 1

M A.

,

The Advertiser of

$5.00 worth

Blue Trading
with every
FREE
Stamps
$l purchase of Toilet Arti*

Facts,

cles and

I!

The most popular Jacket
that is now selling is the
corset titting Worumho
Covert Cloth.
Guaranteed taffeta lined, with
the new style
corded
seams or strappings.
A

|I
l

L

Perfumery.

r

high grade garment,
Trices range fro m

Stamps with
purchase.

$1.00 worth of
Masonic

Temple,

Belfast.

20 cent

I

_

,

J

| -^SPECIAL SALE OF*®jHorse=Shoe Brand
}| Wringing Machine.!!
EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.

;;

■

$5.00 to

i

(V

$15.00 each.

Ladies’ Suits
Our showing in Ladies’ Suits will
We shall show
you.
many sensible and taking styles,—
made in the blouse back and front,
also Eton and blouse Eton.
New
shoulder effects,
Trimmed with
fancy braids and buttons. We tire
making every effort to make this
opening and sale a perfect success in
all particulars.
Trices range from

surely please

kp

m

^
|

^

(«3

$10 to $25.

■

BLUE
TRADING
ST AH Pis
In order to meet

UNDERTAKERS.

■

competition

/

we

shall for this week give fit.no
worth of Blue Stamps with every
fl.Of Hassock or $1.00 Kashmir

R.H. Coombs & Son,

»
AA Worth of

;;

d*

<t

Vv»vU

:!

J?

Trading Stamps

Wringer for

one

week,

to

FREE with each

May 5th.

YOURS TRULY,

CARLE & JONES.

|
♦

I

h

and 75c.

BLUE STAMP collection.

■

—

beginning THURSDAY,

m w

60

Stamps^

|

00

I-

f

LINCOLN REBELLED.

mother, as a companion, and it is emi-1
nently worth while for her to economize
on her own employments and pleasure
for the sake of sharing in theirs. Let

MISTAKEN ECONOMIES.

An

Author of “Cradle and

Nursery,”“First Aids
Young Housekeepers,” “Housekeeping Made Easy,” “What to Eat,” “In City
Tents,” Etc.
to

the

{Copyright, 19G4, by

Terhune Herrick.)
clever man or—per-

Cbristiue

Some time ago a
it whs a woman—started the idea
of an “only” box. Into this were to be
dropped the coins that were saved from
The man who went
small indulgences.
without an extra cigar or glass of beer,
refrained
from ice
who
the woman

haps

cream

soda

or

caramels

or

saved

car-

I know of nothing prettier than an amicable game of
snowball between mother and sons, in
which the gallantry of the little men
prompts them to throw only soft balls
at “mother.”
With the coming of warm weather
there is the opportunity offered for a
life out doors. This is the time when
the heart of the small boy or girl may
be made glad by the picnic or the all
day excursion into the woods or on the
water. Probably the mother may think
it rank extravagance to give up all or

by walking, deposited the sum thus even part of a day to doing nothing but
gained in the “only” box. After a cer- play. In reality it is a wise economy.
tain period or on the occasion of a need This is the way in which she is laying
of some specific kind or for the sake of up some things more valuable than
some particular cause the box was open- money or labour. She is gaining health
ed and the accumulated amount devot- and colour and improving her comed to the object chosen.
plexion and winning the hearts of her
way. children.
The woman who wishes to be really
we all
There can
economical would better begin her
in
of
foolish
sums
money
spend small
fashions, in buying some things we are summer campaign by a piece of apparThese sums, if ent extravagance. Let her buy a wheel
as well oil without.
lumped, would make something worth and learn to ride it. All nature is then
while.
But there is danger in the open to her, and the excursions of
scheme.
One drawback was pointed which her children have told her await
was excellent,—in
be no doubt that

The idea

out

by,

1

a

think, Chauucey M. Depew,
eeually well known, when

or some one

be said, that the'economy which
duced the man to refrain from bringing
home flowers to his wife or from granting her some other trifling pleasure was
a worse mistake than extravagance.
There are some savings that cost too
much for anyone to venture to indulge
in them.
Are not many of the things that are
denied more valuable than the money
they would demand? I am not speakiug'of such obvious blunders as wearing
out a quarter’s worth of shoe leather to
in-

save a nickel’s carfare, or ruining a
handsome gown on a stormy day sooner
than pay the price of a cab.
Everywhere women and men are guilty of
this form of stupidity. But I refer now
to another variety of economy, which
is equally to be condemned.
t1 cl 11 K11U»

lil IC

LUcVLI

V»

liCfcO

time to get away from his business, the
woman who is never able to leave the
house, except to go to church or to
Both enjoyed a little pleasure
market.
when they were young, probably. Perhaps they kept up diversions for a while
after marriage, and thought they would
never let themselves grow old or slip
into the staid, dull ways they hau criticised m their seniors. But little by
little cares crept in and they drifted
into the way of the stay-at-home. When
there were babies, or when the business
required constant nursing, the habit
was tormed and the custom of economy
of time and money continued when the
real need for it had passed away. We
hear much talk of the habit of extravagance hut 1 sometimes think thai the
iiahit of hoarding is more inveterate.
It matters not what one hoards,—money, time, strength, effort. The result is
much the same,—an indifference to
everything else.
It'is well for those who save in this
wav to ask themselves why they do it.
What do they win by it? The man who
stays constantly at his business may
plead perhaps that lie is making a provision for his old age and for those who
will come after him. But what is the
plea of the woman who stays at home?
Sue may say that she hasn’t time to go
about, that’s le needs all her leisure to
keep er house ill order and all her
spare money for some uncertain future.
It is north while for her to take half
an hour off some day and determine
what she is going to gain in exchange
for all she is giving up.
1 do not for a moment approve of
women neglecting their homes for the
sake of running about out of doors.
That mistake is as big as the other.
But there is such a tiling as a middle
cour.-r. -though this is not often popular u iili women.
The woman who makes her one idea
that of keeping her house in spick and
span order pays pretty dearly for her
indulgence, she thinks that there is
nothing of more importance than for
lier to save money for her husband by
economizing in seVvice. She therefore
does as much of her own work as possible. To do this she must deny herself
outdoor exercise. So she pays the price
of her complexion, her health, and often
her temper. All these are sacrificed to
It is a
the saving ot mere money.
absurdity to cali this economy. It is
instead absolute thriftlessuess and ex-

travagance.

Someone has said, that “economy bedreadful only when some lightning flash of truth shows us that our
painful frugality has been really the
most lavish waste.” Such a lightning
flash must come to every woman, sooner or later, when she appreciates the
fact that she lias worn herself out, lost
youth, Health, good looks and the capacity for enjoyment in the effort to save
money and gear. The sooner the lightning happens to flash in her neighborhood and wake her up to see things as
comes

uiey ait-,

%

uie uenei

Children are loyal little creatures.
To their mind there is no one like the
*

Dear Mr*. Pinkham

:

—

I

for Arthur Sewall A Co., and the other
three for the Standard Oil Co. All were
built by A. Sewall A Co. m Bath.
The

society

event

of last week in Au-

was the wedding of Miss Ethelyn
Burleigh, youngest daughter of Congressman and Mrs. E. C. Burleigh, and

gusta

Richard II. Stubbs, one of the
young physicians of Augusta.
It was a quiet affair, only immediate relatives and close friends being
Until they decide upon a
present.
house they will reside during the summer at the home of Mr. arid Mrs.
Joseph Williamson on Grove street,
while the latter are on their annual
outing at the lake.
Dr.

prominent

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I am pleased to say
that after taking it only two weeks, a

W,

co.

st

Paul, F IN' Treat, arrived

at

Seattle

March 5 from Manila.
Tillie K Star buck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from New York March 16 lor Honolulu.
Wm II Macy, arrived at San Francisco
March 20 from Ladysmith.
BARKS.

Edward May, sailed from Honolulu April
for Makawell.
Ethel, Williams, arrived at New York
March 26 from Charleston, S C. for Eliza-

11

bethport.

Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Montevideo Feb 10 from Boston.
Penobsgot, arrived at Boston March 28
from Buenos Ayres.
Rebecca Crowell, arrived at Boston April
12 from Port Jobos, P R.
Rose Inn is, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York March 10 for Pensacola.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
March 23 for Rosario.
SCHOONKRS.

of undue iutiuence and Judge
Miller in his decision sustains the will.
This is the most important will contest
in years in Knox county and the decision has been awaited with great interest.
For Over

Sixty

Years.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes tjie child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colie, aud is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and take no other.

Plymouth

Rock.

of my visits through the
“During
couutry districts,” said the professor,
“I happened to reach a small village
where they were to have a dag-raising at
the school house. After the banner had
been ‘dung to tire breeze’ there was
an exhibition of drawings which the
pupils had made and of the work they
had done during the year.
“The teacher recited to them ‘The
Landing of the Pilgrims,’ and after she
had finished she requested each pupil to
try and draw from his or her imagination a picture of Plymouth Rock.”
“Most of them went to work at once,
but one little fellow hesitated and at
length raised his hand.
“Well, Willie, wdiat is it? asked the
teacher.
“Please, ma’am, do you want us to
draw a hen or a rooster.—Philadelphia
one

Press.

^_

“Justthink,” says a Kennebec county
farmer, “last year we plowed in March

and now we can’t before the last of
it in
went
on to say that to his mind one didn’t

April,—we -must manage to do
April somehow.” This same man

gain anything by planting early; crops
won’t grow during the cold and to
prove his theory cites his own experiof

three years ago when corn
tlTb 4th, 10th and 25th days
all went to the factory on the

planted
May
same day!—Kennebec Journal.
on

of

Children.

The Amateur Gardener.
Doris wants a garden, now that spring is
almost here,
And she will doubtless get it—for Doris is
a dear—
A little bed, six feet by eight, with roses
and sweet-peas,
She says she’s sure that I can work a plot
like that with ease.
And I agree, because I find
To argue doesn’t change her mind.
With pad and pencil she has planned the
little garden out.
Just where the mignonette will go and
where the pansies sprout.
What sort of border we must have, and
that geraniums
Will hold their bloom until it's time to pick

chrysanthemums.

As for me
It’s fun for Doris
I’ve naught to do but just agree.

O’er catalogues we pore each night, selecting what we feel
Will grow the best—and what the neighbor’s children will not steal—
And every morning out we go into the old
back yard
To choose a spot where digging soil won’t
be so awful hard ;
For Doris says—bless her dear heart!
She knows that I will do my part.
But there’s a thought that worries me
through all these preparations,
For raising blooms and saving them from

“Now good digestion waits on appetite,
and health on both.” If it doesn’t, try Burdock Blood Bitters.

I’d like to ask her if I may—and yet I do
not dare—
Plant something that is good to eat out in
our garden fair.
Will she permit me one small spot
To raise onions ? I fear not.
—Cincinnati Times-Star.
Christian Civic

League Meeting.

The Christian Civic League of Maine
will hold its seventh annual meeting in
Waterville Tuesday, May 3rd. The evening
session will be held in the Opera House
and will be addressed by C. J. Ferguson,
Esq., of Burlington, Vermont, and Sheriff
Cummings of Auburn. The day sessions
will be held in the Baptist church.
railroads grant the usual reductions.

The

not ready either,” was the
with a somewhat quizzical

■

look.
“But you have had some of them for
a whole week, and all I ask you to do
is to put your name to them. Come, do
it now! The whole batch will not take
half an hour.
1 will wait while you
sign. It is only a trifle 1 am asking,
and it is not like you to hinder our
work in this way.”
“A trifle!" echoed Mr. Lincoln, with
a deep gravity settling over his careworn countenance.
“Do you
know
what these papers are?”
“Of course I do,” answered the secretary. “They are death warrants.”
“And you call signing a death warrant a trifle?
And he
Look here!”
drew out from under his desk a basket
overflowing with papers. “Here are
the papers you have brought me during
the last week and that you have been
urging me to sign, and every one of
them will condemn a man to death if
I put my name to it. How can I sign
when I know so well what will lie the
result?”
“You must sign. Mr. President; you
must sign them. You are clogging the
wheels of government. We have li en
at a standstill for a week because you
have picked out every death warrant
from the papers I have brought you.
No wonder they have accumulated.
But now we cannot wait any longer.
We must have those papers, and you
must sign them."'' And. seizing a pen

I

Marble Monuments Jablets,Headstones,Etc

Ordered, that notice ihtreof be given
I weeks successively, in The Republican J Um
newspaper published in Beliast, in said <
1 that all
persons interested may attem at * j
bate Court, to be held at Beliast, on the loth
of May next, and show cause, il am
have, why the said account should not be a w
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jm J
A true c« py. Attest:
12
Chas P. Hazeltine, Regis ,,

I

.jj

Our work is second to none and
always gives
satisfaction.
Our prices are consistent with the
best of material and workmanship. Now is the
time to place your orders for
spring delivery. Do
not fail to look at our well selected stock of
finished work before buying elsewhere. We
handle

BOUQUET HOLDERS,

ETC.

Building, High Street, opposite
House, Belfast, Maine.

j

Court

|

Back and forth, up and down the
strode file tall form, as was his
wont wlien in perplexity. Suddenly liis
face cleared, and lie approached the
hearth, where there was a glowing coal
tire.
Taking up the poker, he stirred
Then, almost runup a bright blaze.
ning across the room, he picked up the
basket of death warrants and tossed
them all on the coals. A tongue of tire
seized them, and a puff of wind blew
them nil tin1 chimney.
riddance!” he
“There, there: good
muttered as lie saw the ashes disapThen he turned to Mr. Stanton,
pear.
who stood aghast and speechless for
once, and with a deprecating look said:
“I couldn't help it. Stanton: I really
couldn't, and 1 couldn't sign them. It
is tob beautiful a day to send so many
I don't believe the
souls into eternity.
wheels of government will be blocked.
Come, now, let us take a walk down
the avenue.”—Youth’s Companion.

I

,

..fell

A

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

WNEMUUR
I

why

considered a curse.
Sentiment aside, people of the auburn
head type have a vast advantage. They
are less liable to baldness than those
who own brown or black hair.
The
reason thereof is that one red hair is
as thick as
three dark hairs.
With
70,000 red hairs the scalp is well
thatched.
With the same number of
dark hairs a person is almost bald.
The average number of filaments that
the brunette belle has to comb and
brush is 102.000.
Cocnonut

treadtta/i a/p'otter/four.

to

Cut out this advertisement and mail
us with name of your grocer and
will send you free of charge one of

we

our

GOLD

COOK

MEDAL

BOOKS, containing 1(00 carefully
prepared recipes. I f your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please

mention it in your letter.

I

Address

|1

BROWN & JOSSELYN,
Portland, Maine.
Mention this

Paper.

a

OF

Groceries.
IMPORTERS OF SALT.

Dealers in the finest

*

quality of

Anthracite and

^

Blacksmith

.

031

33, 35, 37

Front St.,

Belfast, Main

e

TELEPHONE 4-2.

they begin again.
Such trifies as minutes and seconds
rarely heeded on the peninsula.
Fancy any one asking the time in Malay and being told that the eocoanut
shell was half full!
are

Country For Children.
There should be some sort of law
framed wliereby each boy, just as in
France and Germany each ablebodied
man performs bis term of military
duty, must spend at least three winters of his boy time in ttie country,
writes Emery Potter in Outing. And
when I say country 1 do not mean that
pert refinement of the genteel pastoral,
the suburb.
I believe it would act as
a tonic to the race.
There would be
wider outlooks, freer, less cramped
brains and hardier souls.

On and after Oct. 12, 1003, trains
connecting
Burnham ami Waterville with through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland anr

at

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM BELFAST.
AM

7 16
depart
City Point.17 20
Waldo.t7 30
Belfast,

Brooks. 7
Knox .t7
Thorndike. 8
8
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8
Benton
9

Bangor.11

42
54
00
IO
35
62
02
30

FM

1
tl
tl
1
t2
2
2
2

26
30
40
62
04
10
18
40.

FT

3 21
13 26
f3 43
4(8
14 26
4 46
6 20
5 6E
f6 16
t6 26

4 45

_

3 08

6 30

6 35
9 00

1 06
6 67

A M

Waterville.

9 08
** M

J

Portland.12 16
E- D. 4 00
Boston I
Boston,
W_D. 4 10
TO

I*

Boston,

A HI

9 62

4 16
1 36

Benton.
+9 67
+7 21
Clinton. +7 30 tlO 06
Burnham, depart. 8 50 10 20
Unity. 9 08 10 56
1 1 20
Thorndike. 9 17
Knox. 19 26 til 35
9 40
Brooks..
12 12
Waldo. I9 60 11*2 30
City Point. llO 00 +12 50
1 05
10 05
Belfast, arrive

14 22
4 33
4 47
6 06
6 16
15 24
6 40
16 60
16 00
6 OP

__

Obviously.
Benevolent Old Gentleman
Don’t
you think fishing a cruel sport?
Fisherman—I should just think it
was.
I've been sitting here for five
hours and never had a single bite, and
I’ve got three wasp stings and been
eaten up with flies, and the sun’s taken
all tlie skin off the back of my neck!—
—

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points W est and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George
A gen t, Bel fast.
G E< >. F. EVA N 8,
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Heart Disease
RELIEVED IN 30 MINUTES.
Dr. Agnew s Heart Cure is the

Mystic Remedy.
This remarkable preparation gives perfect relief in 30 minutes in all cases of organic or sympathetic heart disease and speedily effects a
cure. It is a magic remedy for palpitation, shortness of breath, smothering spells, pain in left
side and all symptoms ot a diseased heart. It
also strengthens the nerves and cures stomach
disorders.

2

Agnew’s liver Pills are the best, 40
doses 10c,
Bold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co
Dr.

The subscriber

pointed

NATHAN STEARNS, late of Monroe,
in the County oi Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
LIZZIE M. STEARNS.

Monroe, April 12,

1904._
NOTICE.

Margaret

of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioi er give nall persons interested by causing a <<•] -,
order to be published-thrd* weeks success
The Republican Journal, a
newspaper 1 til
at Belfast, that they
may appear at a I
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
County, on the 10th day of May. A. 1»
at ten of the clock before noon, and slo w
if any they have, why the prayer of said
er should not he granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, J
A true copy—Attest:
trix

('HAS. p.

H—ZKLTINE, Ret

At

Probate Court, held at Belfast.wi?
the County of Waldo, on the 120
April, A. D. 1904.
OATHAKINK B. BLETHEN, widow ot
\J
Blethen, late of Frankfort, in said
Waldo, deceased, having presented a |
pra\ing that she may be appointed adm
tiix of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give n
all persons interested by
causing a cop\
order to be published t lit tie weeks sum >.the Republican Journal, a
newspaper pub
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
on the 10th day of May. A. 1>. 19<>4.
t
the clock before noon, and show cause,
they have, why the the prayer of said p.
should not be granted
CEO. E. JOHNSON. .1
A rue copy. Attest:
('has. p. Hazeltink. Regi
a
lor

!
!
!

!

!

—

a Probate Court held
at.Belfast, withn
the Countv of Waldo, on the 12th da\
A. D. 1904.
INNES, son of Jessie Mclpteen li
of Searsport, it. said County ->t \\
ceased, having presented a petition pra\
George limes and John hint s may be a,
administrators of the estate of said dee.

At

j

John

J

<

CHARLES H.
At a Probate Court belli
for the County of Waldo,
of April, A. l>. 1904.

at
on

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

certain instrument purporting to he the last
will and testament of John G.
Brooks, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three yveeks successively* in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

!
I

j

1

FORD, late of Searsp
Waldo, deceased, an

in the County of
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said
are desired to present the same for
•;
and all indebted thereto are request.--!
payment immediately.
EVELYN F 1
Searsport, April 12, 1904.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE

Tin*

hereby gives notice that be has been
pointed administrator of the estate ot
ROBERT EMERY, late of Bellas
in the County of Waldo, deceased, at

bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
mauds against the estate of sain decease
sired to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to mak.

immediately.

Ej

RUtUSH. KM!

Bucksport, April 12. 1904.

a

1.

White, Eva G. W hite, Samuel K. White,
GeorgieN. Brown and Clifford!). White.heirs residing in different States,of Fred A. White,late of Bel
fast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, are owners of a certain parcel of real estate situated in
said Belfast, described in said petition and
prayiug that said Jennie V. White may he licensed to
sell said real estate at public sale.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy or this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they mav
appear at, a Proba e
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of June. A. I). 1904,
at ten

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cnas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The si;

hereby gives notice that lie has beei
pointed administrator of the estate of
HORATIO P. THOMPSON, late of H>
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, am
bonds as the law directs. All peison* li.i
mauds against the estate ot said decea>»
sired to present the same for settlemm
indebted thereto are requested to u.:»k»
immediately to Dr. S. W. Johnson of lb
authorized agent.
ALBERT W.THOV
Clayton, New Mexico, April 12, 1904
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

I

The subset

by give notice that he has ben.
pointed Executor of the last will ai .i
of

BYRON CROSS, late, t Knox,
in the County of Waldo, decease.! and
the law directs
All pers. s ha\ im
against the estate of said um casco
to present the same for settlement,
debted thereto are requested tu mak>

as

immediately.

harlandr
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th dayJ of April,
1
A. 1). 1904.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of May, A. D. 1904
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause!
it any they have,
the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attcst:
Chau. p. Hazeltine, Register.

Thorndike, April 12. 1904.
NOTICE. The subs.-rib.
gives notice that she lias been dulv ;.p
executrix of the last will and testatum

tEXECUTRIX’S

JUSTIN A ARNOLD, late of Be
the County of Waldo, deceased. A
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the same b

In

meat, and all indebted thereto are re,
make payment immediately
ELIZABETH MILLIE
Belfast, April 12, 1904.

why

NOTICE.

The subscriber

The subserilver

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apgives notice that he has been duly ap- ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby
administratrix of the
of
administrator of the estate of
estate

pointed

pointed

MALCOLM McLEOD, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against tbe estate of said deceased^ are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
DAVID H. SMITH.

PATIENCE S. HEAL, late of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ELLEN H. MOODY.
Lincolnville, April 12, 1904.

Islesboro, April 12,1904.

^

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

of Rachel J. Abbott,
County of W'aldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that
he may he appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased.

NOTICE.

I

1

son

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apadministratrix of the estate of

1

Ordered, That the said petitioner give
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
all persons interested by causing a cop\
will ami testament of Daniel S. Goodell, late
order to be published thtee weeks succe'of Searspoit, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, The Republican Journal, a
newspaper |
having been presented for probate.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a !
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in ! Court,
to beheld at Belfast, within and
terested by causing a copy of this order to be !
on
the 10th day of May. A. 1
published three weeks successively in The Re- County,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they have, why the prayer of said pthey appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel any
should not granted.
fast, within and for said County, on tlie second
GEO. E. JOHNSON. J
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock beA true copy—Attest:
fore noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why
( HAS. p. HA7.KI.TINK. Ke.
the same should not be proved, approved and af
lowed.
^
NOTICE. The su
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
hereby gives notice that she has
appointed administratrix of the estate
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ABBOTT,
late of Knox, In said
KEUBEN

Piek-Me-Cp.

said

#

1

>

l. abbott. a creditor of m
Glidden, late ot Freedom, in said CoeWaldo, deceased, having presented a
praying that she may he appointed adnn

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and
lor the County of \\aldovon the second Tuesday
ol April, A. D. 1904.

gW JENNIE WHITE,
having presented petition
representing that she and Ethel G. Wiley
John

AM

Bangor

appr inted trustees with

1
\\

Probate Court held at Belfast, wit!
for the County Waldo, on the 12th day .>t
A. D. 1904.

A

At a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of April
1
A. D. 1904.

106

J

the 12th

At a

Belfast, within and
the 12th day of

F H

Portland.-.,.10 46

on

at ten of the clock before’noon, and sin w
any they have, why the prayer of said pel
should not be grauterl.
GEO. E. JOHNSON..
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Reg

on

V.

Waterville.. 7 16
7 16

may he

certain instrument,
purporting to be the last
'vi 11 and testament of Janies A.
Clark, late
ol W interport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
together
with a petition praying that Francis E.Clairk
maybe appointed administrator of the estate of
said
with
the
will annexed.
deceased,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
teres ted by causing a copy of this order to tie
published three weeks succes ively ii: The
Republican
Jo.in.a published at Belfast, that they mav an
pear at a Probate Court, to w held at Belfast.
within and lor said County, on .he second
Tuesday of May next, at ten'of the clock before
noon and show
cause, if any they have, wh? the
same should not be proved,
approve*, and alloyved
and prayer of petitioner be
granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
12
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

72fi

~

§

Belfast, win,

neiti at

Waldo,

•*

Johnson, under the will of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give m
all persons interested by
causing a coj v
order to be published three weeks successiv.
The Republican Journal, a
newspaper pm
at Belfast, that they
may appear at a I
Court, to he held at Beliast, within ami 1.
County, on the 10th day of May. a. Ii

J

AM

BELFAST.

j

MARY

V

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

I

it;

do, deceased, having presenterl a petition 1
thatiKalph M Johnson and Jules Henri de

EMERY, guardian of George R.
Emery, minor, having presented a petition
praying lor a license to sell at private sale and
convey, for the sum of fifty dollars certain real
estateof said minor, described In said petition.

SOPHIA

i

..

L. De SI HOUR and Edward Johnterested in the trust estate of Alh.
Johnson, late of Belfast, in said County

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the C ounty of Waldo in on the 2d,Tuesday of
Apri A. D. 1904.

Grain, Feed, Seeds,
«

At a Probate Court
for the County of
April, A. D. 1904.

Ordered. That the said pcin *uer give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
jrder to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Rellast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held ai Belfast, within and for said
County, on the loth day of May, A. I>. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show case,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition,
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

»itheh

JOUBKK8

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
April, A. D. 1904.

!

Ordered, that notice thereof he given
weeks
successively, in The Republican .1..1
newspaper published in Beliast, in sai<f <
that all persons interested may attend a:
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, mi ;|,
day of May next, and show cause, if an
have, why the said account should not be ai
GEO. E. JOHNSON.
1
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Re;.

WALDO

Free to Housewives.

;

J

auce.

SS.— In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12th day of April,li*04. Hannah
T. Pendleton and Alexander n. Nichols, executors
of the last will of James G. Peudleton, late of
Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented their first account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a uewspaper published in Belfast, in said
county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the loth day
of May
next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine,jRegister.

Clocks.

In Malay the natives keep a record
of time in the following why:
Floating in a bucket tilled with water they place a eocoanut shell, having
a small perforation, through which by
slow degrees the water finds its way
inside. This opening is so proportioned
that it takes just one hour for the
shell to fill and sink.
Then a watchman calls out. the shell is emptied, and

—

A

Hair.

Nowadays people with red hair are
somewhat envied.
It was not always
In Egypt, for instance, the auburn
so.
headed were regarded with aversion.
The ancient Egyptians were so violently opposed to hair of this tone that
once a year they burned a maiden who
possessed bright locks in the hope of
exterminating or lessening what they

ll’ A Li>0 SB
In Court 01 Probate, held
Tf
fast, on the 12th day of April, 1904
J. Walker, administratrix'on the estate <>i
E Walker, late of Monroe, in said Conn
ceased, having presented her second am ii
count of administration oi said estate lm

At a Piobate Court lie id at Belfast, within and
for the County of
aldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1B04
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary A. Downs, late
ot Frankfort, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented tor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Kepub
lican Journal, publish, d at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to b.- held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock be
tore noon, and snow cause, if any they have,
why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

JfmaI(esoaeJ?/?/imretread
f/m otter/foura/idtetter

m

WALDO

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Thomas P. Clifford,
late of Stockton Springs, m said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three veeks snccessiveh in l he Kepub
lican Journal, published at
Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held a‘t
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if
any they have,
the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest :
('has. p. Hazkltine, Register.

ON GETTING

Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively in The Republican Jmm
newspaper published in Belfast, in saiu <
that all persons interested may attend ai
bate Court, to be held at Beliast on the In 1
of
May next, and show cause, if am
have, why the said account should not be ,i
GEu. E. JOHNSON, Jum
A true copy. Attest:
12
Chas P. Hazeltinf.
SS —In Court of Probate, held
IT
fast, on the 12th day of April, 1904
R Dunn.ii. administrator on the estate of 1
E. Pil sbury, late of Belfast, iu said Count-,
ceased, having presented his first account
ministration ot said estate for al lowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given.
weeks successively, in the Republican .1,
a newspaper published in
Beliast, iu said <
ty, that all persons interested n;a\ attem
Probate Court, to be held at Beliast, on th
day of \iay next, and show cause, it am
have, why the said account should not be a
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .1
A true
copy. Attest:
12
Chas. 1’. Hazsltink. Refi^

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit liln and for
the County of \\ aluo, on the second Tuesday of
J
April A. D. 11)04.

IA
GOOD COOK INSISTS
■

S8.—In Court of Probate, held afast, on the 12th day of April, 1904 f'
ward B. Edwards, administrator on the eM.,
Roscoe G. Edwards, late of Biooks, in sam
ty, deceased, hating presented his first am
of administration of said estate lor allow&i...

WALDO

MARK WOOD & SON,
Hills

v

i

IRON VASES,

room,

...

youthful depredations;

Early Planting.

ence

Good For

The Pleasant to take and harmless One
Minute Cough Cure gives immediate relief
in all cases of Cough, Croup and LaGrippe
because it does not pass immediately into
the stomach, but takes effect right at the
seat of the trouble. It draws out the inflammation, heals and soothes and cures
permanently by enabling the lungs to contribute pure life-giving and life-sustaining
oxygen to the blood and tissues. One Minute Cougn Cure is pleasant to take and it
is good alike for young and old. Sold by R.
H. Moody.

]

are

1

cannot

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
New York April 12 for Jacksonville.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Jacksonville April 13 for Bath.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York
April 4 from Charleston, S C.
A most important decision was handJohn E Develin, E L Hichborn, arrived
ed down by Judge C. K. Miller in the at Baltimore April 18 from Punta Gorda.
John C Smith, arrived at New York April
Knox county probate court last week 1!) from
Boston.
in the matter of the will of the late
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
15 from Fernandina.
Mary E. Campbell of Thomaston, who April
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Perth
died on December 29, 1903, disposing by
will of about 8150,000 worth of property. Amboy March 26 from Brunswick.
Certain heirs contested the will on the

ground

"They
answer,

Is the only medicine I ever tried which
cured me.
I suffered much from my
first menstrual period, I felt so weak
and dizzy at times 1 could not pursue
my studies with the usual interest.
My thoughts became sluggish, 1 had
headaches, backaches and sinking
spells, also pains in the back and lower
limbs. In fact, I was sick all over.
Finally, after many other remedies
had been tried, we were advised to get

Newcastle,

ship Aryan, built by Charles V.
Minot at Phippsburg, Me., in 1898, was
the last wooden, full-rigged ship built
in America.
Since then eight steel
ships have been built. They were the
Dingo, Erskine M. Phelps, Arthur
Sewall, Edward Sewall, Astral, Acme,
Will. P. Frye and Atlas, live of them
The

HipjJ'

before.”

praise Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound too highly, for it

wonderful change for the better took
place, and in a short time I was in
health. I felt buoyant, full of
perfect
life, and found all work a pastime. 1
am indeed glad to tell my experience
with Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegefor it made a diftable
rule. The loyalty and understanding vi ferent Compound,
girl of me. Yours very truly.
of the husband may hold him to the
Miss M. Cartledob, 533 Whitehall St—
wife, even when she becomes a slave to Atlanta, Oa. " $6000 forfeit If original
of
chilThe
petty household economies.
Qboeo letter proving genuineness cannot be produce*.
dren’s devotion will last while they are
children, but as they grow older they
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
become interested in outside things.
can
where
seek
they
They
sympathy
SHIPS.
tind it aud the mother who has not won
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
their friendship sees herself left withFeb
22
from
Baltimore
via Montevideo.
out it.
A G Hopes, D. Rivers, arrived at Kahului
April 12 from Yokahaina.
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend
July 3 from Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from San
The Maine Historical Society lias
Francisco April 12 for Honolulu and New
lately received an original portrait of York.
Bangalore, Blancbard, sailed from HonoAbraham Lincoln and an autograph
lulu April 11 for Kahului.
letter from him, both of which were
K B Sutton, sailed from New York Dec
the property of the late Noah Brooks 11 for Cheefoo.
Fort George, arrived at Melbourne April
of Castine.' This portrait was taken of
tlie martyred President in the summer 13 from New York.
Gov Robie, from Baltimore for San Franof 1802.
cisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Newcastle, N S
It is practically decided that the anW. Feb 11 for Honolulu.
nual excursion of the Maine SportsMary L. Cushine, arrived at Guam April
men’s Fish and Game Association to 5 from San Francisco.
Manuel
Llaguno, D C Nichols, arrived at
Kineo will begin Saturday, July 2, con- Boston
April 12 from Singapore.
the
Kennebec
to
tinuing
July 11, says
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
Journal. Already those who have taken San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
are
in
Pa il Revere, Whittier, sailed from Newin
these
years
previous
trips
part
W, Jan 20 for Manila.
making their plans for going this year. castle, N Sarrived
at Honolulu May 30 from
Reaper,
There will be the usual sports and adN. S. W.
Newcastle,
dresses, although the program has not
S D
Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
been made up yet.
N S
Dec. 12 for San Francis-

iui iui uuuvtnucu.

The best way in which a woman can
lit herself to see life steadily and see it
whole is by getting into the fresh air.
By the time her body has been there
for a while her mind will be clearer and
she will be able to perceive for herself
how mistaken are some of her economies. When she gets into the outdoors,
when she has had the exhilaration that
conies from a long sweeping walk or an
inspiriting spin on a wheel, she will
look at life from an entirely different
point of view. She will wonder why
she ever thought it more important to
dust every nook and corner of the
house every day than it was to fill her
lungs with pure air. She will see that
it was a poor economy to make her own
frocks instead of having a dressmaker
in once in a while and gaining the opportunity to nead the new book or learn
the new song or devote herself to giving her husband a jolly eveu.ng, such
as they used to have when they were
first married and took it as a matter of
course that tlieie should be an occasional little supper and a small party of
friends to eat it. She will learn that it
is not economy to put a few yards more
trimming on the children’s clothes Mistead of getting their garments ready
made and thus saving the time to give
herself to her growing boys and girls,
in indoor and outdoor sport.
When the sensible woman has once
waked up to this state of affairs she
will set about making a change in her
habits. She will bring fresh air into
everything—conduct, thoughts and all.
She cannot expect her children to come
to her, in the position of mind and body
that years have won for her. Instead
of this, she must go to them and bring
them up, if possible, to where she
stands. She may make them more mature by this. Is is very positive that
she will make herself younger. More
than this, she will get a better acquaintance with her children than she has
ever had before.
If she has been saving time by staying at home and working for them she will find something
pathetic in the joy with which they will
greet her arrival among them, the share
she takes in their occupations.

*

her discovery. Very often she may not
think they are all the youngsters have
thought them,—but she won’t tell them
that. Even if the day has not been supremely interesting, the woman with a
mania for economy may take comfort
in thinking of the headaches and tired
nerves she has saved herself during
days to come by the oxygen she has inhaled a»d the exercise she has given
her muscles.
Putting aside everything else, the
woman who lias a husband aud children should bestow very serious thought
We
on what she is to mean to them.
keep nothing, in this life, without working for it, and the love and contidence
of those about us is no exception to the

Miss M. Cartledge gives some
helpful advice to young girls.
Her letter is but one of thou*
sands which prove that nothing
is so helpful to young girls who
are just arriving at the period of
womanhood as Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Es“

MANUFACTURERS OF

upon his memory, so illustrative was it
of his father's character.
He \vas with his father in his cabinet one morning during the early years
of the war when Secretary Stanton
was announced.
Scarcely replying to
the courteous greeting of the president,
Mr. Stanton walked directly up to the
desk where Mr. Lincoln was sitting
and said, "Mr. President. I have come
for the papers that I brought you yesterday to be signed.
“Well,” said the president, with an
expression in his face something like
that of a convicted schoolboy, “the
trutli is. Stanton, they are not ready.”
“Well, then, those you had the day

their outdoor sports.

fare

MARK WOOD & SON,

Robert Lincoln when minister to
England told a friend an incident of his
childhood which was deeply impressed

Extravagant to Save. The Best her follow Froebel's advice and live
Sometimes the Cheapest. The Things with her children. Let her try to forfor a little that she is grown up. If
One Cannot Do Without in Exercise, Di- get
it is summer, let her go fishing with
version and Indulgence.
them or boating with them or wheeling
with them. If it is winter, let her join
TERHINE
CHRISTINE
HEKKICK,
in their house games and if possible in
B.v

■When it is

88.—Id Court of Probate, held a; h
fast, on the 12th day of April 1904
tavua Bellows, executor of the last will of
da M. Billings. late of Freedom in said
deceased. Having presented his second am « ■;
account oi administration of said esiate p, .‘il
lowance.

WALDO

Occasion When Stanton Did Not
Get His Paper* Sinned.

I

WANTED
Ladies to know that tumors, can1'
and all uterine troubles can In
*’"*
by a simple borne treatment. On*

given to every lady addressing I
Home] ! r catment Co., 257 DeeiinPortland, Me.
Agents wanted. 1'
tAIAIITCn

Men

or worn*’'

"

I CL
representato 1
high class magazine. Large Commission" w
Write
J. N. TRAINER, 80 East
prizes.
ington Square, New York, N. Y.
a

Line Rum

fkmfuiary

Devices tor

::,uis

,

Shops.

Evading

the

Pro-

hibitory Law.
of the Presque Isle
discussing resubmisoption and prohibition, gives
ing interesting account of the
line rum sliops :

respondent
,1. after

,,v

minutes drive from this
ist over the Houlton and Wood; brings one to the boundary
Maine and New Bruns,w on
situated oil this line are build! not only for the purpose of
i:tur tlie United States govern: ,.t for the purpose of escaping
•\ of violating the prohibitory
in either New Brunswick
,n
Carletou county, in New
i,e.
k, which joins us on the east,
prohibitory liquor law like our
hi order to violate the law
a
Jirunswick and elude the of«
;iom this side they have built
ui both sides of the line, or, in
* irds.
they have built houses
n the line, one-half in Maine
:;a 1 f in New Brunswick.
Your
...orient, with the Rev. John
of this town made an inspec! these houses a few days ago.
what we found: About fifty
de of the boundary fastened
is a big sign board, with these
pun it, '‘Boundary Line Store,
Proprietor.” Near this tree
.or tree with a ladder placed
: for ttie purpose of
hanging
to light the Weary Willies on
to
or
either
from the saloon
.. 11 to n
jail for this seems to be
:
resting place). About one
ds from tliis sign in a soutli..iirse is Jake’s shanty, some
ed a store. This place is reachad being swamped through
and used now as a winter
tl.e terminus of this road we
one
building boarded in and
id located one-half in Maine
alf in New Brunswick,
nice to tliis building is from
lean side. The iirst loom that
is in the southwest corner of
and is about ten feet square,
in is a stove and a lew chairs,
: reception room.
The northn
is used for a bedroom. Both
minis are on the American
;v

■i

..

theast corner is the room
a- liquor is kept. This is a room
v lo.
It is readied through a
ilie bedroom, the door being
feet east of the boundary line.
is used as a bar-room.’ The
ued up with heavy iron rods
mly into the counter on a bar
fastened to the ceiling above,
are about six inches apart, and
ok through the bars you get
".-.■doii that you are looking into
The room in front, of the bar,
ie thirsty congregate, is about
square. This is reached by a
in the first room that you enter.
partition running parallel with
clary line, about two feet east
aie extends through the build•t the liquor is stored and sold
rovince side, and as no crime
a
committed in Maine our ofpowerless to make any arrest,
the entrance to tins building is
Vmerican side the provincial
cannot force an entrance.
It
tuougli this line business was
i in Congress.
icxt place we visit is McLain’s
"ell’s. They are doing business
riiibadeau buildings situated on
lh of the tloulton and Woodid. There the conditions are
as at Wise's, except there are
■lings instead of one, but built
together that one step takes
\roostook in Maine to Carlely in New Brunswick without
t the house. The bar tender
■■
bar room by one door, the
■

■

■

by another.

We

are now on

Brunswick side, and if it were
display of liquor on the
would think that the firm
w Bussell was doing a bank's
instead of selling rum.
:cir selling behind an iron
same as is used in banks,
:
they step from the cage they
me, and safe from the provin'ne
ne

ss the Houlton and Wood! are the oid Noah Chandler
known for the last fifty years
oidary Line Store, which lias
-r an illegitimate business all
Here we find a large stock
: lie largest we have seen at
stores. This saloon is wholly
imswick, but so near the line
.Id be difficult to arrest any
■

lling.
may by this time begin to
What is the trouble with the
"i vs?”
They are not in Maine,
has been committed here and
•> violated none of the laws of
this may be true, but we are
used by the traffic as mucli as
ese stores were in Maine. Mc? Bussell and Wise were
obliged
it of the saloon business more
'car ago.
It took ten years of
<
gging to get McLain & Russell
they are no sooner out here
■oe

>

ecu

up
nave an

a

om»p

uu

nic uuiuer.

object lesson in local
het the town of Presque Isle
and the town of Mapleton vote
the outlaws of Presque Isle
nee set up business just over
Mapleton. lint Mapleton is
ly town that will be cursed by
all of the surrounding towns
a are or less affected as
well as
tit y
see how three rumshops two
i> running wide open day and
Sundays affect this county.
1003, will be known as the
n this
county. Notwithstamlthere were committed to our
-ear two hundred and live men
1
<
ration, and it is safe to say
i tenths of these were recruit1
line stores. The cost of arrestmen and boarding them
thirty
"'■h add to the expenses of this
1 -vn
thousand dollars. The year
as started in as
though it would
rd breaker in crime. In the
;
months of this year there were
> sent to our jail for
intoxication,
Hie
time these men serve out
;
'l|r,y days there will be nearly
t Im
d for tbe county to pay.
"
men have ueen brought in from
Hie boundary not oniy intoxu iay,of
but frozen. One man was un"s tor
forty-eight hours. And this
> the beginning of trouble.
I;mk it is safe to
say that every
" >
town from here to where the St.
1

<

*

r!vei becomes the dividing line

rsed with its
boundary line rum
A few years
ago I had occasion
two at Bridgewater. The
.i'"nty shown by John Mullen, who
hioprietor of one of these stores,
"
'thy of a man engaged in a betHis liquor was kept on tbe
; oiunsvvick side, but in such a way
•>
could be transferred to the Amers
while one could say “presto
H® had shelves fastened to
'"'ig that resembled a large door,
v
on rollers. This
door, or rollabout ten feet square.
shelves, filled with bottles of
to towere boarded about half way up
-P tiie bottles from
out as
|

..‘,l,ie

I the door

This is what would take place all over
Maine under a local option law. I think
the people of Maine can get along without this luxury.
HORTICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS
Made At The

Maine
ment

At the recent

Agricultural Experi-

Station.

meeting

of the Station
Council, Professor Munson, who has
charge of the horticultural work of the
Station, gave a brief outline of the
work finished during the year, and of
that at present under way as follows:
The studies upon the common dandelion, the fall dandelion, hawkweeds,
and ginseng, completed during the vear.
have been published as Bulletin 25.
The experiments upon the growth
and hardiness of clover seed from
widely separated localities and countries are completed and the results will
be published in the near future.
The study upon reciprocal crosses in
the fertilization of dowers has been
completed and will be published in the
bulletin in the early summer.
An orchard of
dwarf pears and
another of Japanese plums and their
hybrids were started at the Station
the past year with the purpose of
studying their adaptability to Northern
New England.
Orchard cover crops for the purposes
of protection and of gathering nitrogen have received attention at the
Station orchard in Orono. Spring and
winter vetches, yellow lupine, velvet
beau, rye and oat’s are ^mong the crops
used. This work is being continued.
The study of apples native to the
State, which was begun in 1902, is being
continued.
A number of the most
valuable Maine seedlings have been
into
the Russian orchard, which
grafted
is gradually being top-worked into an
orchard of Maine varieties.
The studies upon the cultivation and
methods of propagation of the blueberry, which have been in progress for
several years, are being continued.
While considerable progress has been
made work of this kind proceeds slowly and it will be some years before it
can be hoped that garden blueberry
culture will be worked out as clearly
as that of the commonly cultivated
small fruits.
During the past year a good deal of
time has been devoted to a study upon
the pollination of apples, especially
with reference to the relative potency
of pollen from different varieties. This
work will be continued the present
year.
The effect of the character of the
stock upon the quality of grafted fruit
is being undertaken on a large scale in
a well established orchard.
By the advocates of the Ben Davis apple it has
been claimed that if for any reason the
fruit ceases to be in demand the trees

be top-worked into other well established varieties. On the other hand
the claim is that Ben Davis stock influences the grafted fruit unfavorably.

can

study this question
begun in top-working

To

work has been
a block of 00
well grown Ben Davis trees, 14 years
old and coining into full bearing.
THE STATEHOOD BILL PASSED.
*

Aslier C. Hinds

Complimented.

Washington, April 19. After a
debate extending through the entire
session, the House today passed the
bill providing for joint statehood of
Oklahoma, and of Arizona and New
Mexico under the name of Arizona.
The debate was closed by Mr. Rodney of New Mexico, who said that
while the bill did not suit the people of
his territory,
they nevertheless ac-

auiesced in it.
The third reading of the bill had been

directed by the Speaker whereupon Mr.

Moon inquired if the third reading was
to be by title only.
In the midst of an elaborate discussion, the Speaker turned to the Parlimentarian, Mr. Hinds, for further advice, and then announced that he
would resolve the whole question in
favor of the individual privilege of each
member, anyone of whom could demand
the reading of the bill.
Mr. Williams, of the minority, jocularly inquired if the Speaker’s decision had
been arrived at “after consultation.”
The Speaker promptly replied that it
had been, and set the House in an up
roar when he added “the skilled parliamentarian who has been at this desk
for many years can give the chair,”
and, after a pause “and the gentleman
from Mississippi, cards and spades and
then have a fountain of parliamentary

knowledge left.”
It

moments before the applause and laughter which greeted this
sally subsided.
Speaker Cannon further convulsed
the House when he asked:
“Is there any other gentleman who
d^-ires the bill read?”
Xu one responding the bill was passed, 147 yeas to 104 nays, a strict parly
was some

vote.

Mr. Hinds is a native of Benton, a
graduate from Colby, a former editor
and part proprietor of the Portland
Press, and one of the best fellows that
ever lived.
He went to Washington to
take his present position under Speaker
Reed.
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OASTORIA.
Bean the
/O The Kind You Hove Always BodgM

“Cure the cough and save the life.” Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs
and colds, down to the very verge of con-

sumption.
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wall was rolled from the
American side to the Provincial side, or
vice versa. When we were there it was
I
! on the New Brunswick side. I asked
him what he would do if the officers of
both governments appeared on the scene
at the same time.
Ilis reply was “I
would roll it over to you fellows, for I
I would rather fall into your hands than
; into the hands of the Provincial offiI cials.” If we seized this liquor he could
i come into court and make oath that it
i was not in Maine for illegal sale, and he
had never sold any in this State, and we
would be obliged to return the liquor.
It is safely seen why be would rather
fall into our hands than into the hands
of the New Brunswick officials.
The towns of Mars Hill and Easton,
still farther north, I presume have the
line stores, although I have no personal
knowledge of these places. Fort Fairfield has one or more. At the last commissioners’ court held March 1st, I have
a faint recollection that we audited
three bills of cost from that town for
drunkenness. It costs the county something to get a man drunk at the Fort
Fairfield line store. Beside the cost of
arrest, trial, 30 days’ board and two
fees, there is to he $9 added for transportation, making a total of $20.
J. H. Obey of this town, who has been
before the criminal courts of this county once, if not twice a year for the last
ten years, and in my judgment only
went out of the business last spring to
avoid a jail sentence, informed your
correspondent with a good deal of satisfaction that he had leased the line store
at Fort Fairfield and would now sell
■rum in spite of us.
This thing has become unbearable.
or

Literary News and Notes.
May number of the
Booklover’s Magazine is a clever sketch
of.New England village life, entitled
“The Managing Committee,” and is by
It tells how a comHoward Fielding.
The story in the

MI feel it my
duty to
e*prei« my gratitude to
for th» benefit I
•▼c ttctivtd and
m
from
Atwood’i Medi£1:,e* Three years ago
1
troubled
^ •*vewly
with
hver complaint.

{ou

Sanra Livor

OOVOI0 LlVOf

Complaint—
Couldn’t Eatwithout
Distn**Quickly Cured

mittee of relatives undertook to mangirl’s matrimonial prospects, and of their inglorious defeat.
age a young

&

$££*

James E. Dunning, editor of the
Portland Press and Advertiser, has recently sold to the Harpers a story
which will be given serial publication
It is the most
in Harper’s magazine.
pretentious literary work which Mr.
Dunning has done and its appearance
will be awaited with interest by his
many friends in Maine.

well.

It is also a
spring
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and can
never

be

too

highly

praised.’’—Fred J. Benm'tt. West Farmington,

There are, as usual, in the May number of the Booklover’s Magazine a
profusion of pictures, in color and
half-tone, illustrating the best and
newest things in the realm of con-

THE TRUE "L F.” MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLV
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE
—m

STEVENS’ TROUSERS.

UK.

The free and easy manner of some
members of the House of Representatives sometimes leads to more serious
consequences, or rather to inconvenience of a more trying sort, than was
ever anticipated by the members themselves. A few days ago Representative F. C. Stevens of Minnesota, who
represents the hustliug district in
which St. Paul is located, had an experience of this sort which is calculated
to make him a little more circumspect
in the future.
As he was about leaving the Cairo,
where where he has apartments, he
saw one of his negro servitors in the
corridor and was moved to compassion by the dilapidated state of the
man’s trousers. They were badly worn,
though apparently of such material and
cut as might have long before graced
the nether extremities of some great
man, perhaps a member of Congress.
The Representative soliloquized.
“William, it looks as if those trousers were oil their ‘last legs.’
“Yessah, returned the darky, “dey’s
all I lias for my po’ laigs, sail.”
T

,lr

T
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spoke up Mr, Stevens, in all the generosity of his big tieart. “Just go up to
my room—the door’s open—and you’ll

find

a

pair ot dark trousers. Take ’em—

they’re yours. That’ll be all right.”
“Thankye, sail,” came the quick reply. “I assho you I ‘spreechiate yo’

kindness very much.”

The member of Congress went down
town and thought no more of the incident. The negro went to the lavishly

furnished apartments and, sure enough,
found a pair of trousers carelessly
thrown over a chair. His eyes could
hardly believe it, but he felt sure he
had made no mistake in the member’s
tender of the garment. So he picked up

the trousers and went away.
The next morning the Representative,
arising late, made a quick searcli for a
certain pair of trousers desired for his
morning jaunt to the Capitol. Ili
searched high and low, but could not
find them.
Finally, looking into a
cioset, lie found still hanging there the
pair of old trousers he had told the
negro to take as a gift. The servant
had taken the first pair in sight and
those were the Representative’s best
ljked trousers, thrown over a chair in a
hurry to be pressed in his absence.
They do not need pressing now, the
Representative finds, for the negro
likes them just as they are.—Washington Times.

Why Catarrh is Fatal,
because it
pours a Hood of poisons into tfle circulation
that saps strength and digestion so materially as to render the body incapable of
resisting disease, and consumption is the
result. Catarrh is quickly cured by Catarrhozone, a fragrant germ destroying
vapor that goes to the root of the disease.
It sooths and heals the inflamed mucous
surfaces, clears the head and throat, and
positively never fails to perfectly cure
bronchitis. Asthma or Catarrh. Nothing
is so good for diseases of the respiratoryorgans as Catarrhozone.
Large outfit SI.
Small size 25c. poor A Son, druggists, or
mail
from
l’olson
& Co., Kingston, Out.
by
American Institute of Instruction.

The meeting of the American Institute of Instruction at Bethlehem, X.
II., July 5-8, is to be one of the most
notable educational meetings yet held
in this country. M. Gabriel Compavre
of Lyoq,s, France, and Marie L. Shedlock of London, Eng., are among the
European educators who will be
present, while American schools will
he represented by such speakers as
President Tucker of Dartmouth, President Hyde of Bowdoin, Prof. Haims of
Harvard, Sec. Martin of the Massachusetts State Board, President Briggs
of Radcliffe, Ellor Carlisle of Boston
and Alice E. Reynolds of New Haven.
The several departments are in charge
of persons whose names are a guarantee of the excellent programs they will
offer. Lucy Wheelock of Boston will
preside over the Department of Kinder-

gartens; State Superintendent Ranger
Vermont over the Department of
Elementary Education; Princ. C. T. C.

of

wnucomn oi somerviiie over tne De-

art; four striking pictures
by modern European artists; four of
Louis Khead’s delightful flower pictures; four pages of remarkable Jap-

temporary

anese cartoons; and an illustrated article on the work of Karl Bitter, the
director of the Department of Sculpture at the St. Louis Fair.

The approaching centenary of Hawthorne makes appropriate the “Notes
on the Scarlet Letter,” contributed to
the April Atlantic by Theodore T.
Hunger. Dr. Hunger brings to the
analysis of Hawthorne’s most famous
story a rare combination of theological

learning,

a

mature

knowledge

of men,

and a clear and beautiful English style.
His discussion of the moral problems

involved in
suggestive,

is profoundly
to students of our
greatest romancer and to all persons
who like to speculate about the human
the
alike

story

heart.
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Teacher,” Mrs. Bertram L. Bryant of
Bangor has contributed to the National
Magazine for April a story founded

upon the characteristics and personality of her father, the late Dr. Nathaniel
True of Bethel. An excellent likeness
of Dr. True accompanies the article.
By a curious coincidence, the photograph from which the cut was made
and of which there are but two in existence, has twice escaped being destroyed by fire.
First, with the destruction
of the beautiful old homestead at Bethel, and again at the otlice of the National which was wrecked some weeks ago,
thereby making the publication of the
present number of the magazine a matter of some difficulty.
a

The American Boy for April presents
front cover that will attract boys, it

being

striking picture

of a young Indian. And who has a better right to
represent young America, after all,
than (he Indian boy. The stories in
a

this number are The Silver Mine, by
Harriet Prescott Spofford; The Blue
Dragon, by Kirk Munroe; Three Yankee Boys m Ireland, by the Editor, and
Arty’s Guardian, by Geo. H. Coomer.
The editor in his “Just Between Ourselves” page talks of various things

boys

some

asking about; some serious,
playful—but always interesting.

are

John Dicks Howe writes of Three
Months with an Indian Show. W. J.
Roe’s Camps and Campaigns of Washington appears with new chapters.
James E Sullivan, head of the Department of Physical
Culture for the
World’s Fair, writes on Athletics at
the World’s Fair, and there are many
other articles of interest, with the always instructive departments. Sprague
Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.
The May Pearson’s contains another
paper by Mr. Henry George, Jr., fn his
series of Modern Methods of “Finance”
—The Shipbuilding Trust; an account
of gliomas Nast’s first trip abroad in
the interests of his paper, by Mr. Albert
Bigelow Paine, in the Nast memoirs; a
timely article on Japan and Korea, by
Mr. Colgate Baker; the story of Forsyth and the Rough Riders of ’OS, by
Dr. Townsend Brady; and Thfe Birth of
Great Trees, by G. Clarke Nut tall, B.
S. The short stories are—The Super
and the Signs, by E. F. Stearns; The
Biter Bit, by D. F. Seton-Carruthers;
Breast of Light, by Edward Stratton
Holloway; The Fight in Ghostly Hollow, in the King and Queen of Smugglers series, by Ilalliwell Sutcliffe, and
Time’s Blunder, by Chris Sewell—all
well illustrated. Pearson’s Talks with
Players this month give chats with

Grace George, Jessie Busley, Eleanor
Robson and Ethel Barrymore.
The
article is illustrated with sketches from
life. Home Notes has a page on Basketmaking, the usual fashion articles and
puzzle columns.
Maine readers will be interested to
learn that Small, Maynard & Co. of
Boston announce among their spring
publications “Kin O’ Ktaadn” by our
popular writer, Holman F. Day. Although called “Verse Stories,” Mr.
Day’s new volume is not merely a book
of poetry.
The half-hundred
new
poems, grouped in appropriate sections, are woven into a consistent and
iiniuiuuiuuo

unity

uy

» uireau ui

prose

comment and chat, thus giving such a
partment of Secondary Education; and
State Superintendent Stetson of Maine picture of the lights and shadows of
homely Yankee life as has never before
over the Department of Administrabeen printed.
The poetry includes all
tion.
Princ. Charles S. Chapin of
of Mr. Bay’s best recent work, and the
Providence will have charge of the Deprose
possesses a charm not inferior
partment of Normal Schools.
to that of the verse.
The book is in
The American Institute of Instruction is the oldest organization of teach- reality what the New York Sun calledMr. Bay’s lirst book, “Maine in the
ers in America, its special field is New
and it shows evidence of
England. This meeting will doubtless Phonograph,”
be the best in its history, and the ex- marked growth in the power of its author.
An
idea of the popularity of
pense of attending will be surprisingly Mr.
verses may be gained from
small, as the railroads and hotels offer the Bay’s
fact
that
his first hook, “Up in
exceptionally low rates.
Maine teachers are much interested Maine,” is in its 11th thousand, while
“Pine Tree Ballads” has reached the
in the approaching meetings at Bethle5th thousand mark.
hem.
Any inquiries about the program, rates, or other arrangements
There is a striking article in the May
may be sent to Supt. Payson Smith of Leslie's
Monthly on the men who do
Auburn, Maine, who is Assistant Sec- the real work
in Congress, the Senators
retary of the Institute.
and Representatives who do most of
the work of governing this nation, alStricken with Beri-Beri.
though their names seldom appear in
the papers. Another interesting sketch
Pbovincetown, April 20, 1904. Chas. is called “Americans as Quitters,”

A. Smith of this town is at New Bedford suffering with beri-beri. Mr. Smith

was first officer on the
whaling brig
Leonora, eight or nine of whose men
died of beri-beri on the present voyage.
Capt. Eliis of the Leonora was obliged
by illness to leave the craft at St. Helena. Mr. Smith took charge on the
voyage from that port to Barbados,

where he in turn was forced to forsake
the ship, the dread disease
having fastened upon him. His limbs are in bad
shape, but, according to a letter written
at his dictation, he is
already feeling
the good effects resulting from a
change
of climate and hopes to be able to come
to his borne in a week or two. Mr.

Smith left the Leonora a little more
than a fortnight ago. Most of the crew
were sick at that time.
[The Leonora, before she was sold for
a whalei> was commanded for several
years by Capt. J. H. Monroe of Lincoln-

ville.J
A Card.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarantee a 25-ceut bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
6mo. 45
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. O. Poor & Son.

which takes up three remarkable men
who have gone from this country to

Canada and

quitted

one

job after

another as fast as they have accomplished wonders in each place. “The
Old Whale’s Story” is another of F. T.
Bullen’s wonderful tales of sea ani-

mals, and “The World’s Roughest Riding” and “Open Air Sculpture at St.
Louis” are two articles richly illustrated, the first with photographs of violent
American action, the other with those
of statuesque American repose. The

fiction of the number has among other
stories a good one of the fighting in the
Philippine, an .amusing young married
tale of Boston life, a love story, a delightful description of the wanderings
of a frightened young elephant. Mrs.
Call’s article on resistance to pain is as
helpful as the rest of the Marginalia
are

amusing.

»

ONE Of FIELD'S PHANKS.
The

Practical

Joke the Humorist
a Ucnsvr Friend.

Played on
In his biography of Eugene Field
Slason Thompson telis the story of n
joke Field played in Denver on his
friend, Mr. Londoner, during a campaign. As chairman of the Republican
committee Mr. Londoner was delegated
to work up enthusiasm among the colored voters of Denver, and in an unguarded mon-enl he took Field into his
confidence and boasted qf Ids flattering
progress. The next morning the following advertisement, displayed with ail
the prominence of glaring scare heads,

Matn <>1 Maine
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PUBLIC NOTICE.
Ir. conformity with the provisions of
Chapter
foity-two of tne Public Laws of eighteen iiun
died and ni> e-nine. and upon the petition of five
or more citizens of the state and
deeming it for
the best interest of the state, the Commissioners
of Inland Fisheries and Game, after due notice
to all persons interested in the
subject matter of
said petition, and public heating thereon in the
locality t>» be affected, and deeming it necessary
and proper for the protection and
preservation
of theii.laid fish of the State, hereby
adopt tile
following needful Rules and Regulations relating
to the times and places in which and the circumstances under which inland fish n av be taken in
the waters of Marsh River and its tributaries.
Kl l.ES AND REGULATIONS.
Section l. It "hall be unlawful to fish for, catch,
take or kill any kind of fish t any time, in Marsh
River, so-called, above Lord bridge, or m any of
the tributaries of said Mai'li River, said Marsh
River and said tributaries being located partly
or whoRy in the towns of Monroe.
Jackson,
urooks, Thorndike, Dixmont, Swanville, and
Knox in Waido County.
Section 2. This law shall remain in force one
year from May first. 1904.
Dated this fifteenth day of April, A. I>. 1904.
L. T CARLFTOX,
II. O. STANLEY,
3tl6
E. K. RING.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
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WANTED!

Every Colored Man In the City to
Call at

LONDONER S STORE.

WOLFE

A Car Load of Georgia Watermelons
Just Received For a Special

Distribution Among His
Colored

Come

Friends.

^tni© ol Maine.

Early and Get Tour Melon!

4-—It is needless to say that when Mr.
Londoner's store opened in the morning an ever increasing cloud of dusky
humanity, with teeth that glistened
with the juice of anticipation, gathered
about the entrance.
Business in the
store was at a standstill, and travel on
the street was blocked.
No explanation could appease the rising anger of
that dark multitude. It was melons or
a riot—melons or that unheard of
thing,
a colored landslide to the
Democracy.
Mr. Londoner was at his wits' ends.
There were no melons in the market
and none expected. Just as Londoner
was preparing to abandon his store to
the wrath of the justly incensed melon
maniacs a car load of magnificent melons
dropped into one of the freight
sidings, and. Londoner and the Republican party were saved.
Nobody ever
know how or whence that pink heartcd manna came.
The price was exorbitant. but tliat did not matter. Londoner paid it with tlie air of a man
who bad ordered melons and was indigant that tlie railway company had
disappointed him in not delivering them
the day before. There was not a crack
in the solid black Republican column
on election day.
But Field was not through with Londoner.
Tlie colored brethren had to
bold their ratification meeting to indorse the Republican nominations and
more especially to render thanks for
the creation of watermelons and to the
man who bad paid for them out of season.
Of course Mr. Londoner was invited to attend, and when it came bis
turn to address the meeting the chairman. a colored deacon of the church
where "Possum Jim” worshiped by the
name of Williams, introduced him as
follows:
"I now take great pleasure in intro
ducing to you our friend and brother,
the Hon. Mistah Wolfe Londoner, who
has always been our true friend and
brother, who always advises us to do
the right thing, and stands ready at
all times to help us in the good tight.
Although lie has a white skin, his heart
is as black as any of ours. Brothers,
the Hon. Wolfe Londoner.”
There was no mistaking tlie author
ship of this felicitous introduction.
The

aoses or

Ayer’s Pills each

aid the

PUBLIC NOTICE.

•

Fire \ Marine insurance

w.

Wmterport. Me.,

hve or
it for the best interest of the State, the Cominismissioners of Inland Fish/iies and Game, after
due notice to all persons interested in the subr
jeet matter of said petition, and public hearing
thereon in the locality to be affected, and deeming it necessary and proper for the protection
and preservation of the inland fish of the State
hereby adopt the following needful Rules and
Regulations relating to the times and places in
which and the circumstances under which inland
fish may be taken in the waters of Sandy Stream,
and tributaries and tributaries to Unity'Pond.

Co.,

against loss.

1- RED ATWOOD.
Agent.
March 15.1904.—8wu

RULES AND

Section 1.

ion. Furniture,
bedding, carpets,
stoves, e.te. Antique furniture a
specialty. If you

Fashion

Means.

The chief end of fashion is not adornment or tl:e cultivation of h auty or
anything of that sort. It is 111• promotion of trade. The design is to make
all women who can possibly afford it
throw aside, at least once a year, all
the clothes they own and liny new ones.
It is realized, when tHiss season’s fashions make last season's raiment look
so conspicuously out of date, that no
sensitive woman can wear her last
Collier's
year's gown without grief.
—

Weekly.

REGULATIONS.
shall be unlawful to fish for

Loth.

Section

J.
This law
one year from

shall be and remain in
May 1st. i;hm.
I. T. C A KEETON,
H.O STANLEY.
3w.
K. E. KING.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
force for

soil drop me a postal card and
you will receive
l rompt call.
WALTER H. COO o BS.
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly3-

a

April—May—J une
Are the three most

important months

of the year

On the Farm
The work done then

means

the success or failure of the farm for the

\

As

]

Aid to Success

an

every farmer should keep in touch with new methods winch will increase the productiveness and
consequent revenue of ids farm.

:

A

Weekly Visitor

which will give aid of this kind, with the opinions and practical experience of the best knpwn agricultural authorities in America, and
in an interesting manner, is

The New=York Tribune Farmer
Don’t forget that it also lias
and daughters.

entertaining

pages for the wives, sons

’l on may secure it in connection with your home paper,

The

Republican Journal,

which will be brighter and better than

Wornliip of Heavenly Bodied.
In central India both sun and moon
are worshiped by many tribes, such as
the Korkus. Khonds. Tung sos and
Ruraetcs. The Khonds adore the powers of nature, as the gods of lie bison,
tiger, hill and cholera, but all these
defties occupy a far inferior position
in the Deccan
to tlie heavenly bodies,
some of the aboriginal tribes also acknowledge the sun and moon by an aet
of reverence.—London Standard.

by sending

your order at once to

■

Rep. Jour. Pub. Co., Bel fast, Tie. I

____*
"t.tiwwnwM~i»TTiiii»r~ifiwMMiMiriri
i n mwaniwMssaa*r

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Send

Mr our free ticset
tion Maliks.
" e require no

in

a

Lnxnry

OR A NECESSITY.

The Beet Family Salve.
Catarrh makes a man ridicul* us—it makes him
an offensive nuisance and it makes hun dangerDeWitt’s Witch Hazel gives instant relief
ously sickv It is pretty sure to bring on eonfrom Burns, cures Cuts, Bruises, Sores, sumption, pneun oMn. or *m least a throat alfecEczema, Tetter and all abrasions of the tion. You can nob afford either, but you can
In buying Witch Hazel Salve it is afford the cure for it. It is Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
skin.
Powder. It relieves a cold or catarrh, or cures a
only necessary to see that you get the genu-> headache
in 10 minutes. Don’t hawk and spit
ine DeWitt’s and a cure is certain.
There and
disgust your friends, but cure yourself t>y
are many cheap counterfeits on the market, the use
of this remedy.
3
of
and
all
which are worthless,
quite a few Dr. Agnew’s Ointment relieves eczema in a
are dangerous, wliile DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
35c.
day,
Salve is perfectly harmless and cures.
Sold by R. H. Moody.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co

advance.

ip-

payment

'Ve iisi* our own money
advertise vour property.
< Ivor 300 sales in Maine
since tool to men from •_’(>
States is our guarantee to
you that our methods are right.
li you want to buy a farm get our FREE
Catalogue, it will tell you where the bargains an* and save you time and money.
M. S. s | LH>,

I

i"

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?
What’s the reason the (hinge we Uke

bestee eeldom

seem

to agree with net

Maybe iVi because weorereatof them.
Then follow* a At of lndlg> lion.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps Bat
In a most uncomfortable day a. two.

Brooks, Manager

curable stomach trou |c. and it lias cured
*
Sylvester of Liber y after he spent three
weeks and tluee day** in the General HosAUtal at Fort land, and was sent home as in-

Virablc.

Brown’s Royal Stomach

Marcellas J. Dow,

_

Brooks, Maine,

Dry and
Fancy Goods

Coro

Thell bottle coatalaa IVt time# the He ala.

Millinery Dept.

EARY RISERS

the faaona little pills for eoMtlpaUea.
P

II

We sell ihe Cilobe
Corsets and recom-

MUGGY, DiiUGGIST

mend
‘

King

is for ski.- Ii> ill diuggists ainl
grocers mid
is sold II II mimmiii-r. Thousands are filling b to-day

**I tod atones tronbia tear rearm,*’ asm
to JLCtoibath. Alpmna, Mich.. “which vaa
tod that at time* I waa forced to remain
lut I waa ladaoad to try Kodol
ja tod. At Cure
from which 1 receired lmOvjpepel*
■adUfTrmllef
and a faw boulae effected a
mapieto core*'

Kwnrs ume

Waldo Bounty

For this is the medicine that t’ it h K l>
Samuel Prouse ef Dixmont alter he had been
given up by various doctors and two -»f tlie
best specialists in the Mat<*. as baying an in-

m

Dyspepsia

GO WEST”

hem.

Carriage

TO RAISE SHEEP,

^vHOVED.-^

don’t go west for references, but go to
of tne people you KNOW who are
taking

Having sold half interest in my carriage and
wheelwright business to E. A. MATTHEWS of
North Searsport, who has been the past two
years in the employ of N. W. Hall of Bath as
blacksmith, we shall move to the Morison carnage shop on Washington street, near Dunbar’s
stable, and in connection with our wheelwright
business we slnl' be pi pared to do carnage
ironing, mu se-uiD in- *nd j ibbing inuler tin* tirm

some

Brown’s Koyal Stomach

King,

the medicine that cures all stomach trouble,
and is sold on a guarantee. For sale by all
druggists and grocers.

name of geo A. & K.
'I \ I I'llKWs. Thanklug til!- puMii* Mr the p;i't tavors, I fust we shall
receive your patron.-g** • n the future.
Vours respectfully,

worth a dollar and a half
"Every teaspoonful
to me,’’ so sa>s William Arnold of Nortliport
7tf
avenue, Belfast, ttaine.
is

GEO. A.

MATTHEWS,

_Belfast,

Maine.

FARM m SAFE.
GEORGE II. RANKIN farm in Lineolnvilie, knowi, *s the Snow farm. It com «ins 80
acres, with buildings and can be bought at a
bargain. Address or impure of
>5tf
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator on tlie estate of Geo. H. Rk uin.
The

Apply

to
ft

13tf

H.

|

“Don': Rtiaa Tnis1

faeaoes of cuch tndleeretlone. A doc*
ef a good dlgeatant like Kodol DyepoMia Oar* will relieve yon at ones.
Iadlgeetlon is always doe to the
same cause. Yonr etomaoh la too weak
to dlgeat what you eat. It need* rest.
You can't rest It by going without
food. That would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Car* will rest it.
It doe* the etomaoh’■ work. In the
moan time tho tired organ Is
gaining
fresh strength. Before long It will bo
■s strong as aver.
Yon don’t hSvs to
flat. Kodol Dyspepsia Cur* will digest any kind of wholsome food.

Kodol

for

j

E. A. Strout,

W* don’t mean to abase oar stomach*

bat w* all do it more or lass. Wa ass
things we want and cant resist
the longing for them. When It’ll too
late wa regret our rashness.
Bat
there's n way to escape the conse-

But

Catarrh Is Not

|

hotti papers < >ne Year

For Only $2.00

.

The

ever,

Cures All Stomach Troubles.
ftoparMlonl* by EO DaWm AOo Ohlcaaa.

The

I

year.

—

What

it

take, catch or kill any kind of fish at anytime
in Sandy Stream, situated partly or wholly in
l nity. or iu any of its tributaries, or in any of
the tributaries to Unity Pond, situated partly m
Unity and partly in Kurnhnni; except it shall be
lawful to tish as now provided in the general
law, in these tributaries from May 1st to June

Second-hand goods
of every descrip-

>

Funny OIU St^us.
One of the most notable of o'd London signs. “The Dog's Head In the
Iron Pot.” had its beginning in the
early years of the reign of that same
bluff King Hal. says St. Nidi las.
It
stands out. a lo.*ly figure on Klaekfriars road at tlie corner of Charlotte
street, the sign of a wholesale ironmonger’s establishment. The dog is
in the act of eating out of a three
legged iron pot which it has overturned. There were also "The Hi ck Dog"
and "The Dog a«d Duck..rise White
Greyhound" was tbi sign f .loan Harrison in St. Haul's enurehyard a bookseller who published some of Shakespeare's early works.

with the p ovisions of Chapter
of the Public Laws of eighteen hunninety-nine, and upon the petition of
more citizens of the State, and
deeming

forty-two
dred and

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Asset* over six million dollars.
A good company for protection

conformity

In

Sarsaparilla.

SPRINGFIELD

Fop

Money.
A man whose cardinal goal in life is
to make money will steal. To such a
man stealing is a line art. upon the
possession of which talent he congratulates himself.
Getting more than belongs to him he considers thrift: causing one man to fail that h may rise he
considers self preservation.
lie is not
exactly a highwayman- no. he lacks
the
jerimina! chivalry and physical daring lof that class of robber. lie prefers
to be a genteel scoundrel and so works
the wax of his egotism into a being
whom he esteems to be exempt from
tli<‘ Ten Commandments and immune
lit' is enroll!aged in
from criticism.
this hallucination by his fellow townsmen.
and as his wealth expands he
rises to a loftier plane in so. iety. in
commerce, in politics and in religion
Schoolmaster.
Mania

•.axauve

night greatly

T. FIELD,

Belfast National Bank.
i

Honolulu, April 18. Ar, ship Luzon, New*
castle, N. S. W.

*

County
SEARSPORT
Edith

Miss
town.

/.

Correspondence.

Williams spent Sunday

in

Bangor.
Miss Marian Lee is at home for the summer.

George Edmunds and Winslow Jaquith
returned home last Saturday evening from
Portland, where they served on the grand
jury in the U. S. Circuit Court-...The
snow storm April 20th brought the largest
fall of snow of the winter.Roscoe
Downer of Liberty plastered a room for
Allen Goodwin last week
Mrs. Carrie
Oxton has a hired girl, a Miss Biake of
Morrill... .Harry Black of Middletown,
Conn., and John Black of Palermo were in
town Sunday and Monday to visit their
sister, Miss Grace Black, who is teaching
school in the Plains district.

In every receipt
that c^iis for cream of tartar
and soda cr other quick leav-

—

Elder F. E. Merithew is visiting relatives

in town.

A. J. Nickerson is absent on a business
trip to Boston.
Mrs. Newcombe of Bangor is with her
mother, Mrs. Magoon.

Ralph Wharff is visiting his parents,
Rev. ami Mrs. I. H. W. Wharff.
Mrs. A. L. Mosman is visiting her sister,
Mrs. K. A. Myers, in Thorndike.
Mrs. Walter Nickerson of Howland
the guest of Mrs. C. P. Ferguson.

is

Mrs. Melvenia Lanpher returned to her
home in Massachusetts Monday.

Capt. Charles McClure arrived by train
Friday night for a short visit home.
Mrs. Joshua W. Black is visiting her sister, Mrs. II. W. Hook, in Harrington.
Mrs. John C. Stowers of Palm Beach, Fla.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. A. V. Nich-

HAEEDAEE.
Mrs. Martin Whitten died April 19th,
after an illness of about one week of pneumonia. The funeral was at her late home
Friday afternoon. Rev. T. R. Pentecost
officiating. Their little son, who has been
critically ill with pneumonia and whooping
cough, is reported better_Miss Ethel
Poland is very sick
YVm. Penney, who
died last week, was buried Sunday.
Elden and Charles Vose went to Warren
the first of this week with a load of maple
syrup—About a foot of snow fell during
the storm of April 20th.Grace YVhite
began the school at McFarland’s Corner
last Monday.
MORRIEE.

Mrs. A L. Learnard is with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, for a few

Rev. Robert Morris announces that he
will hold a series of Sunday evening services with special music at each service,

days.
Cecil Roberts has shipped as cabin boy
with Captain Nathan Gilkey in sell. Paul
Jones.

beginning May 1st. Dates and subjects
will be as follows: May 1st. The Church
of God. YVhatisit? May 8th. Are you a
Church-goer? If not, why? May 15th.
Does it pay to be a Christian?
May 22nd.
llow to enjoy the Christian Life. May 29th.
The Gospel Cali
Leforest YVhite has returned to Dark Harbor, Islesboro, where he
is employed.
His father, Mr. I. D. YVhite,
is still verj poorly-\r. B. Paul, who has
been feeble for a long time, had a shock
one day last week and died Sunday,
April
24th.Elisha Merriam has so much
improved that his
nurse, Miss Inez
Barker, left to attend Miss l’ayson of YY’aldo
Last Thursday sleds and sleighs
were used as freely as in January.
Some
eight or nine inches of snow were on the

,seh. lizzie Lane from Bangor for New
York, lumber laden, is anchored in our

harbor.

—

Frank F. Crockett is spending a short
vacation with his mother, Mrs. Melvenia
Crockett.

Monthly contribution for parish expenses
the 1st Congregational church next Sunday morning.
at

I'nion Hall lias been thoroughly repaired
and painted and the furnaces are to be re-

—

once.

Mrs. Harry Perry arrived by boat Tuesday morning' and is the guest of her mother,
Mrs. Jennie Hunter.

ground.

SWANVIIXE CENTRE.

U uelaimed letters remaining in the Searsport post office. D. T. Ricker, Mrs. Edwin
Clements, Mr. W. C. Hanson.

in
to
is
is
gaining—Salathiel Carter, who has been
confined to the house, by illness, is able to
be out and on his meat cart again_
Horatio P. Marr is quite ill_Harry Cunningham is at work for Percy Nickerson.
( has. Wehbhas returned to Massachusetts, where he has employment.The
Martin RobHigh school closed Friday
ertson, who has been confined to the house,
is able to be out—Mr. and Mis. L.
Clements of Monroe were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. 11. P. White Sunday-James
Knowlton and wife are guests of his son,
Llewellyn Knowlton.Chas. Raymond,
Joe Maiden, Ezra Beals and Mr. Thayer
did the cross-cut sawing on Mr. Henry
Beals' fire wood ...There was a family
gathering at Mr. E. A. Robertson’s last
Fridiu, the occasion being the birthday of
Mr. Robertson... F. P. White framed a
woodshed, 12 by 21 feet, for James Webster
last week.

On the 2nd page is an article concerning a
enterprise in Dixfield, in which George
L. Merrill, formerly of Searsport, is interested. It will be read with interest by Mr.
Merrill’s many friends in Waldo county.
new

Powder.

It will make the
food of finer flavor, more digestible and wholesome.
WALDO.

All who are interested in the religious
welfare of the town are requested to meet
at Silver Harvest grange hall next Sunday
afternoon at 1.30 to re-arrange the Sunday
school and arrange for preaching service
for the summer months.
Rev.
Robert
Morris of Morrill will preach at 3 o’clock.
PROSPECT PERRY.

Mrs. Helen Bean, who has been stopping
with her sister, Mrs. Thomas Ileagan, the
past ten months, started for her home in
Stoneham, Mass., last Saturday. On the
way she will visit relatives in Camden.
Mrs. Bean will be missed by her many
friends in this place_Mrs. Carrie Leighton of Orland visited her mother, Mrs.
James West, last week_Mrs. Mary Smith
will entertain the Ladies’Club April 27th.
-Rufus Harriman is making quite extensive repairs on his house.
SOUTH MONTVILI.E.

B. F. Knowles, who has been employed
in South Boston the past winter, has returned home. He brought a heavy pair of
horses with him
The South Montville
Miss
Orange is having its hall repaired
Agnes Taylor of Appleton Mills was to
have begun school here Monday, but on account of sickness was obliged to give up,
and school has been postponed one week.
-Miss Ethel Howes, who is attending the
Castine Normal school, spent Saturday
and Sunday with her parents, returning to
school Monday—John Adams is at home
from Banks Business College, Belfast.
—

...

—

Freeman McGilvery Post has secured the
services of Dr. 1). A. Robinson of Bangor
as orator for Memorial Day.
The members
may well consider themselves fortunate in
having secured so distinguished a speaker.
Members of the Grand Army are hereby
notified of an important meeting of the Post
this, Thursday, afternoon to complete arrangements for Memorial exercises. It is
expected that nearly all of the committees
will be able to report.
The municipal officers have returned to
the old custom of putting shore gravel in
abundance on the roads., and we predict
that it will be but a short time ’ere Searsport will again assume her old time reputation ot having the best roads in Waldo

Royal Baking

use

—

Edwin Carter, who went to a hospital
Boston and had his leg rebroken, is able
take a few steps—Susabeile Maddocks
on the sick list.Mary Cunningham

Mrs. Agnes Howard and daughter Dorothy
left by stinr. Wednesday, and after a short
stay with friends in Beverley, Mass., will go
to their home in Liverpool, England.

ening agent

BURNHAM.

The

has all left the ground in this
vicinity and the roads are in better condition than they have been for several
Couuty.
The steamers of the Eastern S. S. Co. years—Orison Chandler has hired for the
Line will make landings at Searsport under season with his cousin, Alberto Chandler.
the foT.cwmg schedule, beginning May 2d:
William Reynolds has the material
From Boston, arrive here Tuesday, Thurshis new barn and when
day and Sunday .bout b a. m.; from Ban- ready fur finishing
it will be the finest barn in the
gor, arrive here Monday, Wendesday, Sat- completed
neighborhood.Alberto
Chandler, who
111 day at about 4 p. m.; Monday at J.
j has been sick the
past few weeks, is now
Friends of Capt. Daniel C. Nichols, who much improved.Mrs. Lula
Lodge is
j
commands ship Manuel Llaguno, and resi- ! teaching the spring term ot »• hoo! in district
No.
8...
An investigation was begun
dents along the shores of Penobscot Bay
Monday of the lire .Sunday afternoon, which
will
njoy the following clipping from a bioke out in the attic of the building occuBosto paper:
pied by F. W. Hunt as a store and dwelling.
Some neighbors saw smoke issuing from
A f 11 -rigged ship—the Manuel Llaguno
the
roof of the Hunt building and rushing
fiom Singapore—which arrived here April
to the store found Mr. Hunt busily engaged
12th, gave tnose who were fortunate enough in
moving out Lis stock. In reply to questo be about the harbor a sight they will not
tions, lie said that he had gone to the attic
soon forget, although f>0 years ago it was
to look for something and his lantern excommon
enough. With a strong southsouthwest wind she came in by Boston ploded, setting fire to the place, lie had
endeavored
light, eai lying all sail, and was run directly buckets of to extinguish the blaze, but six
water had no effect on it. When
up tiiH hat bor to an anchorage off the fiats isked
why he didn't give the alarm he apwithout Hie aid of steam tugs. As she came
to be somewhat confused. The blaze
peared
the
narrows
she
shortened sail a
through
bit, but was substantially in “full dress” was extinguished by the neighbors by viguntil her anchorage ground was made. The orous and pionipt efforts and the damage to
Llaguno is a handsome vessel, and the sight die building will not exceed .<50. The buildshe presented as she came bowling up the ing is owned by Mr. Hunt’s wife and is injured., Since the fire Sir. Hunt lias acted
harbor, every sail a-drawing, brought back
strangely and appears to be ill or partially
to the memories of the old-timers the days
imbalanced. He is at the home of his brotiiwhen puffing tugs were all but unknown,
sr, Wesley Hunt.
and the harbor ancli -rages were crowded
with sailing vessels of all rigs and of every 1
ntoY.
nationality, which were worked in and out
A little daughter was received into the
of port under their own sails.
!
Home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Gray of
NORTH SEAHSPOKT ITEMS.
North Troy April Kith
The. North Troy
Edwin Maxim of Swanville is in the em- Reading Club will meet w ith Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Whitney Friday, April 29th.
ploy of Herbert Black.
Raymond Ward of Searsport Harbor was Mrs. Estelle Copeland, who was called to
in town leeently on business.
j town by the death of her cousin, Miss Agnes
Charles Seavey, who has been dangerous- Carleton, has returned to her home in Campello, Mass.Edwin Garcelon and Miss
ly ill, is able to be up and doing.
Angie Garcelon attended the funeral of her
11. E. Robbins is kept quite busy at his Massmate, Miss Eugenia Dustin, which oesteam mill saw ing long ana short lumber.
Pittsfield recently.. .Miss Auveua
j surred athas
returned home from Bangor,
A. W. Dam of Swanville has a lamb that ! Myrick
her studies at the Busicame along
the middle of January and having completed
ness College-Some of the schools in town
over 00
snow

Large audiences greeted the new minister
Sunday, both morning and evening, and
were well pleased—Mrs. Faulkenham of
Jonesport visited her sister, Mrs. E. S.
Young, and other friends in town last
week.Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mayo of
Brewer are visiting friends and relatives
here.Roy Harlow arrived from Millinocket last
week^or a few weeks’ stay.

ARRIVED.

April 23. Sch. Harriet Rogers, Patterson,
Searsport.
April 24. Schs. M K. Itawley, Meservey,
Perth Amboy; A. \YT. Ellis, Osborne, Plymouth; sloop Yankee Girl, Hamilton, Rockland

April

26.

liaven.

Sch. Windward, Scott, Vinal-

■

—

pounds.

OHdrw S^kins hue liirpil fur civ
with Air. Littlefield,
who carries
so-called Cotton farm in Searsport.

MondttV.

nwmtlic
on

the

There will be a social dance in Marden’s
hall Monday night, .May 2nd, with music
by Geo. Berry of Stockton Springs.
Dodge's Corner. Mrs. C. VV. Suttle of
Lincolnville arrived Saturday to spend
Sunday with her brother, Capt. George E.
* hapin.Mr.
and
-Mrs.
Edward* A.
Matthews visited his father and mother,
Mr. and Airs. VV. J. .Matthews, last Sunday.
Elmer Sherman and K. T. Rankin were
at cottage Elkara last Sunday_There will
be a social dance at James E. Marden’s hall
on the evening of May 2d....R. T.
Dodge,
who was 8‘J years old April 25th, has lived
alone this winter, doing his housework ai d
taking care of a flock of liens, and has
sawed and spilt a large pile ot wood and
put it in his shed. His relatives and friends
are always willing to help him when occasion demands.
...

NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The largest chopping bee of the season
at F. Percy Partridge’s last Friday afternoon.
A fine supper was furnished by
Mrs. Partridge, who is well known as a
fine cook.
Mrs. Partridge was assisted by
Miss Moore of Frankfort and Miss Emma
Stairs.
The dance in the evening was a
great success.
George Overlock and Mr.
Partridge played the violin and Fred Ellis
the organ.
Ice cream and cake were served
Dr. Cole was called Friday to attend
Airs. Lucia Jacobs, who is not gaining very
fast since she broke her hip several weeks
Mr. and Airs. Daniel Lanpher and
ago
little daughter, Nellie Belle, called on
friends in Prospect recently.Herman
Partridge went to Searsport on business
Several of the young men in
Monday
this vicinity are talking of going to St.
Louis....Miss Helen Calderwood has been
quite ill, but is now convalescent. ...Friends
of Arthur Moore are glad to hear that he
has been very cordially welcomed by Searsport people in his new store and meat shop
in Searsport.
Clifford Staples is his clerk
and general assistant—Frank F. Crockett
of Linwood, Mass., and his sisters. Misses
Addie and Jennie Crockett of Searsport,
called on friends here Sunday. Mr. Crockett and his sisters formerly resided nere
and their old friends were glad to see them
again, and to know that they are happy
and prosperous
Miss Emma Stairs is at
work for Mrs. Maggie Stapies....Ed. Jacobs
had a successful chopping bee last Monday
afternoon
Lyman Partridge is expecting his eldest son, F. Hanson, from Alaska
soon—The High school at Prospect closes
this week. Helen and Willie Calderwood
and Henry Clifford of this place have been
in attendance.
was

—
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—
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AMERICAN PORTS.

SANDY!' OIN’T.

Frank Heath recently moved here from
Penobscot into the lower tenement in A. G.
Black s house. He is employed at the duck
farm—Ralph Curtis is employed on tug
Stella—Alvah Clifford has returned from
a
week's stay in Massachusetts_Mrs.
Jennie Withered is visiting in Prospect.
Miss Addie Partridge is at home from
Bucksport, where she had been for two
weeks-Eugene Blanchard, Deputy Sherrill, is in Belfast attending court... E. A.
Partridge was in Belfast several days last
week as one of the grand jury_Mrs. Melinda Doe arrived last Friday and has gone
—

to

housekeeping..,.There

was no

preaching

here last Nun day
Janies Holmes died
April lGth, aged 78 years, after a short illness of pneumonia, at the home of
Mrs.
Sarah Jordan, where he had been living
for the past year or more. The remains
were taken to Hermon for burial_Mayflowers are in bloom and snow drifts are
still seen in places.
—

THOKNDIKE.

Mrs. Estes of Brooks will be at the store
of Peter Harmon April 29th with a full
line of summer millinery, and after this
week she will be there Wednesday and
Thursday of each week until further notice— Dr. B. P. Hurd was in Lewiston a
day or two last week. Mrs. Hurd was the
guest of Mrs. R. F. Jaynes in Waterville.
-Miss Ethel Hunt of Unity has been the
guest of Miss Hattie Cornforth_Miss
Maud Nichols of Freedom passed Saturday
and Sunday with Miss Grace Higgins_
Miss Maud Ware is passing a few days in
Freedom-Miss Lizzie Bradford returned
from Searsport Saturday-_Mrs. HenryBlack is in Boston this week-Ephraim
Johnson and wife went to Waldo Saturdaynight_Miss Annie Bry ant of Knox passed
last week with Mrs. O. J. Farwell and Mrs.
C. B. Cox ...Miss Bessie Higgins entertained a party of friends last Thursdayevening, who enjoyed several games of
pit. Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Hogan entertained and the game was continued. Pit will spun be laid aside for Maybaskets.

1Toy Corner, Miss Ethel Webb; Webster
Dist., Miss Auvena Myrick; Ward Hill,
Miss Leighton; Beech Hill, Blanche Myrick ; Green’s Corner, Mrs. Blendon Myrick....E. 1’. Hopkins was in Bangor Saturday.... Miss Vergie Getchel), who is standing the Business College in Bangor, is LIBUKTY.
having a week’s vacation at home.The
Mr Pendleton of New York, the husband
following attended the third anniversary of
the K. of P. in Newport last Friday night: of Lillian Blauveit, has rented the Nelson
Messrs. E. P. Hopkins, Will Hillman, John house on the Lake shore road for the seaWeymouth, Delmont West, Walter Knight son anil it will be
occupied for five months
ind Henry Fernald.
by the Blauveit family, who will come here
1st.
Other parties would like to spend
May
tliu Climmnr luiru 01 Ililll unituKla route tin
STOCKTON SPRINGS.

E.

H. Denslow arrived last week from
Paris, France, and will remain through the
summer at his residence in town,
leaving
n the autumn to rejoin his daughter and
lusband, Kev. and Mrs. Emile Favre, in
Europe—Mrs. C. S. Kendell, Miss Harriet
D. Hichborn and Miss Alice Hiehborn at;ended the funeral of Mrs. Harriet 11. McJilvery at her late residence in .Searsport
ast Friday, the remains, accompanied by
Mrs. A. V. Nickels and Mrs. J. C. Stowers,
laving arrived from Boston that day_
Mrs. Maria T. Blanchard came from Bucksrort, where she spent the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Herbert T. Mixer, and opened
tier house here last Friday, for the cogiing
summer.
Old friends are glad to see her
;enial face—so like her father’s, the late J.
W. Thompson—again in their midst.
Miss Clara Mudgett came over from Cas, ;ine last Saturday for a brief visit at home.
‘The sweet girl graduates,” to be, are busy
suougli just now !— Mrs. Orilla II. Libbey
was quite ill last week from a severe bilious
ittack, but at this writing is convalescing.
Dr. J. A. Peirce jn her attending physician.
...Mrs. Calderwood of Camden, accompanied by her little grandson, arrived last
Friday to visit her son, Herbert L. Hoptins, and family.Our new R. F. D.
•oute, No. 2, will begin delivery of mail
lext Moudhy, May 2nd.
Capt. H. M. Grifin will undoubtedly prove an efficient and
rery acceptable carrier—The travelling
s greatly improved through the village,
put many bad stretches are found on any
ong drive, as Dr. Stevens well knows from
lis continual professional driving all over
his and adjoining towns_We ar? glad to
eport Mrs. Horace Staples as sufficiently
ecovered from her recent serious bilious
rouble to be able to get out of doors_
Mrs. Noah Twissand Mrs. Rufus Mudgett
: ire among the convalescents from severe
folds
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr., is sufferng an ill turn, due to biliousness, at this
writing— Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue is slowHer daughter, Mrs. A. M.
y gaining.
Jardner, is still with her—Mrs. Diadema
Gilman and Mrs Paulina Collins are both
iteadily improving....Our weather is mild.
Fester day brought fog and rain.
—

obtained.T. P. Mathews has sold his
island and cottage to L. C. Morse_The ice
iu the lake is breaking up and will be out
in a few days.
Then there will be a big
try for salmon, with strong hopes of success.George Meservey and wife are
“halting between two opinions.” They
have the offer of a fine situation at a
Mate institution iu Concord, X. J1., and
he is wanted by his brother Bert in his
store at North Vassal boio, and they find
themselves iu about the same position as
was the boy when he said:
“There’s goiu’
to be a dog fight and a huskin’; blamed if I
know which one to go to”-Owing to the
bad weather the contest in the Grange
seems to make haste slowly_The piece of
Slate road built by lioad Commissioner
Lainsou last year seems to be a perfect success.
There is uo better piece of road in
the State-Work lias been resumed at
the tannery.
The whistle is now heard
daily and the people rejoice at the sound
thereof.
At this point we feel an impulse
to drop into verse as follows:
The whistle again is heard in the land,
Which causes the people to smile and look
bland.

Cela, the butcher, rejoicing thereat,
Went straightway to Tom's and bought a new
hat,
Remarking, "My happiness is well-nigh complete,
For now all the workmen must purchase more
And

meat.”
And lie said to himself, with a chuckle so pat,
“It is they and not I who will pay lor this hat.”

The Car Bandits Executed.

Chicago, 111., April 22. The car barn
bandits, Marx, Neidermeter and Van Dine,
whose criminal exploits and sensational
capture attracted widespread attention
some months ago, were executed today.
The triple hanging took place in the Cook
county jail in the presence of the usual
official witnesses, newspaper men and medical examiners.

That Beautiful

Gloss

from the varnish in Devoe’s Varnish
Faint; costs S cents more a quart
though. Sold by Mason & Hall.
comes

Floor

New York, April 19. Ar, schs. John C.
Smith, Boston; Odell, Providence; Thomas
B. Garland, George A. Lawry and Ned P.
Walker, Vinalhaven; 20, ar, schs. Adelaide
Barbour, Fernandina; John Bracewell,
Stonington, Me.; 22, passed City Island,
sch. Telumah, Philadelphia for Boston; cld,
sch.'Florence Leland, Fernandina; 24, ar,
sch. J. Arthur Lord, Swans Island; 25, ar,
schs. Inez N. Carver, Savannah; Lyman M.
Law, Fernandina; 26, ar, schs. Edward 11.
Blake, Port Tampa; Lucia Porter, St.John,
N. B.; Silver Heels, Rockland; Samuel
Hart, Black Island, Me.; Annie B Mitchell,
Long Cove; Hazel Dell, Bluehill.
Boston, April 21. Sld, sell. J. C. Strawbridge, Charleston ; 22, cld, sch. Frontenac,
Newport,News; 25, sld, sch. July Fourth, I
Bangor; ar, sch. Theoine, Brunswick;,
Brina P. Pendleton, Norfolk; 26, sld, sells.
Mary A. Hall, Brunswick; C. P. Dixon

Live

Stock

Market

fi§■

!'=

Is that

68
70
92
74
oo

28
40
44
62
oo
174

130

1088 208

409

THb W ELLMAN AND MclNTlRE
PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT
WEAR CUT

TELEPHONE

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN I8f>5

DEPOSIT

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

INTEREST

PAID

AT 3

PER

CENT

COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANNUALLA

Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if preferred,« l
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

Cld, sch. Lackawanna, Belfast ; ar, sch. A. B. Sherman,
Jacksonville; 23, cld, sch. Van Allens
Houghton, Carter, Boston.
Reedy Island, Del., April 24. Passed
down, sell. Van Allens Houghton, Philadelphia for Boston.
Baltimore, April 23. Cld, sch. Thomas
W. Lawson, Boston; ship Roanoke, New
York.
Sparrows Point, Md., April 20. Passed
down, sch. Annie P. Chase, Baltimore for
New Haven.
Portland, Me., April 21. Ar, schs. II. L.
Berry, Kennebec, to take on cargo of lumber of disabled sell. Henry Whitney, for
Newr York ; Helen, Rockland for New York
(parted bobstay); Addie I’. McFadden,
Rockland for Mattapany River, Va.; 23,
ar, sell. Young Brothers, New York; cld,
sell. J. R. Bodwell, Hamilton, Bermuda;
25, ar, sch. Lillian, Tremont; 26, sld, sell.
Ralph M. Hayward, Philadelphia.
Bangor, April 24. Ar, sells. Flora Condon, Port Johnson; Lizzie Lane, Bueksport;
David Faust, Jersey City; R. L. Tay,Salem ;
sld, schs. Edward T. Stotesburv, Newport
News; Lizzie Lane and Nat Ayer, New
York; 26, ar, schs. Jas. W. Paul, Jr., Newport News; July Fo. rth, Boston.
Darien, April 19. Ar, sch. J. W. Balano,
Portland.
Newport News, April 19. Sld, sch. Rodney Parker, Bangor; 20, ar, sch. Edward H.
Cole, Portland; 21, sld, sch. Magmas Manson, Bangor; ar, schs. Marie Palmer, Win.
B. Palmer and Cordelia E. Hayes,
Portland;
23, sld, sch. Gov. Ames, Bangor.
Norfolk, April 19. Ar, sch. Goy. Ames,
Portland; 21, sld, schs. Brina P. Pendleton,
eastern port; Pendleton Sisters, do.; 20, ar,
sch. Ella M. Storer, Patterson, New York ;
22, sld, schs. S. P. Blackburn, Bangor;
Edith L. Allen, Boston ; 23, cld, sch. Star of
the Sea, coal port; sld, sch. Mary E. Palmer,
19.

Savannah, April 16. Sld, sch. Inez N.
Carver, New York ; 19, ar, sch. William 11.
Sumner, New York; 22, ar, sch. Lizzie 11.
Willey, New York; 25, sld, sch. Maggie S.
Hart, New York.
Perth Amboy, April 20. Sld, bark Herbert Fuller, Fernandina; 22, sld, sch. J. S.

Lamprey,

Rockland.

Port lampa, April 19. Sld, sch. Edith G.
F'olwell, Carteret, N. J.
Providence, R. 1., April 24. Ar, sch.
Woodbury M. Snow, Rockland, Me.
Brunswick, Ga., April 21. Ar, sch. Sarah
I). J. Rawson, New York; 23, ar, sch. Alineda Willey, Portland; 25,ar, sch. St. Croix,
Camden, Me.
Jacksonville, April 18. Sld, sch. Carrie
E. Look, Mayaguez; 21, ar, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, New York; 22, cld, sch. Sallie l’On,
Philadelphia ; 23, ar, sch. Wellfieet, Boston
(to load for Ponce).
Pensacola, April 21. Cld, bark Rose Innis, Axim, W. C. A.; 22, ar, sch. Henry
Crosby, Havana.
F'ernandina, April 21.
Ar, bark Ethel,
New York; 23, ar, sch. D. I). Haskell, Bos-

For the

safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank, are pledged Its CA IT
personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of the provision
National Currency Act. thus affording a very great degree of security.

FOREIGN PORTS.

San Juan, P. R., April 8. Sld, sch. Pendleton Satisfaction, New York ; 12, in port,
bark Auburndale (see miscellany); 17, ar,
bark Mannie Swan, New York.
Montevideo, March 18. Sld, ship Kennebec, Hampton Roads (under jury rig); bark
Mabel I. Meyers, Barbados.
Port Spain, April 10. In port, bark Antioch, Parker, for New York In 4 days.
Havana, April 16. Sld, sch. A. Hayford,
Neu vitas.

j

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per year.
construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

Vault is

new

finest

Lot of
those fine

Another

Room
(30.000

Papers

ROLLS IN STOt A

]

Window Shades

trade.

(100 DOZEN

Trade in sheep about like last week.
Lambs, if fancy, selling a little better.
Best lambs sold at 54 to 6 cents, live weight;
good lambs sold at 44 to 5 cents, live weight.
The best fat sheep sold at 4 to 44 cents, live
weight; fair sheep sold at 3 to
cents, live
weight.

WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR

to

IIOG TRADE.

buyers

last i

ar.

Four Ounces for 10c

The Libby Company.

BELFAST FRICK CURRENT.

Every variety of

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

new

flower seeds.

Mail orders must be accompanied

Prices Paid Producer.

50 to OOiHay p ton,
Apples p bu.,
12.00@14.00
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p tb,
54
2.50 Lamb p lb,
y
Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
medium,
50(@75
3.00 Mutton p lb.
Yel’eyes,
6@7
Butter p lb,
40
18@20 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
90
Beef, sides, p lb,
6@8 Potatoes p bu.,
Beef fore quarters.
6 Bound Hog,
5^
7.uo
Barley p bu.,
60@75 Straw p ton,
Cheese p lb,
134 Turkey p lb,
22@25
Chicken p lb,
2a4
12tol4; Tallow p lb,
Calf Skins, per lb. l0@liiVeal p lb.
s@9
Duck P lb,
I4@l5i Wool, unwashed, 18,@20
16 Wood, hard,
Eggs p doz.,
4.0o;w4.5i
Fowl p tb.
10@ 12 Wood, soft,
3.00
Geese p lb,
14@15

IN STOCh

which gave such good satisfaction

Hogs lower. A few fancy hogs sold at
85.60live weight.
The best hogs sold for 6J cents, dressed
weight; fair hogs, <ig cents, dressed weight.

by

postage.

STOCK OF MEDICINES and FANCY GOODS
—best quality and lowest

SPRING

prices.

Alfred Peats’ Prize Wall
Hichard E. Thibant “
•*
f'enry E. Bosch
Lappins’ Leaders
“
fill & Harrower

With the above sample books
papers we have in stock we can si
more than 2500 different styles of
and we would be very pleased to si
to you.
Yours truly,

CARLE &

J

Papers

%

:

JONL5.1

Retail Market.

Beef,corned, p lb, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,

Main St., Belfast.

90nl.oo

Butter Salt, 14 It.,
20 Oat Meal p lb,
4@5
67iOnions P lb,
5
p bu.,
Cracked Corn p bu., 67 Oil Kerosene, gal., 15@16
Corn Meal p bi
Pol
lock
p
b,
4$a5
07j
Cheese p tb.
16 Pork p lb.
10
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish, dry, p lt». 5(aSiBye Meal P lb,
3
Cranberries p qt.,
10 Shorts p cwt.,
1.30
Clover Seed,
6
U@15 Sugar p lb,
Flour p bbl.,
40
6.ooto6.50Salt, T. I.. p bu.,
H.G.Seed plm
2.20 Sweet Potatoes,
0
Lard p lb.
ll! Wheat Meal.
3@4

POOR &

Corn

.,

SON,

DRUGGISTS.

Sweet Peas

Nasturtium? I

""

BORN.

m

A

Blaisdell. In Burnham, April 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, a daughter.
Crie. In Searsmont, April 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
B. H. Crie, a son. John Conant.
Gray. In North Troy, April 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Gray, a daughter.
Gilley. In vt. Desert, April 13. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Gilley, twin daughters.
Luce. In Burkettville, April 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Luce, a daughter.
Leach. In Penobscot. April 17, to .Mr. and
Mrs. M. O. L ach, a daughter.

of all kinds in

Ill

l;HG.A»ir,U.

OUUUl

years and

6

A

IN

BELFAST

(WHERE

THIS VISITOR IS WELCOME.
The most unwelcome visitor in Belfast
Is an itching skin disease.

Itching piles, irritating
Are bad company.

are

glac^

to

TINWARE,
WOODEN WARE,
GALVANIZED WARE,

<open
i
( E VEXIKGS f

JHtdicll & Trnssell.
W AIM I fcu.

ointments, btit none of them
the slightest benefit. Since then, during

rave me
he five years I have recommended the prepara;ion to many and I know of more than one friend
ind

acquaintance

mits followed
For sale

who has used it and

good

By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can von take
few? If so. list your house in the BROOKLYN
DAILY EAGLE FREE INFORMATION BUREAU. for which purpose a printed blank is provided.
The service of the INFORMATION BUREAU

a

by aW dealers.

Price 50 cents

a

no

good bargain.

KIMBALL FARM.
One and one-half story house. I,
good repair. Cuts 40 ions of hay; a
city. An exceptionally good trad** foi
I have other (arms in Belfast, Wa
Knox and Jackson. Call or write

F. S. HOLMES, Real t
Office over Moody’s Drugstore.

20 head of acc imatcd
for sale, consisting ol
horses and drivers.
seen

at Phoenix Hou.v

PAPER HANGPv
In

a

careful and workmanlike way

Yoursitruly,

Mention the paper in which you
advertisement.

see

this

L.u.ririi>

SMALL

Price

rea-

BELFAST LOAN AND BUILDING ASSO.
March 31.1904.—13tf

WANTED^
also

presents.

4wl3*

leave call

on

my sin

and girls to sell our enperlume. Good commission,
STAR

PERFUME CO.,
Wollaston, Mass.

CAPABLE ANI> EXPERIENCE1
wanted to drive a team. Apidx ’■
SWAN & SI HI KY am I'
lTtf

A

CITY

|

|

[
|1

1
I

H

Teamster WaiiM

FOR SALE!

Honest
quislte

or

ltljl7

HOUSE on Congress street.
sonable and terms ea>y.

boys
Violet

Box 832, Belfast,
& Jones’.

I
!

Belfast, April 21,1904.-16tf

ty.

EAGLE,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

box.

Remember the name—DOAN'S—and take
iub8titute.

On East Side, 2 miles from city, U
L and stable, all in good repair, u h
good land; cuts 15 to 20 tons of hay.
lumber enough to nearly pay for tl

BROOKLYN DAILY

re-

Y., sole agents

FARMS for SALE*

Nothing.

The Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertising me
dium iu the world. It carries more resort advertisements than any New York paper. It stands
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT itt the Eagle costs
little, brrt brines large results, because tire
F:agLE INFORMATION BUREAU is constantly helping it.
Write for listing blank, picture of Bureau and
Advertising Rate Card. Address

the treatment.”

foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
or the United States.

|i

Nlamo ■

Summer Board Centner & Lancaster r

lsed Doan’s Ointment in 1897, and it gave prompt
uid lasting relief. Before then I had tried many
afferent salves and

|

IN BELFAST.

PIPE AND
FITTINGS.

get rid of

Doan’s Ointment will drive them away.
Plenty of Belfast endorsement to prove this.
Mrs. L. Boody,2l Court street, says: “I first

Searsport,

3W15*

eczema

We

|

||

lltK AT

MOOSE POINT FAR*

INFORMATION BUREAU,

;hem.

I

ENAMELED WARE,

months.

HOME

ages

Shoals and Pigs.

COPPER WARE,

Will Cost You

NOT

respei;ti<«l!

Full Blooded White Criester

LAMPS, Ex'tjl

NICKEL PLATED

ID,

Herrick. In Bluehill, *pril 15, Clara Alice
Herrick, aged 5 months and 4 days.
Holmes. In Sandy point, April 16, James
Holmes, aged 78 years and 10 months.
Ingraham. In Rockport, April 16, Amariah
K Ingraham, aged 64 years, 6 months and 12 days.
Maddocks. In Lincolnville, April 16, Ingraham Maddocks, aged 61* years.
mcNichol. In Vinalnaven. April 14, Herbert
A. McNichol, aired 30 years.
Paul. In Morrill, April 24, Virum B. Paul,
aged 76 years and 10 mouths.
Phillips.
In Urooksville, April 26, Susan
Phillips, aged 71 years, 4 months and 23 days.
Robertson. In Bluehill, April 16, Mrs. Abbio
S. Robertson, aged 45 years, 4 months and 7 days.
Simmons. In Port Clyde, April 12, Forest Simnv ns, aged 13 years and 5 months.
In Rockland, April 15, Newell ShuShuman
man, aged 51 years, 6 months and 15 days.
Sawyer. -In Bar Harbor, April 12, John W.
Sawyer, formerly of Orland, aged 59 years, 8
months and 7 days.

Blooded GuritMi

10 and 20 months also

TINWARE,

April

full

Bulls,

Two

GLENWOOD RANGES,

Witiuouoro,

»*|j

FOR SAIL.

Zoi l-Eaton. In Los Angeles, Cal., March 9,
Herman W. Zoll of Los Angeles and Miss Yinuie
M. Eaton of orooklin.

Capt. Lewis Creamer, aged 70 years.
Clossox. In Sedgwick, April 18, A. Lincoln
Closson, aged 39 years, 8 months and 20 days.
Coombs. In East Orange, N. J., April 13, Winthrop, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A.
Coombs, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 18 months.
Fernald.
In Belfast, April 23, Annabel
(Morse), wife of Tolman H. Fernald, aged 29

packages.

SWIFT & PAUL, Matomc

Sedgwick.

Andrews. In West Jefferson, April 12,Andrews, formerly a resident of West Washington, aged 58 years.
Brown.
In Koekland, April 18, Bev. John
Nelson Brown aged 69 years.
Curtis. In Boekland. April 19, Bose E. (Emery),
wife ot James M. Curtis, aged 59 years, 10months
and 5 days.

of sweet

....FLOWER SEEDS

MARRIED.

DIED.

large variety

peas and nasturtiums in

IIoward-Uarter. In Belfast, April 20, by E.
W. Bobbins. Esq., Wa ter J. Howard of Swanville and viis* Myi tis E. Carter of Belfast.
Pert-Prescott. In Sedgwick, April 16, Haloid G Pert and Mrs. Nellie ,1. Prescott, both of

ton.

Gulfport, Miss., April 21. Ar, sch. Clifford N. Carver, Cienfuegos.
Port Reading, April 22. Cld, sch. Fiheman, Brooklin, Me.
Bath, ale., April 23. All sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Darien.
Hall’s Quarry, April 22. Sld, sch. Gertrude
L. Trundy, Washington, D. C.
Sullivan, Me., April 23. Ar, schs. Hattie
H. Barbour and Telegraph, Rockland.
Salem, April 26. Ar, sch. William Slater,
New York for Islesboro.

i:

SURPLUS and the

coal port.

Philadelphia, April

|

Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from their ACCT
TIONS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be subject to their e

BEEF TRADE.

Retail Price.

Bank.

Every courtesy and advantage consistent with conservative banking extended to eveiy \<

No change in the beef trade; last week’s
prices well sustained.

Produce Market.

PAINE

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liabilitj $100.0 )|

MILCH COW TRADE.

*

54-3,_BELFAST,

Belfast National

oil

Trade in veal calves dull. 'There is an
over-supply of country dressed veal on Boston market.
The best veal calves sold at 54 to 6 cents,
live weight; fair veal calves sold at 44 to 5
cents, live weight; drinkers sold at 3 to 4
cents, live weight. Young calves sold at
81.25 to 81.50 each.

Machines, Stone Polishers,

WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES, ETC,
GALVANIZING and SHIP WORK

100
150
29

The best beef oxen sold at 54 to 6 cents,
live weight; good oxen, 44 to 5 cents, live
weight; thin cattle, (called Bolognas) sold
at 4
4 cents, live weight.

to mix them.

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW

t

No improvement in the milch cow trade.
Ail grades slow and at low prices.
Extra heavy milch cows sold at $48 to $52
each; good cows sold at $32 to $38 each;
fair milch cows sold at $25 to $30eacli. There
is no demand for common milkers and drovers are obliged to sell them at their beef
value.

sheep and lamb

only the best materials and know how

Saw Mills, Stave

*

55
08
75
to
oo

358
270
420
40
oo

we use

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

if

_

DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING CO.

at

PI. F?

?

ARE MADE BY THE

—

Ending April 2G-

Total.304

SAILED.

April 23. Schs. L. T. Whitmore, liangor;
Orizon, Rich, South West Harbor; Polly,
Ryan, Boston.
April 25. Schs. Harriet Rogers, Boston;
Annie May, Wheeler’s Bay and Rockland;
Lizzie Rich, Bangor.
April 27. Sell. Good Intent, Frankfort.

the

From
Maine.
New Hampshire...
Vermont.
Massachusetts.
New York.

Mrs. C. E. Smith of Thorndike, Me., is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. II. M. Miller,
in Rockport, and calling on friends, who
are very glad to see her.—Camden Herald.

PORT OK BELFAST.

of

For the Week

Owners of coastNew York, Apr. 22.
wise vessels, and brokers acting for them,
have put into effect stringent regulations
ou the coal carrying trade adopted by an
association recently formed.
Freight rates
from ports between Norfclk, Va., and
Maine nave, it is understood, been raised 10
to 15 cents a ton.
Shippers generally are
said to have acquiesced in this advance because of higher wages; but they are strongly opposing a demand from the vessel men
that all boats shall be unloaded inside of
10, 12 or 14 days, according to the size of
the vessel.

SHIP NEWS.

Iron and Brass Castings in New England

Brighton, Mass.,

Freights.

WINTEKPOKT.

The members of the Methodist church
and congregation gave a reception to the
new pastor, Rev. Harry Hill, and wife, at
the vestry Saturday evening.
Nearly 200
people were present. An address of welcome was given by Dr. J. (I. Baker, to
which a fitting response was made by Mr.
Hill.
A fine musical program was given
by the choir and the ladies’ quartette. Introductions to Mr. and Mrs. llil! followed.
Ice cream and cake were served and a very

Report

Sorate

Coal

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

thing went overboard, including yards,
sails, rigging, blocks, &c.; mizzen topmast
also went. In cutting the wreckage clear
Captain Dow was quite badly hurt, but was
improving at last accounts. The vessel arrived at San Juan 6 days later. She will
probably come home under jury rig to repair.

•1,OOO,000 to be Spent in Developing and
Working the Old Copper Mines.
The deserted mines of Bluehill, the
Douglass, Bluehill, Stewart, Mammoth and
Young, have been bought by New York
and Pittsburg capitalists, who will incorunder the laws of Maine as the
laine Copper Company. George M. Irwin,
who represents this syndicate, was in Bluehill last week and said that a plant to cost
§1,000,000 will be erected the coming summer, a dock built at Bluehill, and that 1,000
workmen will be employed. The output of
the five mines is expected to be 80,000
pounds of copper daily, while the slag or
waste products will be converted into sulphur, vitrified brick, pig iron and glass.
Advance in

j

wreck of sen. Levi Hart, which was ran
down and sunk in Pollock Rip slue a few
days ago.
Boston, April 19. Bark Auburndale, before reported at San Juan, P. R., from Norfolk, dismasted, reports March 30, lat. 28 20,
Ion. 66 55, while under short sail with a
rough sharp cross sea and squally, the vessel was caught aback and at the same time
took a bad sea to a disadvantage, and, with
a heavy roll and plunge the mainmast head
broke at the eyes of the rigging, and every-

A Boom for Bluehill.

—

weighs

j

Spoken. Sch. Pendleton Sisters, from
Norfolk, bonnd south, April 22, off Cape
Lookout reported by Captain Johnson of
steamer Tallahassee, at Boston, April 25.
Vineyard Haven, April 22. Sch. Mary
Ann McCanu, Sellers, Port Johnson for
Bangor, reports yesterday, while lying at
anchor off Cross Rip, lost starboard anchor.
Procured another anchor here to-day.
Chatham, April 24. Lighthouse steamer
Azalea to-day placed a gas buoy on the

—
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MARINE MISCELLANY.

«

CENTRE MONTVI LEE.

LOCALS.

Arthur Colson has secured employment in

placed

/

I

H
■
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PROPERTVI

Atthe corner of High and Spring sn<;
story double tenement house and stripcottage house and a fine lot on High
will be sold at a bargain. Apply at«
17
F. 8. HOLMES, Real Estate

g;.
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